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I OF THE I I STATE OF IDAHO I 
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SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF EASTERN IDAHO, PPLC. 
and CHRISTIAN SHULL, M.D.. 
I Defendant and I 
. I DLrljct of f i e  State of I&o, in andfor Boaneville 
I D, Smith, Smith Driscoll & associates, PLLC I 
P.0, Box 50731 Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
A n o w  for Appelluni 
Jeremv D.Brown. Ouane Smith LLP I 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintii"fiAppel1ant. 
VS. 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EAS'TERN IDAHO, PLLC, and 
CHRISTIAN SI-IULLM M.D., 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Appeal from the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Bonneville 
HONORABLE Jon S. Shindurling, District Judge. 
B g a n  D. Smith, Esq. Donald F. Carey, Esq. 
SR4lTI-I. DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC QUANE SMITH 
P.0. Box 5073 1 2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 Ida110 Falls, ID 83402 
Afforneyfor Appellarrt Attornej for Respondent 
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Page I of 8 Case CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge Jon J Shindurl~ng 
Cl~max, LLC vs Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, eta1 
Cl~rnax, LLC vs Snake R~ver Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User Judge 
NCOT 
SMlS 
NOAP 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
New Case Filed-All Other Jon J. Shindurling 
Summons Issued (2) Jon J. Shindurling 
Plaintiff: Climax, LLC Notice Of Appearance Jon J. Shindurling 
Bryan D Smith 
Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No Jon J. Shindurling 
Prior Appearance Paid by: Smith, Bryan D 
(attorney for Climax, LLC) Receipt number: 
0022373 Dated: 5/24/2007 Amount: $88.00 
(Check) For: Snake River Oncology Of Eastern 
Idaho, PLLC (defen 
Complaint Filed and Demand for Jury Trial Jon J. Shindurling 
Affidavit of Service 5/26/07 Christian Shulll, MD Jon J. Shindurling 
Affidavit of Service 5/29/07 Oncology of Jon J. Shindurling 
Eastern Idaho, PLLC 
Defendant: Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Jon J. Shindurling 
Idaho, PLLC Notice Of Appearance Donald F 
Carey 
Defendant: Skull, Christian Notice Of Appearance Jon J. Shindurling 
Donald F Carey 
Filing: I IA  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than Jon J. Shindurling 
$1 000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Caspary, 
Jolene Receipt number: 0025453 Dated: 
6/13/2007 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Snake 
River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC (defen 
Answer and Jury Demand (by defs) Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Service (Defendant Christian Shull, Jon J. Shindurling 
M.D.'s Responses to Plaintiffs 1st Set of 
lnterrogatories and REquest for Productio nof 
Documents and Defendant Snake River 
Onocology of Eastern Idaho, PLLC's Responses 
to Plaintiffs 1st Set of lnterrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents) 
Notice Of Service (Defendant Snake,River Jon J. Shindurling 
Onocology of Eastern idaho, PLLC's 1st Set of 
lnterrogatories and REquests for Production of 
Documents to Plaintiff) 
Notice Of Service of Discovery Jon J. Shindurling 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/04/2007 11 :00 Jon J. Shindurling 
AM) Plaintiffs Motion to Compel 
Motion to Compel and Motion To Bifuracate Trial Jon J. Shindurling 
Brief in Support of Motion To Compel and Motion Jon J. Shindurling 
To Bifurcate Trial 
Affidavit of B.J. Driscoll Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Hearing A" Jon J. Shindurling 
September 4, 2007 @ 11 :00 a.m. 
Motion To Compel and Motion to Bifurcate Trial 
Notice Of Service of Discovery 8/22/07 Jon J. Shindurling 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
COMP 
AFFD 
AFFD 
NOAP PHILLIPS 
NOAP PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
ANSW 
NTOS 
PHILLIPS 
DOOLITTL 
NTOS DOOLITTL 
NTOS 
HRSC 
DOOLITTL 
QUINTANA 
TAW1 LLlAMS 
TAWlLLlAMS 
MOTN 
AFFD 
NOTH 
TAWlLLlAMS 
TAWlLLlAMS 
NTOS PHILLIPS 
,&;* &+< 
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Page 2 of 8 Case CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge Jon J Shindurling 
Clrmax, LLC vs Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, eta1 
Climax, LLC vs Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User Judge 
NOTH 
MOTN 
MOTN 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
Notice Of Hearing 9-4-07 @ 11 :00 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
Defendants' Motion to Shorten Time Jon J. Shindurling 
Defendants' Motion for Protective Order Jon J. Shindurling 
Defendants' Objection to PlaintiWs Motion to Jon J. Shindurling 
Compel 1 Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Protective Order 
Reply Brief Filed in Support of Motion to Compel Jon J. Shindurling 
and Motion to Bifurcate Trial and in OPPOSITION 
to Defendant's Motion for Protective Order 
Hearing result for Motion held on 09/04/2007 Jon J. Shindurling 
1 1 :00 AM: Hearing Held Plaintiffs Motion to 
Compel 
BRlF PHILLIPS 
HRHD QUINTANA 
MINE 
NDDT 
NTOS 
QUINTANA 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
PHILLIPS 
Minute Entry Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Service of Subpoena Duces Tecum Jon J. Shindurling 
Request for Copies of Documents Obtained in Jon J. Shindurling 
Response to Subpoena to: Plaintiff 
NDDT 
HRSC 
DOOLITTL 
QUINTANA 
Amended Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Jon J. Shindurling 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/13/2007 09:OO Jon J. Shindurling 
AM) Motion for Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 11/13/07 @ 9:00 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
PHILLIPS 
NOTH 
MOTN 
MEMO 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Jon J. Shindurling 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion Jon J. Shindurling 
for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Christian T. Shull, MD Jon J. Shindurling AFFD 
HRSC 
PHILLIPS 
QUINTANA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/29/2007 10:30 Jon J. Shindurling 
AM) Motion to Quash Subpoena Duces Tecum 
NTOS DOOLITTL Notice Of Service of Subpoena Duces Tecum Jon J. Shindurling 
(Wells Fargo) 
Subpoena Returned Wells Fargo Jon J. Shindurling SUBR 
MOTN 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL Defendant's Motion to Quash Subpoena Duces Jon J. Shindurling 
Tecum and Motion for Sanctions 
Affidavit of Robert D. Williams in Support of Jon J. Shindurling 
Defendants' Motion to Quash Subpoena Duces 
Tecum and Motion for Sanctions 
AFFD DOOLITTL 
NOTH 
MOTN 
BRlF 
PHILLIPS 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
Notice Of Hearing 10/29/07 @ 10:30 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
Motion to Amend Complaint Jon J. Shindurling 
Brief Filed in Support of Motion to Amend Jon J. Shindurling 
Complaint 
"i 
Motion for Reconsideration 6: Jon J. Shindurling MOTN 
BRlF 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL Brief Filed in Support of Motion For Jon J. Shindurling 
Reconsideration and in Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion to Quash Subpoena Duces Tecum and 
Motion for Sanctions 
>ggt &?2g"* 
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Page 3 of 8 Case CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge' Jon J Shindurling 
Cl~rnax, LLC vs Snake Rlver Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, eta1 
Cl~max, LLC vs Snake Rlver Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User Judge 
10/1 512007 NOTH DOOLITTL 
WILLIAMS 
Notice Of Hearing 10-29-07 @ 10:30 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
10/23/2007 BRlF 
Affidavit of B. J. Driscoll Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
AFFD 
10/24/2007 NOTH 
WILLIAMS 
DOOLITTL Amended Notice Of Hearing 1 1-1 3-07 @ 9:00 
a.m. 
WILLIAMS Request for Copies of Documents Obtained in 
Response to Subpoena to: Wells Fargo Bank 
Jon J. Shindurling 
NOTH 
10/28/2007 HRVC 
WILLIAMS 
QUINTANA 
Amended Notice Of Hearing - 11/13/07 @ 9 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling Hearing result for Motion held on 10/29/2007 
10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated Motion to Quash 
Subpoena Duces Tecum 
Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration of Protective Order (fax) 
Defendants' Objection in Opposition to Plaintiffs 
Motion to Amend Complaint (fax) 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
TAWlLLlAMS 
TAWlLLlAMS 
QUINTANA 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Reply Brief in Support of Motion To Amend 
Complaint 
Reply Brief In Support of Motion For 
Reconsideration 
11 / I  312007 HRHD Hearing result for Motion held on 11/13/2007 
09:OO AM: Hearing Held Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
MINE 
AMCO 
12/5/2007 MEMO 
12/24/2007 MOTN 
QUINTANA 
QUINTANA 
QUINTANA 
DOOLITTL 
Minute Entry Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Amended Complaint Filed 
Memorandum Decision and Order 
Defendants' Motion to Reconsider the Court's 
Order Retracting the Protective Order and Motion 
to Quash 
Notice Of Service (Defendant Snake River 
Oncology of Eastn Idaho, PLLC's 2nd Set of 
lnterrogiatories and REquest for Production of 
Documents to Plaintiff) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/07/2008 10:30 
AM) Motion to Reconsider Court's Decision re: 
Order 
NTOS DOOLITTL Jon J. Shindurling 
12/27/2007 HRSC QUINTANA Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Hearing 1-7-08 @ 10:30 a.m. 12/31/2007 NOTH 
BRlF 
DOOLITTL 
WILLIAMS 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Jon J. Shindurling Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to 
Reconsider the Court's Order Retracting the 
Protective Order and Motion to Quash 
1/7/2008 CONT QUINTANA Hearing result for Motion held on 01/07/2008 
10:30 AM: Continued Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision re: Order 
Jon J. Shindurling 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/04/2008 09:OO 
AM) Motion to Reconsider 3 Jon J. Shindurling HRSC QUINTANA 
*+*%< 
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Page 4 of 8 Case CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge. Jon J Shindurling 
Climax, LLC vs Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, eta1 
Climax, LLC vs. Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User 
111 1/2008 NOTH DOOLITTL 
1/22/2008 NTOS WILLIAMS 
2/6/2008 HRHD QUINTANA 
MINE QUINTANA 
2/8/2008 STIP DOOLITTL 
2/20/2008 ORDR QUINTANA 
511 212008 NTOS DOOLITTL 
5/28/2008 NDDT DOOLITTL 
6/6/2008 NOTC WILLIAMS 
611 212008 NTOS DOOLITTL 
611 612008 NOTC WOOLF 
611 812008 NDDT DOOLITTL 
6/23/2008 HRSC KE R 
6/25/2008 MOTN DOOLITTL 
AFFD DOOLITTL 
BRlF DOOLITTL 
NOTH DOOLITTL 
6/30/2008 RESP WILLIAMS 
7/2/2008 BRlF DOOLITTL 
711 112008 NTOS DOOLITTL 
711 612008 MINE GWALTERS 
ORDGRANT GWALTERS 
Judge 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 2-4-08 @ 9.00 Jon J. Shindurllng 
a.m. 
Notice Of Service of Discovery Jon J. Shindurling 
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/04/2008 Jon J. Shindurling 
09:OO AM: Hearing Held Motion to Reconsider 
Order Retracting Protective Order and Motion to 
Quash 
Minute Entry Jon J. Shindurling 
Stipulation for Protective Order Jon J. Shindurling 
Order Re: Protection Order Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Service (Defendant's Production of Jon J. Shindurling 
Financial Documents Pursuant to the Court's 
Order RE: Protection Order) 
2nd Amended Notice Of Deposition Duces Jon J. Shindurling 
Tecum 
Third Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Jon J. Shindurling 
(Christian Shull, M.D.) 
Notice Of Service (Defendant Snake River Jon J. Shindurling 
Oncology of Eastern idaho, PLLC's 3rd Set of 
lnterrogatories to Plaintiff and Defendant Snake 
River Oncology of Eastern Idaho PLLC's Request 
for Supplementation of Discovery Responses) 
Fourth Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Jon J. Shindurling 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum of Climax, Jon J. Shindurling 
LLC Pursuant to 30 (B)(6) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/07/2008 11 :00 Jon J. Shindurling 
AM) Motion for Protective Order -PA to send 
notice 
Motion for Protective Order Jon J. Shindurling 
Affidavit of B.J. Driscoll Jon J. Shindurling 
Brief Filed in Support of Motion for Protective Jon J. Shindurling 
Order 
Notice Of Hearing 7-7-08 @ 1 1 :00 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Jon J. Shindurling 
Order 
Reply Brief Filed ini Support of Motion for Jon J. Shindurling 
Protective Order 
Notice Of Service of Discovery (Plaintiffs Jon J. Shindurling 
Responses to Defendant Snake River Oncology 
of Eastern Idaho, PLLC's 3rd Set of 
lnterrogatories to Plaintiff) 
Minute Entry re hearing on Motion for Protective Jon J. Shindurling 
Order held on 7/7/08 at 11 AM. Motion for 
Protective Order is GRANTED. 
Order Granted - Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Jon J. Shindurling 
Order is GRANTED. 
% - .  
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Page 5 of 8 Case CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge Jon J Sh~ndurl~ng 
Cl~max, LLC vs Snake R~ver Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, eta1 
Climax, LLC vs. Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User Judge 
Order for Plaintiff's Protective Order (see doc for Jon J Sh~ndurling 
details) 
Hearing result for Motion held on 07/07/2008 Jon J Shindurling 
11 100 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Daniel Williams 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 Motion for Protective Order 
-PA to send notice 
ORDR 
DCHH 
GWALTERS 
GWALTERS 
HRSC GWALTERS Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Jon J. Shindurling 
10/2712008 09:45 AM) Stat conf to set PTC and 
trial dates 
Notice of Hearing - Stat conference to set PTC Jon J. Shindurling 
and trial dates set on 10/27/08 at 9:45 AM 
GWALTERS 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/01/2008 10:OO Jon J. Shindurling 
AM) Mtn for S/J - Driscoll to ntc 
HRSC GWALTERS 
Motion to Compel Jon J. Shindurling MOTN 
NOTH 
HRHD 
DOOLITTL 
DOOLITTL 
GWALTERS 
Notice Of Hearing 10-27-08 @ 9:45 a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
Hearing result for Status Conference held on Jon J. Shindurling 
10/27/2008 09:45 AM: Hearing Held Stat conf to 
set PTC and trial dates & Mtn to Compel - Driscoll 
to ntc 
Hearing Scheduled (Trial 06/01/2009 01:30 PM) Jon J. Shindurling 
Court trial - 3 days 
HRSC 
HRSC 
MINE 
GWALTERS 
GWALTERS 
GWALTERS 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Jon J. Shindurling 
0511 112009 10:30 AM) 
Minute Entry re Motion hearing and Status Jon J. Shindurling 
Conference held on 10/27/08 at 9:45 AM: The 
Motion to Compel is WITHDRAWN. The Court 
scheduled the Ct trial and PTC dates. Mediation 
is ordered. (see doc for details) 
ORDR GWALTERS Order for Mediation: Parties are ordered to confer Jon J. Shindurling 
and select a mediatior onlbefore December 15, 
2008. (see doc for details) 
ORPT GWALTERS Order Setting Pretrial Conferenceltrial: PTC is set Jon J. Shindurling 
for 511 1/09 at 10:30 AM: Court trial is set for 
6/1/09 at 1:30 PM (see doc for details). 
Plaintiff: Climax, LLC Notice Of Appearance B.J. Jon J. Shindurling 
Driscoll 
NOAP 
NOAP 
GWALTERS 
GWALTERS Defendant: Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Jon J. Shindurling 
Idaho, PLLC Notice Of Appearance Jeremy D 
Brown 
Defendant: Skull, Christian Notice Of Appearance Jon J. Shindurling 
Jeremy D Brown 
NOAP 
NTOS 
GWALTERS 
WILLIAMS Notice Of Service (Defendants' Supplemental Jon J. Shindurling 
Production of Financial Documents Pursuant to 
the Court's Order Re: Protection Order) 
1 1/3/2008 STlP DOOLITTL Stipulation to Seal Certain Docpen ts  (fax) Jon J. Shindurling 
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Page 7 of 8 Case. CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge: Jon J. Shindurling 
Climax, LLC vs Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, etal. 
Climax, LLC vs Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User Judge 
511 312009 DCHH GWALTERS Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Jon J Shindurling 
05/13/2009 02.00 PM: Dlstrict Court Hearing Helc 
Court Reporter. Nancy Marlow 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated. under 50 
HRVC GWALTERS Hearing result for Trial held on 06/01/2009 01:30 Jon J. Shindurling 
PM: Hearing Vacated Court trial - 3 days 
511 512009 MINE GWALTERS Minute Entry re PTC held on 5/13/09 at 2 PM: All Jon J. Shindurling 
issues are decided, final judgment will be 
submitted by Mr. Carey for signature. (see doc for 
details). 
JDMT GWALTERS Judgment: Final judgment is hereby entered in Jon J. Shindurling 
favor of the Ds as to all legal and factual issues. 
STATUS GWALTERS Case Status Changed: Closed Jon J. Shindurling 
CDlS GWALTERS Civil Disposition entered for: Skull, Christian, Jon J. Shindurling 
Defendant; Snake River Oncology Of Eastern 
Idaho, PLLC, Defendant; Climax, LLC, Plaintiff. 
Filing date: 511 512009 
5/29/2009 MEMO WOOLF Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Jon J. Shindurling 
Fees 
AFFD WOOLF Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendants' Jon J. Shindurling 
Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
6/9/2009 HRSC GWALTERS Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/23/2009 11:OO Jon J. Shindurling 
AM) Objection to costs - Smith/Driscoll to ntc 
STATUS GWALTERS Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk Jon J. Shindurling 
action 
MlSC WOOLF Objection to Final Judgment Jon J. Shindurling 
DOOLITTL Objection and Motion to Disallow Award of Costs Jon J. Shindurling 
and Attorney's Fees 
NOTH DOOLITTL Notice Of Hearing 5-23-09 @ 11:OO a.m. Jon J. Shindurling 
WOOLF Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court Jon J. Shindurling 
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via 
Misc. Payments. The $1 5.00 County District 
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Driscoll, 
B.J. (attorney for Climax, LLC) Receipt number: 
0025946 Dated: 611 012009 Amount: $1 5.00 
(Check) For: Climax, LLC (plaintiff) 
NOTC WOOLF Notice of Appeal to Supreme Court Jon J. Shindurling 
6/16/2009 MEMO DOOLITTL Memorandum in Response to Plaintiffs Objection Jon J. Shindurling 
and Motion to Disallow Award of Costs and 
Attorney Fees 
SHULTS Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal Jon J. Shindurling 
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: Climax, LLC 
Receipt number: 00271 16 Dated: 6/17/2009 
Amount: $86.00 (Cashiers Check) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 271 17 Dated Jon J. Shindurling BNDC SHULTS 
611 712009 for I oo.ooj - 
- L 7 
Date 7/27/2009 ~ e v e n ~ ~ ~ ~ i c i a l  District Court - Bonneville ~our$$z* User SHULIS 
~-4~ Aaa 
T~me 03 09 PM ROA Report 
Page 8 of 8 Case CV-2007-0002967 Current Judge Jon J Shindurling 
Cl~max, LLC vs Snake R~ver Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, eta1 
Climax, LLC vs. Snake River Oncology Of Eastern Idaho, PLLC, Christian Skull 
Date Code User Judge 
611 912009 BRIF WOOLF Reply Brief in Support of Objection and Motion to Jon J Shindurl~ng 
Disallow Award of Costs and Attorney's Fees 
6/23/2009 DCWH GWALTERS Hearing result for Motion held on 0612312009 Jon J. Shindurling 
11:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Marlow 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 Objection to costs - 
Smith/Driscoll to ntc 
MINE GWALTERS Minute Entry on Mtn hrg held on 6/23/09 at I I Jon J. Shindurling 
AM: Mtn on Costs was partially GRANTED. Mr. 
Brown will preparelsubmit order for signature. 
(see doc for details). 
DOOLITTL Defendants 1 Respondents' Request for Additional Jon J. Shindurling 
Transcripts of Record 
SHULTS Docket # 3661 3 
Due Date 8-25-09 
Jon J. Shindurling 
7/2/2009 ORDR GWALTERS Order Granting Atty FeesICosts to Defs: P's mtn Jon J. Shindurling 
for Atty's feeslcosts is hereby GRANTED in amt 
of $24,291.42. 
&%x&$ ***- g&g>*+* ggp4 
+@&&J CASE ASSIGNED TO ~L+A,~ 
=&* .;x??/@Se* -%p,rd&2 
JUDGE JO?i J. SHINBURLING +xi* 
Rrj ail D. Smitll, Esq. - ISB N44 1 1 
1-3. J .  Driscoll. Esy. - ISB ist 701 0 
i\ilcGlmrrr, MEACEIAKI & SR117'11, PLLC 
4 14 S h ~ u p  Ave. 
1T.t) 13ox 5073 1 
Iclaho Falls. Idaho 83405 
I'elephorre: (208) 524-073 1 
Iacsiinile: (208) 529-41 66 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN 7'I-LE DIS PRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTII JUDICIAL DISTIiICT OF 
TIlE STA'PE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
C1,IILIAX. L LC. 
Plaintif: 
V. 
SNAKE RlVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EASTERN IDAHO. PLLC. and 
CEIRLS'I'IAN SHULL, M.D.. 
Case No. CV- -- d * " j  I 
COMPLAINT AND IIEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
Defendants. 1 
COMFS N O W  the plaintii'f, CLIMAX, LLC, and as and for a cause of action 
against the defendants. states. alleges. and avers as follows: 
PARTIES, JUKISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. 'The plaintiff, Climax, LLC (hereafter, "Climax"), is an Idaho limited 
liability colvpany with its principal place of business in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
2. The defendant, Snake River Oncology of Eastern Idaho. PLLC (hereafter, 
"SRO"), is and at all tinles relevant hereto was all Idaho professional linlited liability 
company with its principal place of business in Bormeville County. Idaho. 
3 .  l'he defendant. Clu-istian Shull. M.D. (hereafter, "Shull"), was at all times 
relevant hereto an individual residing in Bonneville County. Idaho. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - I'age 1 
I- .\CLIENTS\BDS\780 I \Pleadings\OO 1 Comp1aint.doc 0 
3 )  
20. A jrtdicial cleclaratior~ is necessary and a1:lpropriate at this time ulicier the 
circu~listances in order that Climax may ascertain its rights and duties and to eliininate the 
costs and uncerlair~ties attetldant with litigation and a potential f~~trrre judgment against 
S 1x0. 
COCJNT FOUR 
(:'\ttorncy's Fees) 
21. Plaintiff realleges all previous allegations contained in the Cornplaint as if 
set forth in filll. 
22. Climax Iias been required to seek the legal services of the firin of 
R4cGratl1, Meachain & Smitl~. PLLC to prosecute this action and has incull-ed attorney's 
fees and costs because of SRO's ~vrongf~~l  conduct as alleged Ilerein. entitling Clinlas to 
recover an award of reaso~lable attorney's fees and costs as l~erein alleged pursuant to the 
Lease and Cuarai~ty. as well as Idaho Code ji 5 12- 120 and 12- 12 1, and Idaho Rule of 
Civil 13rocedure 54. 
W13EREFORL<. the plaintiff prays for judgment against the defenctants, jointly and 
severallj.. as follotvs: 
1. For judglnent awarding the plaintiff compensatory damages in an anlout~t 
to be proven at trial; 
2. 1701- judgtl~ent anarding the plaintiff prejudglneilt interest; 
3 .  For a declaratory judgment that SRO has no right to terminate the Lease 
with Climax and that SRO's April 26, 2007 notice of terinination is ineffective and 
u~ljustified and constitutes a material breach of the Lease; 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL -$age 4 
F \CLIENTS\RDS',780 i\Pleadings\OO I Co~nplaint.doc I.& 
4. For it~dg~nent awarding the plaintiff attori~ey's fees and costs of s~rit 
it~currcd l~erein as provided by contract and statute: 
5. For interest as allowed by law; and 
6. For SLICII other a id  furtller relief as appears just and eqt~itabie in the 
premises. 
DATED this zL5 day of May. 1007. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
C'OMES NOW the undersigned and makes dernaid fbr a jury trial of tlie issues in 
the above matter. I 
r b  
DATED this 23 day of  May, 200'7. 
McGRATH, ITH. PLkG 
ii 
Bryan D. Smith 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - Page 5 
F~\CLIENTS\RDS\7SOl\Pleadings\001 Co~npIaint.doc 13  
Donald 1:. Carey, 1SB #4392 
Robert I). Williatns, 1SB #5094 
QUANE SMITH I,IdIJ 
2325 West Broad~va?, Suite 13 
Idaho 1:alls. Idaho 83402-29 13 
'Pelephone: (208) 529-0000 
I:acsimile: (208) 529-0005 
It-nnail: dfcarey@quanesinith.net 
Attorneys f i r  13efetidants 
IN 'I I iE DIS'I'IIICT COURT OF l'liE SEVENTI-I .JUDICIAL DISlRICT 
OF 'rl-11; STATE OF IDAI-IO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
VS. 
Plaintiff. 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EAC;TEI<K IDAHO. PLIX, and 
GI IRIS'I IAN SI-IULIA. M.D., 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
ANSWEII. AND JURY DEMAND 
Category: I. I. u - Fee: $58.00 
Defendants. 
Defendants, Snake River Oncology of Eastern Idaho; PLLC and Christian 
Silull, M.I)., by and through their attorneys of record, Quane Smith I,LP, answer Plaintifrs 
Colnplaint and allege as follows: 
1 .  Pldintiff s Coinplaint fails to state a claiin upon \ i ~  hich relief can be granted. 
2. Defendants deny each and every allegation of the Complaint not herein 
1 - Answer and Jury  De~ l~and  1; 
cxprcssly admitted. 
3. llefendants hereby admit Paragraphs I .  2, 5, and 6 of Plaintiff-s Complaint. 
4. Regards to the allegations contained within Paragraphs 15, 19, and 20, 
Defendants have insufficient information and knowledge upon which to admit or deny and 
therefore deny.. 
5. Defendants specifically deny Paragraphs 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 22 
of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
6. With regards to the allegations contained within Paragraph 18, Defendants 
admit that a contl-oversy has arisen. Defendants deny the characterization of the allegation. 
7. With regards to the allegatio~is contained with Pasagraphs 4, 1 1, 17 and 21, 
they incorporate allegations contained within other enumerated paragraphs of the Goinplaint. 
As such, they are admitted, denied, denied without knowledge and otherwise responded to 
as set forth above. 
8. Defendants performance of the lease, was excused by the "the Solders and 
Sailors Civil Relief Act, 50 U.S.C. 5 501-596. In particular, 50 U.S.C. 5 535(a)(l)(A) which 
provides for the federally authorized perlnissive termination of a business lease by service 
lnembers. 
9. Plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages, if any. 
10. Plaintiff assumed the risk of the events, occusrences and darnages alleged in 
the Complaint 
WI-$EREFORE, Defendants pray the Court enter judgment against Plaintiff as follows: 
2 -- Answer and Jury Llernand 15  
1. Dismissing Plaintiff's Complaint with Plaintiff taking nothing thereby; 
2. Awarding Dcfendants costs and fees, pursuant to Idaho Code 5 12- 120 and 12- 
121; and 
3. Fur such other and further relief as this Court deems just. 
DEFENDANTS DEMAND TRIAL BY JURY 
DAI'EX) this 13'" day of June, 2007. 
QUANE SMITE1 I,I,P 
By: 
Donald I;. ~ a r e f i f  t h 9 n 1 1  
Attorneys for ~zf&iaants  
CERTIFICATE OF SEIiVICE 
I IIEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13"'day of June. 2007, I served a true and correct 
cop) of the foregoing Answler und Jury Demand by: 
B q  an I>. Smith, Esq. S. Mail, postage prepaid 
£3. J. Driscoll. Esq. [ I-Iand-Delivered 
MCGRATI-1. MEACI-IAM & SMITI-I. PLLC [ ] Overnight Mail 
4 14 S houp Avenue 1 1 Facsimile (@529-4 166 
P.O. Box 5073 1 
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83405 
524-073 1 
0 ~I'II,ESIOPFAY - CASE I~li,t~S\Clime\-. I.1.C v Snake Riven Oncology of E ID'Answer B Jury Demand wpd 
3 - -  Answer and Jury Detnatld 
IN THE DIS1'ItICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIIE 
-7 ,tP-9 p5:12 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
C'I,Ii'vllZX, IdLC., 1 
1 
Plaintiff. 1 Case No. CV-2007-2967 
1 
-xTs. - MINUTE ENTRY 
1 
SEAKE RIVEK ONCOLOGY OF 1 
1:AS'TElrZN IDAIIO. PLLC, and 1 
CI IRlSTIAN SIiULL. M.C., 1 
1 
Ilefendant. 1 
Septenlber 4, 2007. a Plaintiffs Motion to Colllpel and Bifurcate Trial and Defendant's 
R,lotion to Slilorte~l 'itne and Motion h r  Protective Order canze 011 for hearing before the 
1 Ionorable Jon d .  Shindulling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls. Idaho. 
Ms. Nancy Marlov.1, Court Reporter. and Ms. Rhonda Quintana. Deputy Court Clelk. 
mere present. 
i'vlr. B.J. Driscoll appeared on behalf of plaintiff. 
Mr. Robert D. Williams appeared on behalf of defendants. 
Mr. Driscoll indicated he had no objectioil to the Motion to Shorten Time. 
The Court granted the motion and would hear argument of the Motion for Protective 
Order incorporated with the h/lotion to Compel. 
Mr. Driscoll addressed the Court in support of the Plaintifrs motions. 
The Court referenced tile file and illquired of counsel regarding an affidavit describillg the 
milita13 service of the doctor. 
Mr. Driscoll responded in clarificatio~l and indicated none had been filed. 
Mr. Willia~~lls indicated that a Motion for Summary Judgment will be filed. 
Mr. Driscoll continued with his argument in support 
Rilr. ii7illiams offered argurnent in opposition. 
Mr. Briscoll respolided in rebuttal and requested the Court grant the motions. 
The Court denied the Motion to Compel and granted the Motion for Protective Order. 
Tlie Court took under adviseinent the Motion to Bift~rcate and wo~tld issue its opinion and 
decision at a later time. The Court directed Mr. Urilliams to prepare an order. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
~ i s t g c t  Judge 
c: 23.5. Driscoll 
Robert Williams 
090407Ah4Sl1111durl # $  
IN 'I'IIE DISrI.I<lC1. COUR.17 OF TIIE S E V E ~ ~ ~ I C I A I .  l31S:I i<lCT 
i '  4 
01. I'HI, S I A I E  01; IDAI-10. IN AND FOR 'TIE ( j O l ~ - ~ o O 1 2  RONNEVILLI; 
40 :51 
CLIMAX, LILC, 
I'llaintifl-, 
t 'S. 
SNAIiE RIVlJR ONCOLOGY 01; 
l~AS'Pl<It_N IDAIIO, I'LLC, avid 
C'I IRIS-IIAN SI-IULI,. M.D., 
l>efendat~ts. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
ORDER 
RE: PLAINT IFF'S MO'I'ION rf'CI 
CCJMI'EL AND DEFENDAN T'S ' 
MCI'TION FOR PRO IEC L'IVE 
ORDER 
'I'l~e Court, l~aving reviet~ed Plaintiffs Motion to Co~ilpel and Defe~~dal~ts '  hlotiov~ fix 
Protective Orcler, as \yell as all briefing submitted avid after oral argunient on September 4. 
2007. and the Cotrrt being Sully apprised. DOES 1 IEREBU ORDER as f'ollo\tis: IJefknclaiits' 
Motion to Shorten Time to hear their Motioli for Protectio~i Order, tliere being no objection, 
is hereby GRANTED. Plaintiff-s Motior.1 to Compel is DENIED without pre-judice. Plaintiff 
Ilia? again raise these issues al-ier briefing atid hearivig of Defendants' anticipated motion for 
s ~ t m ~ l ~ a r y  judgment. I>eSendants' Motion for Protective Order is GRANTED. Plaintif'i-s 
Motion to BiSuscate issues ior trial is talcell UNDER ADVISEMENTT";;-LS 1 
IT IS SO ORD 
I 
DATED this ay of September, 2007. 
0 
*> F p ; 1; [ 
I - Ordei Re: Plaintiff-s Mot1011 to Colnpel & Defendants' Motpn'jfor Protective Older 
09/0?/21J07 1 5 :  18 F.4k 1 Z 0 3 5 2 B d l ~ 2 +  3icGrath Me~ck~m Smlch 
O Y f 0 7 / 2 0 0 7  FRT 13! 34 PAX gesHt& &p2* 
.A.:*$ t,>$!qa %&4J +Y&& \?*W 
B . J ~ S C O ~ ~ ;  E S ~ .  
Att m y  for Plaintli'f" 
J IEJXEBY CERTFY that X am a duly cctZifiad Clerk of this Court, itnd on this 
-day of Sqtember, 2007, I served a true and correct copy o f  tbe foregoing on: 
Bryan D, Smith, Esq. [A. s Mail, postage prepaid 
B. 1. Driscall, Esq, [ ] Hand-Dclivcrcd 
M C G R A m  MEACHAM 2% SMTH, PLLC I J O v e ~ & t  Mail 
4 14 Shoup Avenue 1 Facsimilt?, @529-4 1 66 
P.0, Box 50731 
ldaha Fdls, Idaho 83405 
524-073 I 
Robert D. William, Esq. Q u m  smm LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-2913 
(208) 529-0000 
Anorn~yfor Dafendmt(s) 
[ v"!J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Had-Dclivorcd 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile @ (208) 529-0005 
Clerk of the District Court: 
2 - Ordrzr Re; PIainWs Motion to Comprr;l& Defendants' Motion fbr Protective Order 
13rya11 U. Smith. Esq, - IS J3 it34 1 1 
1 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB iiit 701 0 ( , I 
MCC;RA 111, h l~ ,4~'13~nfl  & SiVlI'TIi, VLLC 
414 SIIOLI~ A\e. 
1).(1). Box 5073 1 
Iclallo Falls. Idaho 83405 
'l'eleplrone: (208) 524-073 1 
Iacsimile: (208) 529-4 166 
Attorneys f i r  Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC7' OF 
THE STATE OF IDA1 10. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILI-1: 
CLIMAX. I,LC, 
Plaintiff 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EASTERN IUAI-10, PLLC. and 
GFIRISTIAN SI--1UI,L. M.D.. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DKISCOLL 
U. J. DRISCOLL, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
I .  I am one of tI1e attorneys for the defendant in this action, I an1 over the age 
o f 2  1, and I rnake this affidavit based on my personal knowledge. 
2. Tlie protective order entered it1 this case preventing the plaintiff from 
discovering the b~lsilless and fi~lallcial affairs of the defendatits lilteuise prevents the 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DRlSCOLL - Page 1 
,- - 
3-3 7 
F \CLIENTS\BDS\780 1 '~Pleadings\O 16 Aff.UJD.doc - ., &a 
2 A- 
plairrtiff from obtaining facts essential to justify the plaintiffs oppositiorl to tllc 
3 Specifically. the plaintiff' must necessarily understa~icl the defendants' 
fiiiallcial conditiori before, duril?g, avid aiiel C11ristiar.t Sl~ull's military service in order to 
present evidence that justice and equity reclui~e the court to ~llodify the defetldants' lease 
ter~~iinatioil as stated irt 50 U.S.C. Appendix Section 535(g). 
4. Attaclied hereto and. marked as Exliibit "A'" is a true and correct copy of 
the cover page and the transcript of the deposition of Christian Sl1ul1 talcell October 5 ,  
2007. 
Further your affiant sayetli naught. 
DATED this - d 3 day of October. 2007. 
r% 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2: 3dd day of October. 2007. 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J. DRISCOLL - Page 2 
. - 
F.iCLIENFTS\BDS\780 l\Pleadings\O 16 Aff.BJD.doc 22 
- - 
CERTIFICATE OF SEKVIGE 
I IIEKEHY CEIITIFY that on this a d a y  ilt Octtrbel. 2007. 1 caused n irue and 
correct copy of tlle foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF B. S. DRISCOLL to be sesved. hy 
placing the same i11 a sealed el-ivelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, or hand delivery. Sacsi~nile tral-is~nissiol~ or o\ elliiglli delivery, addressed tc-, the 
following: 
/- 
IInnald F. Carey, Escl. [ 4' U. S . hllail 
Robert El. \Villiams, Izsq. [ ]Fax 
QU~ZNE S ~ ~ I T H  LLP I j Ovemigl-it Uelivet.3 
2325 West Broadway. Suite B [ 1 Ehancl Delivery 
Idaho Falls. ID 83402-291 3 
AFFIDAVIT OF B. J .  DRISGOLL - Page 3 
F.\CLIENTS\BDS\7SO I \PleadingsiO I6 Aff.BJD.doc ..- 23 
EXHIBIT "A " 
Transcript of the Testimony of Christian Shull 
Date: October 5, 2007 
Volume; I 
Printed On: 10/17/2007 
*qji&& 6% 
@k$"; *- %&@ 
4*# 
Deposition o f :  Christian Sbull October 5, 2007 
IN T H E  DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 00 
THE: S T A T E O F  IDAI.10, Ill  Afiil) FOR THE: C O U I I T ~  OF BONMEVLLLE 
CLIIqAX, LLC, 
1 
Plarnt~ff, ) 
) Case No. 
) CV-07-2967 
1 
1 
SNAKE R I V E R  ONCOLOGY OF EASTERN 
IDAHO, DLLC, and CHRISTIAN 
SH~JLZ,  M. L). , 1 
Defendants. 1 
1 
DEPOSITION OF CHRISTIAN SHULL, M . D .  
Friday, October 5, ZOO-, 9:30 a.m. 
Idaho Falls, Idako 
Sandra D. Terrlll, 
tntreport@ida.net T&T Reportina 208 / 529-5491 
y c  Zdace787-dc89-4bO6-bd77-589QfddbQ830 
(gx&s ps:<-.* &j* e:<*#*& *v.e 43 cy>eh  ,,5*+*$~$ \&." *t?&.,@ *id^-e 
** 
Deposition of: Christian ShulL October 5, 2007 
LIF I'OSI I ION OF c I ~ R I S  IIAN sflui L, M u L (The depos~t~on proceeded at 9:34 a.m. as follows:) 
131 1 F RkhlFblSf Kk D that the depo?ltlnn oFC HKIS I IAlu 
SkI111.1 , M I) $\as taken bv tlie attorne\ to1 thc 
pld~ntlff at the oifl~c: of h.l( CIRATII, Mf./\CIi4M & SRfl I FI, 
CHRIST IAN SI-IULL, M I)., 
1'1 I i , ltrcated at 414 Choup \\enuc, ldaho Talls, Ida110 4 produced as a witness at the instance of tlie 
hefore Candilr 11 Temli, c ourt Reporter and Notan 5 plaintiff, habing been first duly sworn, was exarnmed 
Public, 111 and for the State of Idaho, on Frrday, the 
5th daq of October 2007, commencing nt the hour of 6 and test~fied as follows: 
9 30 d m , In the nbove-entltled matter 
4 P P F A R A N C  E S  EXAMINATION 
9 BY MR DRISGOLL. 
For the E)efcndnntr Q. Good lnornlng Would YOU state YOUS llallne QIIANF SbIlll4 
BY KORFKI D ‘~VILI IAMS 1 I for the record. 
2325 Wect ;)r~dd\say, Sulte B A. chnstlall shhuI1. 
Idaho Falls, ldaho 83402-291 3 
(208) 529 0000 
Tor the Pla~ntlff 
MCGR 4 111, RlrAC Hr\M & S r R l l l  1 I, P1 1 C 
13'1 13 J I>RIC;C~I  1 C). Have you ever had your depos~tion taken 
4 14 Shoup Avenue 
Post Office Box 5073 1 
Idaho Fall?, ldallo 83405 0731 
(2.08) 52.1 (173 I Q. When was that? 
A. A couple tiines in the past couple of 
2 1 years -- regarding this case? 
Q. I'm guesslng t h ~ s  is the first tnne In 
1 ~ 1 1 1   1 A Yes If\ e been deposed a couple of 
L ~ ~ \ ~ i I ~ , \  1 I O N  
' 2 tiines as an expert witi~css in the past couple of 
Q. People askmg for your expert oprnlon as 
CliRlSTIAN SflljI L, I\.1 U 5 ail oncologist? 
FX4R.llrUATION BY 
MR 1)RISC 01 1 Q. Anything else outs~de of expert 
Q -- and your profess~onal capac~ty? 
t . X 1 1 I R I  I C 
Q. S~nce you have had your depos~ t~o~i  taken 
1 1 3  before, you're probably already a l~ttle btt f a ~ n ~ l ~ a r  
1 14 with the setup here. She's going to be recording and 
I 1 5  nlak~ng a record of everythmg we say Because of / 1 6  that it's unportant we don't talk over each other. 
!. lJur~hase and Sale of  Medlcal Fqurpment and 17  It's really hard to record two conversations or two 
Other Personal Property 
G Noncompetttlon, Norlsolrcttatlon Agleelnent 88 18  voices and two sets of words going on at the sanle 
11 l J  6 ( ode C ollect~on 
Q. Perfect. I can see this 1s going to go 
2 (Pages  2 to 5) 
T&T Reporting 
S b W  
pa*g g"& eLp 
&*&,.ti J e:<zj 
-.&-4 egg&# 
Deposition of: Christian Shull October 5, 2007 
1 rernrnder to, kind of, let nie finish ashng my 1 clueshon that's very clear, go ahead and ask me to 
2 questions before you stast to answer, and I wlll do 2 rephrase it. I'd be happy to do that I want to 
3 the same. I'll glve you a chance to answer before I J make sure you understand the q t ~ e s t ~ o ~ ~  so you call 
4 col~tinue on with the questioning. 4 comfortably answer ~ t .  
Also uh-uh and uh-huhs and all that, All right. Dr. Shull, what 1s your 
6 that's pretty difficult to record as well. And so IS 6 current address? 
A. 2330 DeSoto Street 111 Idaho Falls. 
Q. How long have you lived tliere? 
9 g a n g  to be trylng to pester you but just trying to A. That's my profess~o~ial ddress. 
1 0  c la~ ify that for our record t h ~ s  momlng. 
Q. Have you talked to anyone bes~des your 
13 attorxeys about the depositton t h ~ s  tnorning? A. 1 106 Couilty Cork Lane, also in Idaho 
A. My wfe,  my bus~~less rnanager I th~nk 
Q. What d ~ d  you talk about? 
A. I'low I felt about do111g ~ t ,  and that was Q. Okay. You ~nent~oncd where your business 
18  1s operat~ng at 2330 DeSoto. Flow long have you been 
Q. How do you feel about hav~ng your 
2 0 deposition taken? A. Since the end of May of t h ~ s  year. 
A. Nobody l~kes bang sued. Q. Okay. What's your home telephone 
Q. So you feel the same way about hav~ng 
A. 208-522-0130. 
Q I kat's f a ~ r  enough. I'm just try~np to f i A 208-523-1 100. 
2 understa~ld Q. You grew up around here: 1s that r~ght? 
A. Yes. I was born m Idaho Falls. 
Q. Did you go to Idaho Falls High School? 
A. No. I went to Skyline High School. I 
6 went to the high school. 
Q. Wlio is your busmess manager? Q. Skyl~ne. You graduated from there, I 
A. Jolene Caspary 
Q. 'I hat was one of the questions I had 
1 0  later, so I just tl~ought I'd touch on that right now. Q. Where d ~ d  you go to college? 
11 Is C h r ~ s t ~ a ~ i  Shull your full ~ ~ a m e ?  A. I welit to R~cks  College for a year. I 
A. Chr~st~an Terrell Shull. 12  went to UCLA for another three years. Went to the 
1 3  Un~versity of Cal~fo~nia at Irvine for ~ned~ca l  
Q. Did you receive degrees from all of 
1 6 call you Mr. Shull? 1 6  those institutions? 
A. Dr. Shull w~l l  be fine. A. I did not receive a degree fsoin &cks 
Q. Dr. Shull. Fair enough. 
Also the only other th~ng I'd ment~on 
2 0 before we k~nd  of get started IS if you don't A. Bachelor of sclellce 111 che~n~cal  
2 2 have to guess what I'm ask~ng. If you don't 
2 3 understand, just tell me. I'll try to restate ~ t .  
2 4 Maybe I can ask the question 111 a better way, a 
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A. Yes, it does. 
Q. As you went throilgh school, did you have 
to take out any student loans? 
A. Yes, I d ~ d .  
Q. Rid you have to take out any student 
loans For your undergraduate degree? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What's the amount of the student loa~is 
you had to take out for that? 
A. I don't know, but it was in excess of a 
hundred thousand dollars. 
Q. At UCLA? 
A. No. The sum total of my student loans. 
Q. So you don't have it broken out between 
your undergraduate studies and -- 
A. 'To be honest, I don't even know what the 
total is. 
Q. But combined you know it was over a 
hundred thousand dollars? 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. You're currently still paying on that? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. What's the approximate amount of your 
student loan payment? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to this aslrotected 
---- - - ----- 
Page 11 
Page 12 
couple-crf-day course or something? 
A. No. 
C). Are you married? 
A. I am. 
Q. What's your wife's name? 
A. Caroline. 
Q. How long have you been married? 
A. 16 years. 
Q. That's one you want to get right. 
Do you have any kids? 
A. I have three children. 
Q. What are their ages? 
A. I have a 10-year-old boy, I have a 
7-year-old girl, and a 6-year-old girl. 
Q. In your household is there anyone else 
that lives there with you besides your wife and your 
three kids? 
A. Presently 1 have a niece who lives with 
me. 
Q. Fiow old is she? 
A. I think she's 18. 
Q. Are you responsible for her support? 
A. No. 
Q. Is there anyone else, fanlily or fi-iends, 
that you're rexonsible for their s u e ?  
--- - -- "- 
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I, m the protect~ve order. Advise him not to answer. 1 A. No. 
2 Q. BY MR. DRISCOi,I,: Are you married? i 2 Q. You're not caring for a parent or uncle? 
3 A. I am. / A. No. 
4 Q. Let me ask you one other question. Any 4 Q. Just have your niece for a while? 
5 other educational experience, residency training, 5 A. Yes. 
6 besides UCLA or UG Irvine? 6 Q. All right. When did you first become 
7 A. I did five years of postgraduate 7 involved with the military? 
8 training at the Ohio State University. 1 8  A. I was co~n~nissioned as an officer in the 
9 Q. Does that mean you're a buckeye? 1 9 United States Arniy reserve in 1998 as I was 
1 0  A. Go bucks. 1 10  graduating from medical school. 
I1 Q. You say that was a five-year residency? ill Q. That was your first involve~ne~lt w ~ t h  the 
12 A. One year of internsh~p, two years of j 12 niilitary then was when you -- I don't know exactly 
1 3  residency, and two years of fellowship. 1 3  how it works. Did you sign up or -- 
1 4  Q. Could you repeat that? 1 4  A. Yeah. I was directly commissioned into 
1 5  A. A year of internship, two years of 1 5  the Army. 
1 6 residency, two years of fellowship. 1 6  Q. What does that mean? 
1 7  Q. Any other educational experience or 17  A. That means I didn't have to go to ROTC 
1 8  training after you left Ohio State? 18  or didn't enlist as an enlisted man that'd be 
19 A. I've attended solne CME-type lectures but 1 9  pro~lioted. I went in directly as a captain. 
2 0 nothing at a university. 2 0 Q. Is that currently the position that you 
2 1  Q. Any other fellowships -- 2 1 hold in the Arniy? 
2 2 A. No. 122 A. I've suffered a promotion. I'm a major 
2 3  Q. - -  training -- 1 23  now. 
24 A. No. 1 24 Q. Suffered. I know someti~nes the people 
2 5  i 0. -- besides maybe a day or a 1 2 5 going through medical school or entering into the 
- - xrre a- - i + - A  - ixsi~.*%W'*~w+ wi- xi rsx?_i ,;I -,a i&w ' uni? ' ' *t" u> L ,  e b  ~ s A ~ ~ x ~ A - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  T* - 
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A. Somewliat -- 
Q. -- Heidelberg? 
A. -- less than four months. Yes. 
Q. Also give me a chance to finish my 
A. The Asmy did 11ot pay for any of my 
9 circumstance we'll need to make sure we don't talk 
A. I was tvithin tllree weeks of being 1 0 over each other. 
1 L finished with medical school when I joined. Since the, approximately, four-month 
Q. Can I ask you why you joined? 1 2  period cf service in Heidelberg. when was the next 
A. Oh, sense of duty, my father was in the 13 time that you were called upon to serve in the Artny? 
A. It was in the end of February of this 
Q. Okay. So the one that -- I guess, kind 
Q. Sure. When you were commissioned in 17  of the military orders that you received that are 
1 8  '98, did that involve -- you went to active duty 1 8  part of this litigation, it was 2004, and now we're 
1 9  status at that time? 
A. No. I was co~nrnissioned in the United 
2 1 States A m y  reserves. Q. No other periods of service? 
Q. Reserves. Okay. When was the first A. None other than for training. 
Q. That's fair enough. When did you first 
1 called up t h ~ s  year? 
A. It was the secotid half of 2006. I don't 
3 two-week tour. 1 was called to active duty for my j 3 remember what month. It was, perhaps, August or 
4 officer's basic course. I don't remember the year, 
5 but that was a three-week stint. But the first week 
8 in I-fe~delberg, Germany. Q. Who was that call from? 
Q. So judging from the tiineline, you've A. I don't re~neniber the officer ~t was. It 
1 0  lwed here in Idaho Falls since 2003. You were 
11 called to serve as a staffphys~cian? 
A. And I'm guessing. It was the second 
Q. Did that require you to leave your home Q. Sometime between July and December tllen? 
1 6 for a period of time? 
Q. How long were you gone? 
A. A little less than four months. 
Q. You served on a U.S. hnny base? 
A. Yeah. It was a military hospital in 
24 war zone. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. So probably nanotved it down then that 
you got the call sometin~e between .July and October? 
A. If I wanted to take a guess, yes. 
Q. When was the next contact that you had 
from the Anny -- 
A. I don't remember. 
0. -- about your sewice? Sorry. About 
your service. Go ahead. 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. Just to maybe refresh your memoly, it 
seems like you received a writfen notice at some 
point. Do you remember when you received that, your 
actual orders on papers? 
A, I dctn't reinember when I received them. 
Q. I believe just from the documents that 
we've disclosed, we've exchanged, that the order was 
dated in January? 
A. I received an order prior to that. 
Again, I was notified that I was going to be 
mobilized in October. And I attempted to recruit a 
physician to join my practice to keep it operating 
while I was gone. I was not successful in doing that 
in that time frame. So I called the Army and told 
them that I didn't have ai~ybodlto cover my civilian 
-*- -% --- - -- 
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practice. ancl they told une that they could delay iny 
mobilization until February. I actually had orders ! 2 
cut for October, but then they were rescinded. 3 
Q. You were trying to find someone to cover 4 
for you. That wasn't working, so you called for a 5 
postponeinent? 6 
A. Yes. 7 
Q. And I guess they acco~nmodated youi? i 8 
A. They did. i 9 
Q. Wlieu~ was the next, then. t1111e you 1 10 
received orders about your service? ill 
A. The ones that you have a copy of. i 12 Q. The one dated -- I think it's dated 
January 25th. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Do you know offhand, Robert? 
I think 1 have a copy of it here. 
MR. WILLIAMS: That's my understandi~lg of 
the order he's referring to is the one January 25th. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Is it your testimony 1 1 9  you don't re~nenlber when you received the January 2007 i 2 0 
orders? 1 2 1  
A. That's my testimony. 
Q. And I'm not trying to badger you here or 
122 
1 23  
Page 2C 
A. No. 
Q. And you didn't receive them after May of 
2007? 
A. No. 
Q. So I'm goi11g to try to narrow it down a 
little bit more. Do you know if you received thein 
before the date on the orders -- 
A. I certainly -- 
Q. Wait. Sorry. Let me finish my 
question. 
Do you believe that you received them 
before the Janrrary 25th, 200'7, date of the order? 
A. I do not believe I received them before 
the date on the order. 
0. So probably so~netinie after January 25th? 
A. Almost certainly. 
Q. Do you know whether it was within weeks 
after January 25th or months? 
A. No. It would have been within days. 
Q. So probably end of January, early 
February? 
A. Yes. I'm not trying to be purposehlly 
vague, but just if you ask me if I remember the day, 
I don't. 
MR. DIUSCOLL: Off the record. 
-" - -- -- 
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(Exhibit *-A marked.) 
(A discussioll was held off the record.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Dr. Shull, if you'd 
take a look at what's been marked as Exhibit *-A. Do 
you recog~lize that? 
A. I do. 
Q. Can you tell me what that is? 
A. This is tlle order calling me to active 
duty. 
Q. And luckily I was right, it looks like 
it was dated Januaiy 25, 2007; would you agsee with 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Arnly has its own language and 
protocol separate from what the rest of the civilian 
world does. I was just going to ask you just about a 
couple of things to explain this to me. 
Starting in the first paragraph, can you 
tell me, what does it meall to be ordered to active 
duty? 
A. That means you leave resewe status and 
you become a member of the active Army. 
Q. The last sentence of the first 
2 4 anything. Rut I'm trying to -- because I know you 4 paragraph, I believe, reads, you enter active duty 
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L your unit home station? 1 they say, you go where they tell you to go? 
A. I'm not exactly sure what they mean when 
3 they say that. I here's many thltlgs 111 the Army 1 
4 don't understaiid erther. 
Q. The next line in the next block of text 
6 says report to 4209 -- blah, blah, blah, blah. Can 6 the 365 days and ask you to do something, you've got 
7 you tell me what that means? 7 to be ready to do that? 
A. That's the unit that 1 was attached to, A. In absence of a Further order, I'm on 
9 the 4209th United States A m y  hospital. 9 active duty for 365 days. 
Q. So you were to report to Lexington, Q. Because we're not yet to February of 
11 Kentucky; is that right? 11 2008, that means, I'm guessing, are you still on 
A. That's where the unit is iocated. I 
1 3  didn't actually go to Lexington, Kentucky. 
Q. Where did you go? 
A. Fort Irwin, Califomla. MR. DRISCOLL: fiobert, do you k~sow if we 
1 9  whether we have or not. 
Q. So then you reported to the second MR. DRISCOLL: We'll probably request a copy 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: When did you receiv 
2 3 the next order after the order marked as Exhibit *-A? 
Q. In Fort Irwin? A. I don't remember the exact date, but it 
I Q. And perl~aps the order ~tself nl~ght help 
2 us figure out what the dates were? 
Q. When did you leave Idaho Falls? Q. Do you still have a copy of that order? 
A. I believe I left Idaho Falls on February A. I'm almost certain I do. 
Q. Do you remember what the substance of 
7 that order was? 
A. Yes. It was teniiinating my active duty 
Q. Did you go alone or w ~ t h  your family? 9 status and returning me to the reserve component. 
A. 1 went alone. MR. WILLIAMS: Off the record for a minute. 
Q. The next line on Exh~bit *-A says, MR. DRISCOLI,: Sure. 
12  penod of actlve duty, 365 days. Can you tell me (A discussion was held off the record.) 
13  what that means? (Exhibit *-B marked.) 
A. That means my orders are for a period of Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Back on the record. 
1 5  actlve duty of 365 days. 1 5  We've marked Exhibit *-B. Dr. Shull, could you tell 
Q. Does that mean that you will be away 1 6  me what Exhibit *-B is? 
17 from your home for that long? A. This is a DD-214, which is a certificate 
1 8  of release from active duty. 
Q. What does illat mean then, that you w111 Q. And you say thrs is not the order that 
2 0 be on active duty for 365 days? 2 0 you received terminating your actlve duty status, but 
A. That means that they can -- under the 2 1 it is a certificate kind of evidenc~ng that, your 
22 temls of this order I can be kept on active duty 2 2 conlpletion of your period of active duty status; is 
2 3 status for 365 days. 
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A. Yes. That means I'm a major. 
Q. In the Army is there some kind of a pay 
scale based on your rdnk, I'm guessing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can I ask you what your pay is as a 
major? 
MR. DRISCOLL: I know it's not his primary 
source of iucome. I'm just asking him what the Army 
is paying him. 
THE WITNESS: Off the top of my head I'ni not 
sure. I think it's in the neighborhood of $60,000 a 
year. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Do you receive that 
only when you're on active duty status, or is that as 
a major whether you're active or reserve? 
A. No. It's only when I'm on active duty 
or when 1'111 performing training. 
Q. When you're doing Army business, they 
pay you at that rate. Otherwise, if you're just on 
reserve status, you're not active, then they're not 
paying you anything? 
A. Right. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Let's go off the record. 
(A discussion was held off the record.) 
Q. BY MX. D&ISCOLL: Back on the record. 
--- - -------- 
Page 27 
Just a general question. When you serve as a doctor 
in the Army, when they call you up and ask you to go 
to work, are you working exclusively as an 
oncologist, hematologist, or are you doing kind of 
whatever -- wherever else they might need your help? 
A. They can ask you to do anything. On 
this mobilization I was serving as a staff internist. 
Q. What does that mean? 
A. I was a general internal medicine 
physician. General physician for adults. I didn't 
practice ally oncology while I was there. 
Q. Stuff like the cold I have today? 
A. Exactly. 
Q. Just your run-of-the-mill kind of a 
general practice? 
A. Sprained ankles, sinus infections, 
venereal disease. 
Q. I don't have that today, gratefully. 
Looking at Exhibit *-B, item 13 refers 
to decorations, medals, badges, et cetera. Did you 
receive the national defense service medal? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you do to receive that? 
A. All of the decorations listed in box 13 
Page 28 
1 mobilization. 
2 Q. In Reidelberg? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Okay. I think that's it for Exhibit 
5 *-B. I don't have ally other questions on it. 
6 Chronologically, let's go back. You 
7 received the orders marked as Exhibit *-A in the end 
8 of January, early Febmary. What happened next in 
9 relation to your nlilitary service? 
1 0  A. I was deployed. 
I1 Q. So no other contact between February and 
1 2  when you reported to Fort k+vini? 
13  A. Several telephone calls went back and 
1 4  forth between me and the Anny regarding billeting, 
1 5  credentialing. 
1 6  Q. Preparations for your sewice down 
1 7 there? 
18 A. Yes. 
1 9  Q. What does billeting mean? 
20 A. Where I'm going to live. 
2 1 Q. That's an i~nportant hing to take care 
22 of before you show up. 
2 3 So you reported to Fort Irwin on 
2 4 February 26th. Flow long did you stay at Fort Irwin? 
2 5 A. A little over three months. 
---- 
Page 29 
1 Q, So when did you return ho111e? 
2 A. I don't remember what date I returned 
3 home. My active service period ended on 5-26. I 
4 took a couple of days driving back. 
5 Q. So you probably got back into Idaho 
6 Falls end of May, early June? 
7 A. No. 1 was definitely back -- I was back 
8 before Memorial Day. 
9 Q. What did you do while you were at Fort 
1 0  Irwin for those three months? Was that, again, as 
11 just a general internist? 
1 2  A. Yes. 
1 3  Q. Helping wherever they needed you? 
14 A. Yes. 
1 5  Q. You mentioned before lhat when you first 
1 6  received your orders back in last fall to report in 
17 October, you tried to hire someone to come in and 
18 help your private practice, weren't able to do that, 
1 9  and so requested kind of a postpo~le~ne~~t? 
2 0 A. Yes. 
2 1 Q. Did you try to, again, hire someone to 
2 2 come in and help you during the period of time that 
2 3 you served in Fort Irwin? 
2 4 A. Yes. 
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A. I was. 
Q. You were able to hire sonleone? 
A. Yes. 
(2. Who was that? 
A. Dr. Ed Wos, W-o-s. 
C). And where is he from, or where was he 
before he came to work for you? 
A. North or South Dakota. I don't remember 
which. 
Q. How did you find him? 
A. 1 hired a recruiter. 
Q. Sorneoi~e to go out and find you h e  help 
that you needed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is your recruiter's name? 
A. The company is called Co~~~pHea l t l~ .  
Q. Did you pay them for their services? 
A. I'm not sure. I think the hospital paid 
them. 
Q. 'The hospital, mearliilg E W C ?  
A. E W C .  I believe the hospital paid 
their fee. 
Q, How did you pronounce his last name? 
A. Wos. 
o nu lalow the &of that name? 
-uLLL?~ ---"- ------ 
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1 A. I think it's Eastern European. 
2 Q. When Dr. Wos came to help you, did you 
3 pay him for his help? 
4 A. 1 did. 
5 Q. That wasn't something covered by the 
6 hospital? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. It was you or your company? 
9 A. Yes. 
1 0  Q. Snake River Oncology? 
I 1 A. Yes. 
12  Q. What was your agreement w ~ t h  Dr. Wos, 
13 how long he would stay, what his co~npensation would 
1 4  be? 
1 5  MR. WILLIAMS: I'd object to the 
1 6  co~npensation element of that as under the protective 
1 7  order, advise him not to answer that portion of the 
1 8  question. 
1 9  MR. DRISCOLL: Okay. 
2 0 TEIE WIlXESS: Dr. Wos was contracted to 
2 1 practice with me for a year. 
2 2 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: You did have a 
2 3 contract with him then, a written contract? 
2 4 A. Yes. 
2 5  Q. Is he then still here workingwith you? 
x ,*ey*'c +-adv;*84**-, *.*'*'w*-i*N-**-*h * irau,. A 
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A. He's not. 
Q. Can you tell me what happened? 
A. Yes. He was pla~l~liag on relocating his 
practice to practice with mine on a pemanent basis, 
but because of some family issues was unable to stay. 
Q. Eiow long was he able to stay then? 
A. Ile stayed until shortly -- very shortly 
after I rektnied from active duty. 
Q. So did he arrive just before you left? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Late February? 
A. E don't remember tlie date, but I think 
it was a week or two before I left. 
Q. Kind of to show him around, get him 
familiar with things and people and procedure here in 
your office? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you both mutually agree then that 
you weren't going to enforce the contract against 
each other? 
A. I did. 
Q. And you said that he left about the time 
you --just shortly after you got back? 
A. Shortly after. 
Q He went back to South Carolina or -- 
--------- - 
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1 A. North Dakota or South Dakota, whichever. 
2 Q. Oh, Dakota. I'm sorry. 
3 So you just paid him for the time that 
4 he was here? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Since you left Ohio State -- now I'm 
7 talking about your work, did you come out to Idaho 
8 innnediately after leaving Ohio State from your 
9 fellowship? 
1 0  A. That was my next employment, yes. 
I1 Q. Was here in Idaho? 
1 2  A. Yes. 
1 3  Q. Was that here in Idaho Falls? 
1 4  A. It was. 
1 5  Q. Who did you collie work with, or did you 
1 6  start your own business? 
1 7  A. No. I was ernployed by another 
1 8  oncologist in Idaho Falls. 
1 9  Q. Who einployed you? 
20 A. Dr. Kevin Mulvey. 
2 1  Q. Were you an employee of Dr. Mulvey -- 
2 2 A. Yes. 
2 3 Q. -- or were you partners? 
2 4 A. I was an employee. 
2 5 Q. How long were you an employee of 
k%v n<wWmYlr Wa4$W "XXXiiiC -2 r*AsBFGaC-'Cw* ' -d--W tatt >*XI-WV %s<'NriiXIc%*17' ' *'V" ; AX --*a71 
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Q. Had you had any personality problems 
A. For a year and four months. 2 with him before you left for your deployment? By 
3 "him" I'm referring to Dr. Mulvey. 
Q. All right. So you say you were fired 
6 about the time you returned from Heidelberg? 
7 we're talking about November of '04? A. The day after I returned. 
A. October or November. Q. What did you do after that in tenns of 
9 your employment? 
A. I opened my own practice. 
A. FIe fired me. Q. Is that when you formed Snake River 
Q. Why did he fire you? 
A. Why do I suspect he fired me or -- 
Q. We can ask two different things. What Q. J don't remember offhand, is that also 
1 5  reason d ~ d  he give you for firing you? 1 5  the time that you signed or entered into the lease 
A. That he didn't feel that we were a good 1 6  with Climax, I,LC? 
Q. Do you know what tbat meant? Q. Is your corporate counsel -- in your 
A. I think it meant he didn't like me. 1 9  discovery responses you identify Snake River 
Q. Like for him maybe a personality thing? 2 0 Oncology's corporate counsel as Kari Compos? 
A. Perhaps. I don't know. 
Q. What do you suspect his reason for Q. Is she still corporate counsel? 
2 3 firing you was? 
A. I was fired when I returned from my Q. Is Kevin Oakey st111 your accountant? 
1 could do better financ~ally with 111s pract~ce by Q. And you nnent~olied before Jole~le Caspary 
2 hir~ng additional phys~cian extenders rather than 
3 hiring another physician. 
Q. Just found out he was better financially Q. What does she do for the company? 
5 better off going it alone rather than having you as A. She manages the business aspect of my 
Q. Payroll, accounts receivable, accounts 
Q. That's what you suspect? 8 payable, ordering drugs, scheduling, you know, just 
Q. What do you base that suspicio~l on, A. Everyth~ng nonclmical. I have nurses 
11 anyth~ng in particular or gut feeling? 11 that older the drugs, but she pays for them. 
A. The fact that I was -- that I was his Q. How lnaily employees does Snake R~ver 
A. It's in the neighborhood of 11. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Robert, I'm going to mark 
1 6  what's been marked as Exhibit "-C, the payroll 
17  summary that I gave you a copy of. 
A. A nurse practitioner or a physician (Exhibit *-C marked.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: 1'11 give you a copy 
Q. Not an M.D.? 20 of that, Dr. Shull, and let you take a look at that. 
A. Not an M.D. 2 1 Dr. Shull, do you recognize this? 
A. I'm embarrassed to say I don't. 
2 3 to come in and cover for you when you needed help, 1 2 3 Q. That's fine. I didn't expect an answer 
2 4  Dr. Was? 
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1 This is a document we received from your 
2 attorneys. It appears to be a payroll summary fiorn 
3 January of '06 through May of '07 for your business, 
4 Snake River Oncology. Does that look like a fair 
5 description? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Let's go througl-1 really quickly these 
8 names that we have listed on the payroll summary. Do 
9 you know a Jainie Alvey? 
1 0  A. Offhand I'm blanking on who she is. 
11 Q. Okay. Does she still work for the 
1 2  company, do you know? 
1 3  A. No. 
1 4  Q. Does not? 
1 5  A. I don't think she does. 
1 6  Q. It looks like, if this report is 
1 7  correct. she only worked about four hours, so must 
1 8  have been a short termer? 
1 9  A. Yes. 
20 Q. So you don't remember who Jarnie Alvey 
2 1  is? 
2 2 A. I don't. 
2 3  Q. Noel Anderson? 
2 4 A. She was my receptionist at one time. 
2 5 Q. She's no lonoer our rece tionist? 
- &.2-- __J--- -A--- 
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1. A. No. 
2 Q. Do you know approximately when she left? 
3 A. Yeah. It was a couple of months ago, 
4 maybe three months ago. 
5 Q. Why did she leave? 
6 A. She was terminated. 
7 Q. Your decision, your company's decision? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. What was the reason for her termination? 
10  MR. WILLIAMS: I'm going to object to that 
11 and instruct the witness not to answer. My primary 
1 2  concel-n here is there is some confidentiality that 
1 3  could be expected from the e~nployees to their 
14  employer. 
1 5  MR. DRISCOLL: What kind of confidentiality 
1 6  are you concerned about? I'm just going to ask about 
17  generally if they're still here, what they do. I'm 
1 8  not going to ask any great detail, but as far as if 
1 9  they're still employed, I don't think that's covered 
2 0 by the protective order. 
2 1  MR. WILLIAMS: I don't have an objection to 
22 asking him whether or not they're still employed and 
2 3 when their employment would have ended. But I do 
2 4 have concerns about the reason for the termination, 
2 5 and I don't particularly see why that -- first of 
i' 1 sL_ r ,wn.,.,s>-' i - *kt eBv **. *-4*WA *&*%mu**nO r ir **4''+. *-.<*';*-a- 
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all, I don't particularly see where that's relevant. 
And I do have cortcenls that the fomer 
employees have certain expectatioils of privacy which 
may ctr may not be true in terms of their legal rights 
to privacy. But that's a line that I'm uncomfortable 
with having the doctor cross here today unless 
there's some real conipelling reason you have to know 
that. 
MR. DEUSCOLI,: I think I understand your 
concern. What I'd like to try to do -- and if you 
want to object again, that's fine. 1'11 try to ask a 
few follow-up questions, get a little bit more 
specific without getting into any great detail. Can 
we give that a try? We'll find out, I guess, if you 
object or not, Robert. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Was the reason that 
she was ternlinated, just generally speaking, was it a 
violation of some company policy, was it a 
personality conflict, just generally? I'm not going 
to ask you the details, but just generally what was 
the reason for her termination? 
MR. WILLIAMS: I do have the same objection 
to that. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: U~iless he inst~ucts 
ou not to answer, I'm going-to go ahead and a- 2 ------ --- - - 
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1 to answer. 
2 MR. FVLLLIAMS: Instruct you not to answer 
3 that. 
4 Q. BY MR. DRTSCOLI,: When did she leave, 
5 did you say, or when was she terminated, Noel 
6 Anderson? 
7 A. Two or three months ago, I'm guessing. 
8 Q. Was that your decision? 
9 A. No. 
1 0  Q. bras it Jolene's? 
11 A. Yes. 
12  Q. Did you talk -- 
1 3  A. Let me retract that. It was a joint 
14  decision. 
1 5  Q. You and Jolene? 
1 6  A. Yes. 
17  Q. Anyone else involved in that decision? 
1 8  A. No. 
1 9  Q. Was she given any kind of severance pay? 
2 0 A. I believe so. 
2 1  Q. Do you know what that would consist of! 
2 2 A. No. 
2 3 Q. What did she do for the company? Was 
2 4 she a receptionist, janitor, nurse? 
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Q. Lisa Bateson, she's got a few more hours 
2 there. I'm going to guess you know her? 
A. She's a medical assistant. Q. You said she's paid hourly? 
Q. What did her duties include? 
A. Rooming patietlts, taking vital signs, Q. What is her rate of pay? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. Same 6 drawing blood, typing my tsanscription. 
Q. Is she still with the company'! 7 instruction. 
A, Part time. Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: Jolene Caspary, she's 
(2. Is she a salaried employee? 9 your administrator; is that right? 
Q. Paid by the hour? 
Q. What's her hourly rate of pay? Q. 7s she paid hourly or salaried? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object on the protective A. She is salaried. 
1 5  order and instruct the witness not to answer. Q. What is her salary per montl~? 
MR. WIL,LIAMS: Same objection, same 
1 7  instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: How long has Jolene 
Q. Julia Black-Fife or Julie Black-Fife, is 1 19 been with your company? 
2 0 she still with the co~npany? A. Since we opened. 
Q. Did you lalow her before you hired her? 
Q. Is she a recent hire? A. I had met her before I hired her. 
Q. Teresa Chapple, does she still work for 
Q. Is she a nurse? 
Q. 1'111 starting to learn what these codes 
Is she an eemployee? 
Q. Is she full time or part time? 
A. She works over 30 hours a week, so I'm 
9 as I understand. 
Q. Anly Davis, does she still work for the 
13 benefits, they have a retirenlent plan. 
Q. You pay your share of their taxes? 
Q. Whereas an independent contractor, what 
Q. When did she leave the company? 
A. I don't remember. It was in the second 
19 then1 a fixed rate for their services, and thetl they 
2 0 have to deal with their own benefits and taxes. Q. Who terminated the enlploylnent there? 
Q. Everyone we've talked about so far -- 2 1 Did she tenninate it on her part, or did the conlpany 
2 3 Black-Fife -- have they all been employees? A. She terminated her own employment. 
A. As far as I know. 
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instmction. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Well, let me re-ask the 
question. I'm just asking if you know why. I'm not 
asking yet what the answer is. 
MR. WILLLAMS: The question is do you know 
wl1y. 
MR. DMSCOLL: Right. Do you know why. 
Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL: It's a yes or no 
question. Do you know why she left? 
A. No. 
Q. Patsy Fowler, does she still work with 
the company? 
A. Yes. 
Q. She's a medical assistant? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is she full time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Employee? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Paid hourly? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Brenda Killpack, is she a nurse? 
A. Yes. 
2 4 Q. Is she still with the company? 
2 5 A. No. 
--ep- -.------- - 
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1 Q. When, approximately, did she leave? ; 1 
2 A. Perhaps a  non nth ago. i 2 
3 Q. Was that her decision or the company's? 1 3 
4 A. It was her decision. i 4 
5 Q. Do you know why she left? 5 
6 A. No. 6 
7 THE WIWESS: Can we take a break? 7 
8 MR. DRISCOLI,: Yes, 1 8  i 
9 (A recess was taken fro111 10:36 a.m. to 1 9  
1 0  IO:41 a.m.) 
11 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I think we left off 
1 2  with Brenda Killpack. Let's move on to Michelle 
13 Leavitt. It looks like the note says billing. Does 
1 4  Michelle Leavitt still work for the company? 
1 5  A. Yes. 
1 6  Q. And she does billing? 
1 7  A. Yes. 
18 Q. Is she a hll-time employee? 
1 9  A. Yes. 
2 0 Q. Paid hourly like everyone else? 
2 1  A. Yes. 
2 2 Q. Except Jole~ze. I think you said Jolene 
2 3 is on salary? 
2 4 A. Yes. 
Page 40 
easiest way to do it. Is everyone else employed by 
your compmy today paid by the hour? 
A. No. My nurse practitioner is salaried. 
Q. Is your nurse practitioi~er Laura Logue? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did 1 say her last sxaine right? 
A. Lope,  yes. 
Q. Is she still employed by the company? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Lori Manpin, is she still with the 
company? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember her? 
A. I do. 
Q. Was this recently that she left the 
company or -- 
A. It's been some time ago. 
Q. More than a year? 
A. I think so, yes. 
Q. Did she leave or did the cornpany 
terninate her? 
A. She left. 
Q. Do you know why? 
MR. W E L W S :  The question asks for -- 
THE WITNESS: 
------ 
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Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL: Was it her decision or 
the compatiy's decision? I might have already asked 
you that. 
A. It was her decision. 
Q. I &ink the next name on our list is 
Amanda McNamara. Does she still work for the 
company? 
A. She may still do some part-time work. 
Q. WZiy do you say she may still do 
part-time work? 
A. I think -- slie's a file clerk, and I 
think -- I don't see her nearly as nluch as I used to, 
but I occasionally do see her. But her sister is now 
doing what she normally did, so I don't know if she's 
conling and actually working or whether she's just 
coming to visit. 
Q. What's her sister's name? 
A. She's another McNa~nara girl. I don't 
reinember her first name. 
Q. Kom Pintar, does Koni still work for 
the company? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is Kom a man or a woman? 
A. Korri is a woman. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Is she full time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Arlene Schillo, do you recogtllze that 
name? 
A. Yes. 
Q. She's a receptionist? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does she still work with the company? 
A. No. 
Q. When did she leave the company? 
A. It was sornetinle dwing my deployment. 
Q. Sonletime between February and May of 
'07? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that her decision or the cotnpany's 
decision? 
A. That was the company's decision. 
Q. Do you know why? 
A. I do. 
Q. I think the next person on the list is 
Dr. Wos? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know why there's no reporting of 
a n E y  to Dr. Wos? 
- ------------- 
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1 A. I don't hlow why. 
2 Q. You d ~ d  pay him sonlething then? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. 110 you have any idea why it didn't show 
5 up on this report? 
6 A. I don't. It could be because his hours 
7 were not recorded. I'll have to retract what I said 
8 previously. He was a salaried employee, not an 
9 hourly employee as well. 
1 0  Q. Wos was? 
1 1 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Is that what his contract prov~ded for 
1 3  was salary? 
1 4  A. Yes. 
1 5  Q. Dr. Shull, without get into the 
1 6  particulars, I want to ask you a little bit about 
17  your obligations, financial obligations. 
1 8  I'm going to guess you have a nlortgage 
1 9 on your house? 
2 0 A. Yes. 
2 1  Q. You have some student loans? 
2 2 A. Ycs. 
2 3  Q. Do you have any other outstanding 
2 4 financial obligation? 
2 5 MR. WILLIAMS: That's a yes or no response. 
I r G a P  %%792A&~%S**\+AVWk?? 4& 
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THE W I m S S :  Yes. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOIJL: 1'111 going to guess 
some of those are related to your business. some may 
be related to your personal. so I'm going to get a 
little bit more specific. 
In your household or you personally, do 
you have any other financial obligations besides your 
student loans and your tnorl;gage? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Yes or no. 
THJ3 WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. BY MR. DRTSCOLL: Car loans? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you have any financial obligations on 
recreational equipment, boats, campers, snow 
machines, four-wheelers, anything like that? 
A, No. 
Q. Will you tell me what your other 
personal financial obligations are besides your 
mortgage, your student loans, and maybe your auto 
loans? 
MR. WILLIAMS: The question is, is he 
willing to tell you what they are, or is the question 
what are they? 
MR. DRISCOLL: Read the question back. 
(The record was read.) 
-- -- -- - u- - -- -- - 
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1 MR. WILLIAMS: Well, the doctor may be 
2 willing, but I'm going to object to the question and 
3 advise him not to answer. 
4 MR. DRISCOLL: I can understand you not 
5 going to the next step, Robert. Are you going to let 
6 him answer that question though so at least he can 
7 say that he's willing? 
8 MR. WILLIAMS: The question is? 
9 MR. DRISCOLL: Will you tell me. Would you 
1 0  read it back to him again. 
11 (The record was read.) 
12  MR. WILLIAMS: Or will you rely on your 
1 3  attorney's advise not to answer. 
1 4  MR. DRISCOLL: Well, that wasn't nly 
1 5  question. 
1 6  THE WITFESS: I think I'm going to rely on 
17  nly attorney's advice not to answer. 
18 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: So you don't want to 
1 9  express an opinion one way or the other whether or 
2 0 not you're even willing to share that information? 
2 1 A. Sure. 
2 2 Q. And what's your opinion? Are you 
2 3 willing or are you not willing? 
2 4 MR. WILLIAMS: He's already answered that. 
2 5 MR. DRISCOLL: 1 don't think he's answered 
-\\---abAw+x:aa< '*e&<,****~ >Y *%**'M %+a >"b a8 * **. %?& -d*%e"*-* A % & , * ~ * ? * ~ % ~ *  * & ~ ~  
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I Page 54 Page 5E 
that question yet. I know he hasn't answered the 
next step, but I don't know that he's answered this 
one. 
MR. WILLIAMS: He said, based on 111s 
attorney's advice, he's not answering the question. 
MR. URISCOLI,: Well. then he said "sure." I 
don't know what sure means. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Are you willing to 
tell me what your other firlancial obligations are in 
your household? 
A. On my attorney's advice I'm not going to 
answer the questicn. 
Q. Talking now about your business -- when 
I say your business, I'm referring to Snake River 
Oncology, PLI,C -- you signed a lease agreement to 
lease a building &om Cli~nax, LLG; is that right? 
A. To lease a portion of a building from 
Climax, yes, 
MR. WILLIAMS: Let's go ahead and mark this 
as Exhibit *-D. 
(Exhibit "-D marked.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Dr. Shull, if you'll 
take a look at Exhibit *-D. I know there's a few 
pages there. Go ahead and look through it if you 
ivould. One of the~uestions I&* to asklou is 
---- ---- ---- -- 
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28; does that look correct? Do you agree with that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Exhibit *-F is page 29:' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Aiid then we have three unnumbered pages. 
The first appears to be a ~nonthly payment schedule. 
Do you recognize that? 
A. I do. 
Q. Is that part of the agweerne~~t, based on 
your understar~ding? 
A. Based on my understanding. 
12. The next unnumbered page is marked a 
lease jg~aranty. Do you recognize that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It's your understanding that is part of 
the agreelnent as well? 
A. It's my understanding. 
Q. The last page, again, unnumbered, is 
nlarked addendum to original lease dated November 1 s 
2006. Do you recognize that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you understand that to be part of the 
agreement? 
A. I do. 
Q. Is there anything,a, docu~ne~lt or 
- -" ------- 
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1 whether or not that looks complete, so I want you to j 1 writing, not included in t h ~ s  packet that should be 
2 go ahead and take your time and go through it all. j 2 here as part of the agseement? 
3 A. It appears complete. A. Not that I know of. 
4 Q. I know it's helpful that there are page Q. That looked co~nplete then? 
5 numbers. Pages 1 through IS look like the main A. Yes. 
6 portion of the lease. Would you agree with that? Q. I know the docume~lt gives lots of 
7 A. Yes. 7 specific tenns, but I just want to know what your 
R Q. Page 19 is marked as Exhibit "-A. Would understanding is, in a nutshell, of your agreement 
9 you agree with that? 1 9 here, your lease agreement. 
L 0 A. Yes. 1 0  A. That I was leasing this space fro111 
11 Q. Exhibit *-E3 is on page 20, would you 1 11 Climax, Incorporated, for the purposes of practicing 
12 agree with that? 12 medicine. 
13  A. Yes. / 1 3  Q. Okay. \xihat were you agreeing to pay as 
1 4  Q. Exhibit *-C on 21, would you agree with 
1 5  that? A. Could you direct me to the page where 
1 6  A. Yes. 1 6  that's contained? 
17  Q. Exhibit *-D on 22, sanle question? Q. It will probably spell it out here in 
1 8  A. Yes. 18 the lease. I'm just asking what your understandi~lg 
19  MR. WILLIAMS: I'm not clear what the 1 9  was, what your recollection was, what was the deal? 
2 0 question is. A. The -- 
2 1 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Does it appear that MR. WILLIAMS: If you have a recollection. 
22 pages 22, 23, 24, and, I guess, 25 are nlarked as THE WITNESS: It was on the order of several 
2 3 Exhibit *-D to the lease? 2 3 thousand dollars a  non nth that I was paying for the 
2 4 A. Yes. I 2 4 space. 
2 5 Q. Exhibit *-E marked as page 26, 27, and 6 25 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: You don't 
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1 remember what the terms -- 1 page 29 of Exhibit *-D. It's marked as Exhibit "-F 
A. Precisely, no. But I'm sure it's 2 to the lease. If you want to take a minute to look 
3 collta~ned in the lease. 
Q. Well, what about approximately'? 
A, Approximately, initially I thi~ik it was A. This is a11 optional lent payment 
6 between 5- and $6,000 a month, and then when we 
Q. What does that mean? 
Q. What do you tnean when you expanded? MR. WILLIAMS: Couilsel, are you asking him 
A. mien we took some additional space 9 what his ulldersta~lding of it is? 
1 n because of Dr. Wos's amval. MR. DIUSCOLL: Yes. 
Q. So you originally were leasing a certain THE W I m S S :  My understanding is that the 
13  that that's when you rented some additional space 
1 4  under this agreement? 
A. We rented sotne addit~onal space prior to 
16 Dr. Wos's arriving. 1 6  months of the lease 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Was Exh~bit *-F -- it 
2 0 it? Was it part of the deal originally? 
Q. Do you know approximately how much 
? 2 additional space you rented? Q. It wasn't sonlething that you callle back 
A. I believe it was between 1 - and 2,000 2 3 later and said, hey, I've got an idea, let's 
A. I don't want to take a guess on it. It 
4 was so~ne~vhat Illore than that. 
Q. Do you have an approxi~llate idea? It's 5 From Climax. 
6 not going to matter whether you're within a few A. I do remember that discussion. 
7 hundred square feet. Q. Who was it pri~llarily that you negotiated 
A. It was three and five -- maybe 5,500 
A. David Collette. 
Q. Just your recollection? Q. So you and Mr. Collette talked about 
: I I Exhib~t *-F? 
Q. It probably 1s spelled out in here 
13 somewhere. Q. Do you remember if that was his ~dea,  
Your recollection, were you paying 
1 5  anything besides just rent under this lease? Were A. It was his idea. 
Q. Do you know why he brought this up? 
A. I don't know why, but I suspect why. 
Q. What do you suspect? 
A. As I understand it, it's additional 
Q. As you negotiated this, was there any 
3 But aside fro~ll just the lease, there was an 
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1 you'll give me a little something else here. We can Q. Can you give me an example of that? If 
2 do a trade and try to make this work. In relation to 2 he defened you a payment the first month, it came 
3 Exhibit *-F, it's my understandi~lg that Mr. Collette 3 due, say, the 20th nionth --just hypothetical -- and 
5 interest, the 7 percent, accrue from? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the extent that the 
7 lanpage is what was agreed. It speaks for itself as 
8 to what it rtleans. 
9 the rent at the beginning and move it into later 
11 more cash flow. 
Q. And I thirik that's reasonable. Did you 1 2  the date the payment was deferred from. 
13 discuss at that time any sort of a tradeoff for that, Q. Under my hypothetical, would that be the 
1 4  or was he just doing this as a nice guy? 1 4  first rnoiith or the 20th month? 
A. That was the tradeoff was that 1 don't A. You're going to have to give nie the 
1 6  have to pay it now. I just have to pay it later. 1 6  hypothetical again. 
Q. But if he's getting the sanle amount of Q. Okay. You have a payinent due your first 
Q. It's deferred until sonletime later in 
A. No. Ele just said, this is how I'd be 
0. So he d~dn't request anything 111 Q. The 20th month colnes around, let's say 
2 exehai~ge for this portion of the agreertlent? 
A. Not beyond signing the lease. 3 interest will be charged on that at 7 percent, but 
Q. So it was just included then with the 4 Erotn what date do you understand that will be? What 
5 whole package? 
A. The deferred-from month, I believe would 
Q. You said he was the one that suggested 7 be fi-om the first month. 
Q. Fro111 the first month. That's what I 
t 9 want to see what your understanding was. So you'd Q. Do you see the second to the bottom 1 1 0  say from the first month, the month that it was 
1 L paragsaph 011 Exhibit *-F, first two -- if any 11 defessed from would be the first month? 
A. That's what it seems to say. 
Q. Is that what your understanding is on 
15  deferred from? A. That's nly understanding right now, yeah. 
Q. On the next page, the spreadsheet 
1 7  document, there's some handwriting on there. Do you 
1 8  recognize that handwriting? 
A. It nleans that if I didn't make any of A. I cai't say that I do. 
2 0 the deferred paynle~its on schedule, then he would Q. Do you know who may have written on it? 
A. It nlay have been Mr. Collette. It nlay 
2 2 have been Ms. Caspary. 
Q. The next page, unnumbered still, but the 
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2 I know this copy isn't signed. We produced a copy MR. WI1,LIAMS: Yes or no. 
THE WITNESS: Could you ~epeat  the question? 
(The record was read.) 
THE WI'TNESS: Yes. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Will you tell me what 
7 copy of the signed one? I'm going to ask you to 7 those are? 
8 assunle -- I don't think ~ t ' s  big deal. MR. WILLIAMS: Object and instruct him not 
1 I agreement with Dr. Mulvey. 
MR. DMSCilLL: Let me ask the question a 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the forin. 
2 0 rest of the agreement. MR. DRISCOLL: Just for the record, that's a 
MR. WILLLAMS: -- w ~ t h  the lease. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I'm going to ask it 
Q-B-Y MR. DRISCOLL: You don't remember &5 Gl~max, LLC -- when I say you, I'm referring  to^ 
- -- - --- - ----- --- 
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1 signing lt at any dlfferet-tt hme? 1. and your company -- so that's agreement No. 1 
5 Oncology have ally other agreements regarding land? 
6 discussing a guarantee of the lease with MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection, sanle 
7 Mr. Collette? 7 instruction. 
A. I do renlernber that. Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Let's talk for just a 
Q. Do you know who proposed that, whether ! 9 ~ n ~ n u t e  about -- Snake River Oncology is no longer 111 
L 0 1t was you or him? 
A. That was Mr. Collette. 
Q. Do you remember, did you agree to 
Q. Will you tell rile about how that 
Q. -- as part of the terms of the lease? 
The last page of Exhibit *-D identified Q. Go ahead and do that, if you would. 
1 7  as the addendum, is this the addendum that you A. I negotiated to purchase another piece 
1 8  referred to when Snake River Oncology took on 1 8  of property for the location of my practice, and I 
1 9  addit~onal square footage? 1 9  moved there. 
Q. When did you begin negotiations for the 
2 1 purchase of this other property? 
A. I don't remember the exact date, but it 
Q. Aside fsonl the lease with Climax, LLC, 2 3 would have been in the Decenlber of '06 to January of 
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place? 
A. I wasn't looking for another place. 
Q. Well, your testimony -- correct me if 
I'm wrong. I'm iiot trying to tell you what you said. 
But 111y understatiding is you testified in December of 
'06 or January of '07 you started talking about 
buying another piece of land? 
A. Yes. 
Q. VJhy were you doing tliat? 
A. I was contacted by Dr. Mulvey, the owner 
of the property that I subsequently bought, about his 
desire for me to take over his prope~ty. 
Q. So he initiated the contact? 
A. Yes. 
Q. He said, hey, I've got this building or 
this land, are you interested in buying it? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the fonn. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I mean, approximately 
is that the gist of your conversation with him? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Go ahead and answer. 
A. He actually asked me if I was interested 
in leasing it fionl him. 
Q. What was your response to that? 
A. No. 
pp -- 
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1 Q. LVhy were you not interested 111 leaslng 
2 it from him? 
3 A. I didn't ke l  that it was a finalcially 
4 viable thing to do. 
5 Q. Why was that? 
6 A. The lease was, I think, excessively 
7 expensive. 
8 Q. Do you renlelllber approximately what the 
9 tenns were that he was proposing? And I know you 
10  didn't agree to it. I'in just saying do you remember 
11 what he was pitching to you? 
1 2  A. Yeah. I mean, he esse~~tially wanted me 
1 3  to take over the lease that he had on the building. 
1 4  Q. Was he leasing the building, or did he 
1 5  own the building? 
1 6  A. Both. He was leasing the building fsonl 
1 7  a separate company that he also had a financial stake 
1 8  in. 
1 9  Q. Did you feel that the lease that he was 
2 0 proposing, Dr. Mulvey was pi.oposing with his 
2 1 building, was it excessively expensive? Was that the 
2 2  tenn you used? I mean, I'm trying to use your words 
2 3 as nluch as possible. How did you describe it, 
2 4 excessively expensive? 
2 5 A. I think so. Yeah, it was nlore nloney 
~-LL*+ 1whP&nn^ ;Lhfl C ~ X  -MMY+>W ~MM~_(~^;WT>* _ j * ~  *-h--.-.w %%-A' w .^ iay-u -i +ah-=s*xu;% s w w  s;.
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than 1 would have been willing to pay. 
Q. Was that because of just in itself, the 
lease in itself was too expei~sive, or was it 
expensive in relation to whatever otlier obligations 
your company had? 
A. Both. 
Q. So even if you had the money, just as a 
business decision you wouldn't have done it because 
he was asking so much for the lease? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Well, and 1'111 iust trying to understand. 
You said it was lob expensive? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Excessively expensive. I asked you is 
that just the deal itself, or was that in relation to 
the rest of your business. You said both? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But now I'm a little bit unclear because 
it sounded like -- and I'm going to ask you to 
clarify it for me because I'm probably not 
understanding something. I said if the business had 
the nloney and could do it, are you saying then it 
just wasn't a good business decision because it was 
so expensive even if you financially could have done 
it, but it& wasn't smart? 
----- - 
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A. I don't think leasing the building would 
have been the slnartest way to lllove into that 
property, no. 
Q. After he, Dr. Mulvey, proposed the lease 
agreemeat, you said not interested. What happened 
next in your negotiations with him? 
A. He proposed that I could buy it. 
Q. And were you interested in that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And why were you interested in that? 
A. Because I needed -- well, priinarily it 
was -- he told me that he was going to vacate that 
property either to me or he was going to find 
sonlebody else to take it over. 
Q. He was either going to sell it to you or 
sell it to sonlebody else? 
A. Rlght. 
Q. Were you interested in buying if? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And why were you interested in buying 
it? 
Primarily to prevent him fro111 selling it 
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another competitor into the Idaho Falls market. 
Q. So your concern was that he's got a 
bulldi~ig there, it's already set up for an oncology 
practice, you thought lie's going to leave. You don't 
want somebody else to come in and be a competitor? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you're interested in it to buy hirn 
out and keep somebody else out of there so that you 
can be the oncologist in town? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But that was your concern then is that 
he would sell the building to another ancologist, md  
the11 there would be more competition in town? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are there any other reasons you were 
interested in buying his building? 
A. It was a more optimally designed space 
for nly type of nledical practice than I was currently 
in. 
Q. Did Dr. Mulvey have that building built? 
A. Yes. It was purpose built for him. 
Q. For an oncology practice? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So it better fit your needs as an 
oncologist? 
- ---- 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. You're occupying all the space iri the 
3 building? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. At what point did you deteni~ine to 
6 terminate your lease with Climax? 
7 A. I'm not sure what the date was on the 
8 letter that I sent to Climax, but I think it was in 
9 April. 
10 Q. I'm guessing -- I could be wrong, but 
I I I'm guessing that you didn't make that decision the 
L2 same day you sent out the lerter? 
13  A. No. 
1 4  Q. At what point before that did you decide 
15 it looks like I need to terninate 111y lease here, or I 
1 6  want to terminate my lease? 
1 7  A. Somewhat previous to that. I'm not sure 
1 8  exactly when the decision was made. 
1 9  Q. Okay. If you were discussing 
2 0 negotiating with Dr. Mulvey in December, late 
2 1 December or early January, about a lease or maybe a 
2 2 purchase, was your intention to terminate your lease 
2 3 with Clinlax -- do you know if that came before or 
2 4 after you talked to Dr. Mulvey? 
2 5 A. It was after I talked to Dr. M u l x ~  
-"-- ------ -- 
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1 A. Yes. Q. Was it in January-ish, you think? 
2 Q. Any other reasons why you're interested / 2 A. The decision to terminate the lease? 
3 in buying it besides kind of keeping out -- ferrding Q. No. Just your interest in terminating 
4 off the competition and because it was a better 4 the lease, thinking 1 would like to do that. 
5 designed building for your business? A. My interest in terminating the lease was 
6 A. No. 6 eoiltenlporaneous with my interest in purchasing the 
7 Q. I haven't been to either one of these 7 new building. 
8 places. You're now in the building, Dr. Mulvey's Q. And I can see how logically it would go 
9 building? 9 hand in hand. So it  was probably about that salne 
1 0  A. Yes. 
11 Q. It's your building now? 
12  A. Yes. A. During our discussions of me purchasing 
1 3  Q. In terms of size, is Dr. Mulvey's 13 the building was when I first thought of ternlinating 
Q. How did you figure you were going to go 
1 6  about doing this, terminating the lease with Climax? 
17 Q. Do you know approximately how much A. Just as I did. 
1 8  larger? Q. You were already fanliliar then with the 
1 9  A. Approximately double. 19  Service Member Civil Relief Act? 
2 0 Q. Are you using all the space in the new A. I was ilitirnately familiar with it. 
2 1 building either for clinical work or storage or in Q. So you understood that, bey, this is an 
2 2 some fonn? 2 2 option for me? 
2 3 A. In sonle fornl, yes. 
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1 the SCRA. Do you hiow what I'm referring to when I 
2 say SCM? 
3 A. Yes. I've known that I'vc had the 
4 option to terminate leases since 2004. 
5 Q. So you already knew that was one of your 
6 rights as a serviceman? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. How did you first learn about that? 
9 MR. WTLLMMS: Object to the form. The 
10 question is bow did he? 
11 MR. DMSCOLL: How did be first learn about 
1 2  his rights under the S C M .  
13 S: I object to that to the 
14  extent that it's requesting atlorney-client 
1 5  p"-ivileged information potentially. If be received 
1 6  some advice from an attorney, I think that's 
17  protected. He doesn't have to discuss that, how that 
1 8  occurred or what advice was given to him. 
1 9  Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: We'll try it a 
2 0 different way. We'll try to ask it a different way. 
2 1 Did you learn about your rights under the SCRA on 
2 2 your own, through your life experience or your own 
2 3 independent study? 
2 4 A. I learned about it through the military. 
2 5 Q. Did the rnilitarx have, like, a class 
--- ---- ------- 
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that they offered to help you uiiderstand your rights 
as a service~nan who periodically gets called up, and 
then you have to go home and then you have to get 
called out again? 
A. Yes. We're given a briefing. 
Q. So is that where you learned about your 
rights, for example, to terminate a lease? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know approxinlately when you did 
receive this training on the SGRA? 
A. It would have been in 2004. 
Q. Was it before or after you went to 
Heidelberg? 
A. It would have been contemporaneous with 
that as part of that deployment. 
Q. So maybe just before you leave they say, 
hey, here are some of your options? 
A. Yes. 
Q. We want you to understand what your 
rights are as we yank you out of your comfort zone 
and we send you off to sonlewhere else? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you remembered that, as you were 
2 4 talking with Dr. Mulvey you said this i s  still an 
Page 80 
A. Yes. 
(Exhibit *-E marked.) 
Q. BY Mt. DRISGOLL: Dr. Sbull, I've handed 
you what's been marked as Exhibit *-E. Do you 
recognize that? 
A. I do. 
Q. Can yyo tell me what that is? 
A. This is a real estate purchase and sale 
ageement. 
Q. Who are the parties to that ageement? 
A. Mulvey - MOB Lnvesaent, and myself. 
Q. Do you know what that means, Mulvey - 
MOV Investment? Is that the whole name of the 
company, or was this Dr. Mulvey personally and his 
company? Or do you know? Just if you know. 
A. For certain, no. 1 believe it is the 
company that it's a partnership between Dr. Mulvey 
and the MOB -- a separate holding corporation betweer 
Dr. Mulvey and the MOB Investment company. 
Q. That's your understanding? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That it was Mulvey as a person, and then 
he partinered up with his own company nlaybe? 
A. 1 don't believe that this sale agreement 
was between Mulvey as a Eerson. I think it was 
--- -----
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1 between myself as a person and Dr. hlulvey's 
2 investment company, MOB, dash, MOB Investment. 
Q. I believe it was your testimony you 
4 started talking about the idea of buying his building 
5 back in Decenlber or January? 
Q. The effective date of this agreennent is 
8 February 23rd, 2007. Do you know when you signed 
9 in relation to this effective date? 
1 0  A. I believe it was that date. But let me 
I1 check the signature block. It's not dated. 
12 Q. I don't think that's going to be -- 
1 3  A. Yeah. I think I can recall. I believe 
1 4  it was signed that day. 
1 5  Q. Again, with nly tinleline that would have 
1 6  been maybe a day or two before you left for Fort 
17  Irwin? 
1 8  A. That was a day before I started driving 
1 9  to Fort Irwin. 
2 0 Q. And how did you decide on the sale price 
2 1 or the purchase price of 1,849,497.95? That's a 
2 2 pretty specific number. How did you conle up with 
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MR. WILLIAMS: Go ahead and answer it. Q. Okay. The copy of the agseement that we 
THE WITNESS: We negotiated it. 2 received, which was not from you, so I'm not pointi~lg 
6 instruct not to ansurer, 
MR. DRISCOLL: On what grounds? 
M R .  WIILIAMS: Protective order. 
MR. DKTSCOLL: 1 think the protective 
10 order -- I think the language of it basically just 
11 ~ncoqorated your motion, right? Let's go off the Q. I think the ageernent -- I need to End 
ii record -- well, no, we'll stay on the record. 2 it here -- also refers to other exhibits. Let me see 
MR. DRISCOLL: Yeah. 
(it discussiotz was held off the record. j 
Q BY MR. WILLIAMS: There was an Exh~bit 
2 1 basis of the protective order. I think what is 2 1 documents, a warranty deed in fonn of Exhibit "-13. 
Page 8 3  1 
1 that's the bass of illy objection. I~lstruct he Q. Why do you suspect there was? 
2 witness not to answer that. A. Because it says so here in the contract. 
A. I don't. But that doesn't meat1 there 
I1 how Dr. Mulvey arsived at this numbe~? A. There may have been, but I don't ha1 e 
1 2  specific ~ .ecol lec t~o~~ of than. This is why I h ~ r e  
Q. You don't know why he agseed to it and 1 3  attorneys to do this. 
1 4  why it's not higher or lower? Q. Really our job is pretty dull sometimes. 
A. I don't know. 15 Most of the time. 
(Exhibit *-1.' marked.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: This is the sale of 
Q. Did you actually pay the purchase price 1 8  medical equipment and other personal property. 
j 1 9  Dr. Shull, have you had a chance to review that? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Is this part of the agreement with 
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of the real estate sale and purchase? 
Q. That's a fair question. Tllat could be 
il~terpreted either way. This is obviously a separate 
written agreement? 
A. S'cs. 
Q. 111 terms of the big picture agreerzlent 
you had with Dr. Mulvey, my utrderstanding is, and 
correct me if I'm wrong, you were buying his building 
and lar-rd and certain medical equipment and things 
like that from his business practice; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does the ageernent marked as Exhibit 
*-F, that's part oC that big picture ageernent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The effective date of this agreement is 
February 23rd. Do you rernetnber if this was signed at 
the same time as the real estate purchase and sale 
agreement? 
A. I believe it was. 
Q. Just ofihar-td what do you understand that 
you were purchasing through this agreement marked as 
Exhibit *-F? 
A. Essentially, the contents of the 
building. 
Q. Which would include what? 
-- 
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1 A. Fucnitute and fixtures, 111edica1 i 
2 equipment. 1 think that -- I think that summarizes ! 
3 it. 
4 Q. I'm trying to find it here. Do you 
5 reinember what the purchase price was for the medical 
6 equipment and other personal property identified in 
7 this agreement? 
8 A. Oflhand I don't. But I believe that it 1 
9 is at the top of page 2, paragraph 7. 
1 0  Q. Thank you. It lists a total purchase i I 
I I price of $300,000. Is that your understartding? I 
1 2  A. Yes. 
1 3  Q. Was that amount paid as set forth in the 
1 4  agreement? 
I ti A. I believe it was. 
1 6  Q. This agreement as well refers to 
1 7  Exhibits *-A and *-B and perhaps others. The copy we 
1 8  received only has an Exhibit *-B attached. Do you 1 
1 9  know if there was ever an Exhibit *-A? 1 
20 A. I don't specifically remember, but there 
2 I may have been. 
I 
2 2 I Q. Apparently Exhibit *-A should have been i 
2 3  a list of the equipment, office equipment and medical 
Page 8 8  
A. I do remember seeing that. 
Q. There was a list that you put together 
then? 
A. That Dr. hlulvey put together. 
Q. So that everyone ur~derstood what you 
were buying and what you weren't buying? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you have a copy of Exhibit *-A in 
your possession? 
A, I don't h o w .  
Q. Is it possibler? 
A. It's possible. 
Q. Could you check your files for me? 
A. I could. 
Q. Will you do that? 
A. Sure. 
Q. I think that's all the questions I had 
for Exhibit *-F. 
(Exhibit *-C marked.) 
MR. DRISCOLI,: This is the nonsolicitation 
agree~rlent, Robert. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Take a look at that, 
Dr. Shull. Going back, Dr. Shull, to what we have 
- 
2 4 bee11 referring to as the big picture agseement 
2 5 between you aiid Dr. Mulvey. Exhibit *-G, is that a 
--- -*-------- -- 
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part of that big picture agreement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You do remember discussing this. 
negotiati~ig this with Dr. Mulvey? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With all three of the agreements, were 
these documents prepared by you or your attorneys or 
him or his attorneys? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Which? I'm sorry. Were they prepared 
by you and yours or he and his? 
A. They were prepared -- we were all in the 
same room as it was being typed. 
Q. So you were both involved with the 
drafting of these agreements -- 
A. Yes. 
Q. -- marked as *-E, *-F, and *-Ci? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Describe just your understatlding what 
the basic tcnns of Exhibit *-G were. You were 
agreeing to do what, Dr. Mulvey was agreeing to do 
what? 
A. That on my purchase of his building and 
tangible assets that he was agreeing not to practice 
2 5 medicine within a certain geographic area o f  Idaho I I  
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1 Falls for a specified period of time. L is Section 535 of Title 50 of the U.S. Code, the 
Q. So that's what he agreed not to do. In 
3 exchaurge what did you agree to do? 
A. To buy his building atid hard assets of 
5 his medical practice. Have you ever read Section 535 before? 
Q. I have the same questioii about the MR. WILLIAMS: I'm going to object to the 
7 effective date. Do you think -- was all this signed 7 extent that lack of foundation, particularly with 
8 together, these three agreements? 8 this witness, who's not an attorney, to know whether 
9 or not this is the correct version of the code and 
Q. And this was, I think you said, the day 1 0  whether he had read this particular version and 
11 whether that's the effective version. 
LL-LR. DRISCOLL: 1 understand. Thai'!: a fair 
1 3 enough question. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: B'tn not asking you if 
As far as -- we'll call it the Mulvey 1 5  it's correct. Do you u~idersta~~d that, Dr. Shull? 
1 6  deal, big picture, the deal with the building, the 
1 7  medical equip~netlt, office equipment, and the Q. What I'm going to ask you to do is go 
1 8  noncompete agreement, was there anything else 1 8  ahead and review this. I'm going to represent to you 
1 9  included in that agreement, or was it all reduced to 1 9  today that this is what it is. If Robert does some 
2 0 these three writings? 2 0 fantastic research and is able to show that this is 
A. The only thing we agreed to was in these 2 1 not the correct copy of the United States Code, then 
2 2 three contracts. 2 2  I'm going to be in big trouble. But I'm going to 
Q. As far as the purchase of the building 
2 4 and the personal property, was that something that -- 
5 was it a cash purchase, or did you finance that 
1 purchase tlirough some lender? 
A. I financed ~ t .  
Q. Who is your lender on that? As part of your tsaining that you 
If he didn't object to the last one, I 4 received on your rights as a senrice member that is 
5 don't think he's going to object to that one? 
9 You didn't go to various different leilders. It was Q. Did you receive some sort of maybe a 
10 all through Wells Faigo? / 10  suinlnary of what your rights were, or was it just oral 
' 11 instructio~l in the classroom? 
Q. Let's go to what I believe will be the A. We may have received a written summary. 
13  last exhibit today. 13 I don't specifically recall. 
(Exhibit *-H marked.) 
1 7  this is the code sectio~i that you or your attorneys, 
1 8  represellt to you tllat this is an online service 1 8  whoever, relied on to ter~niilate your lease with 
Maybe Robert uses -- what do they call 
2 2 it, the LLI or something -- here it is right here. I 2 2  Section A. Would you read Section A, just this first 
2 3 don't know if you've ever used this or not, but 
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A. Okay. 
Q. Section 535 A-1, would you tell me in 
your own tvords what Sectioi~ 535 A-1 means? 
MR. WILLIMS:  Object to the fo i~n of the 
question, requesting a legal opinion or conclusion 
which this witness is not -- 
MR. DRISCOLL,: No. No. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Let me finish my 
objection. -- which this witness is not in any way 
qualified to answer or to itlterpret. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Is that all? 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Then go ahead and 
answer the question. I'm just asking for your 
understanding of what that means? 
A. It means that if you have been called to 
active duty that you can terminate a lease. 
Q. I'd like to direct your attention now to 
Section B, which talks about the covered leases. Go 
ahead and read that. I'd just ask you your 
understanding of that, so 1'11 give you some time to 
read it. Actually, just Section B-1. I won't ask 
you to go beyond that. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Section B-1 says, of Exhibit *-H, that 
this section, in other words, w h t  to terminate 
-* --- -- - 
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1 a lease, applies to covered leases. That's what 
2 Section B deals with. And it says a lease of 
3 pre~nises occupied -- and I'm going to skip some of 
4 the fluff. Okay? -- by a service member for a 
5 residential, professional, business, or similar 
6 purpose. If the lease is executed -- now I'm in 
7 Section B 1-A -- the lease is executed by or on 
8 behalf of a person who is in the military service or 
9 if executed by the service member while in military 
1 0  service executes the lease and thereafter receives 
11 niilita~y orders, or to deploy with a nlilitary unit 
12  for a period of not less than 90 days. 
1 3  My question to you would be under 
1 4  Section B 1-B, what does it mean -- I'm not asking 
1 5  for a legal opinion. I'm asking for your 
1 6  understanding. What does it mean to be in military 
17  service? 
1 8  MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. 
1 9  Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: Go ahead. 
20 A. My understanding that if you are a 
2 1 member of the United States military. 
2 2 Q. Is it your understanding as well that 
2 3 your circumstance in this case falls within Section B 
2 4 of a covered lease? 
2 5 MR. WILLIAMS: Same obiection. 
u+-r r '.a i ' W W  
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Q. BY MR. DRZSCOLL: Go ahead. 
A. That's my understanditlg. 
Q. I'm going to refer you quickly to 
page 2, Section C, manner of termination. You can 
just kind of skim over that. And my questiou mill be 
whether or not you complied with Section C. I'll 
give you a chance to look that over. 
A. I believe I complied with the tenns. 
MR. WIL1,UMS: He hadn't asked you the 
question. 
MR. DRISCOLL: E told him that's what I was 
going to ask him. 
(The record was read.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: My question now then 
is in your opinion do you feel like you complied with 
Section C as it relates to the Climax lease in this 
case? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection as last time. 
THE WITNESS: And I believe I complied with 
the requirements of the section. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I'd like to turn your 
attention to the third page, subsection G, and it 
says relief to lessor. Why don't you go ahead and 
take some time and read that. 
A. Okav. 
Page 97 
Q. In your ow11 words what does that section 
mean? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Sanle objection. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: And you can go ahead 
and answer that. 
A. That the lessor can sue you for relief. 
Q. But under what grounds? 
MR. WILLIMS:  Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: It says as lnodified as justice 
and equity require. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: In your own 
understanding what does that mean? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. 
TI-ZE WITNESS: I'm not sure what it means. 
Justice and equity, I mean, I think they're 
self-explanatory. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I'm going to give you 
an hypothetical set of circumstances. I'm going to 
ask for your opinion on whether or not you feel like 
the circumstances should be modified or whether they 
are just, just the way they are, that they're fine 
and fair. 
I'm going to ask you to assume that 
there is a military member, a member of the h y ,  
that he has a private business, that he signs a lease I 
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for a building to operate his business in that 
building. I'm going to ask you to assume in the 
hypothetical that this person then receives orders to 
be called up to active duty. 
At that point, again, still in my 
hypothetical, then the serviceinan buys another 
building that's tw-ice as big and then hires a doctor 
to come in and cover his practice, his business. 
fie's a doctor. To cover his practice while he is 
away serving his country. i'd ask you to assume that 
he has to pay that doctor to come in, that he goes 
ahead and trrlys the building before he leaves. 
I'm going to ask you to assume -- and 
titis is the last thing I'm going to ask you to assume 
-- that the cost of buying the building was greater 
than the amount that this person, this serviceman, 
was being required to pay under the lease. 
In your opinion based on this 
hypothetical should justice and equity require a 
modification of this service member's right to 
terminate his lease? 
MR. WILLIAMS: I'm going to object. It's 
asking this witness, who is a physician, not a judge, 
to interpret the tenns justice and equity requires. 
He doesn't have the education, train*, or 
- ----
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experience to make that deter mination. The law 
clearly says that's an equity principle that is 
within the court's discretion and the judge's 
determination. It's not even a factual question for 
the jury. I'm going to object on lack of foundation. 
I think it's somewhat argumentative. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Okay. My question 
doesn't ask for a legal opinion. As a matter of 
fact, if we could go back and read Dr. Shull's answer 
when I asked him what justice and equity require, I 
think he said kind of based on your experience. 
(The record was read.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: We'll pick up from 
here then. Dr. Shull, do you know what justice is? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: I'm not asking for a 
legal opinion. Just in your mind do you have an 
understanding what justice means? 
MR. WILLIAMS: It's vague. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Go ahead and answer it if you 
can. 
THE WITNESS: I know what I think justice 
means. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: In your own words, 
what does justice ~nean? 1 know philosophers have 
written on it, have written volumes. So, I mean, I 
understand it's not necessarily a simple answer, but 
just kind of a general idea, what does justice means? 
A. 'I'hat one gets what one deserves. 
Q. What about equity, what does equity 
mean? 
MR. WTLLIAlLfS: Same objection. I think 
equity particularly is a legal term. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: That's fine. I'm not 
asking for a legal opinion. 
A You mean in the coln~non parlance? 
MA. WILLIAMS: You're asking a lay opiniGu, 
his understanding of a legal term. I think that 
lacks foundation. 
MR. DRISCOLL,: Termination is a legal tenn. 
but we use it all the time. Justice is a legal term, 
but we use it all the time. It's not exclusively a 
legal term. So I'm going to go ahead and ask you to 
answer. In your opinion what does equity meanr? 
THE WITNESS: Equality. 
Q. BY h4R. DRISCOLL: Is that all that it 
means? 
A. I'm sure it has other meanings. 
Q. I'm golng to give you an example that I 
heard once. If there are three families, one family 
&- ---- -- -- 
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1 has five cows, one fanlily has two cows, and one 
2 family has one cow, equality would be taking cows 
3 from the family with five and making i t  so they all 
4 have the same number. In nly exanlple it's not going 
5 to pan out because my numbers are bad. So let's say 
6 that it was three, two, and one. You take a cow from 
7 the family that had three, you take one and you give 
8 it to the family that only had one cow, and everybody 
9 is equal. That's equality. I'm going to ask you to 
1 0  assume tliat. 
I1 Equity would be if family No. 3, the 
12  first family that had three cows, had five kids, they 
1 3  needed more milk. And the third family that only had 
1 4  one cow didn't have any kids. Equity would say they 
15  get to keep their three cows because they have more 
1 6  need for it. The family with one cow doesn't have 
1 7  any children, so they don't need it, they're okay 
1 8  with one cow. That would be equitable. That's what 
1 9  I'm going to represent to you today. 
20 Do you feel like there's any distinction 
2 1 between equality and equity based -- now, maybe 
22 you'll use different words. But do you understand 
2 3 the difference between the two concepts? 
2 4 MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form. 
2 5 TI-ZE WITNESS: I'm sure that there are shades 
" 
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of ~neaning difference between equality and equity. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: The jargon aside, the 
concept of equality being everyolie gets the same and 
equity ~neaning you look at what people's needs are to 
determine what they should receive. Do you 
understand the difference between those two concepts? 
klR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form. It's 
vague and unintelligible. 
Q. BY MR. DRISUO1,L: I'm sure you do. 
You're a srnart guy. I know you know what it means. 
I'm sure you wderstand the difference between the 
concepts, Do y : ~ ?  
A. I believe I do. 
Q I guess what I'm getting at, to ask your 
opinion based on my hypothetical again -- and if we 
need to review it we can. What I'm trying to 
understand here is if you think that it's just or 
equitable, legal meaning aside, just your 
understanding, for a person, a doctor, to terminate 
their lease because they have the right to but under 
circumstmces where financially they're actually 
expanding. Do you think that justice and equity 
would support that? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same as my previous 
o-s. Also a~umentative. 
- - p e e -  
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i TIIE WITNESS: It would depend on the 
2 circntnsta~ices. 
3 Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL: Under what 
4 circumstances wonld it be okay to do that? 
5 MR. WILLIAMS: Same objections. 
6 THE WITNESS: 1 don't know. I'm not going 
7 to craft hypotheticals for you. 
8 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI,: But you said there 
9 would be circu~nstances under which that would be oka 
1 0  to terminate a lease on a smaller propefty because 
11 you have the right to and to go ahead and move into a 
1 2  bigger property? 
1 3 A. There would be circu~nstances that would 
1 4  be justified. 
1 5  Q. Give me an example of what some of the 
1 6  circumstances would be. 
1 7  MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the question. It's 
1 8  vague. It's argumentative. 
1 9  Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I'm not trying to bog 
2 0 you down here. I'm going off of your answer. Your 
2 1 answer said there would be circumstances under which 
2 2 that would be okay, it wonld be just or equitable. I 
2 3 want you to give me an example of what a couple of 
2 4 those are. 
2 5 MR. WILLIAMS: Same objections. 
-?a u hr i -Tixi&" L* "1 ,- i*~:~~'<ea~ PA+ *ah *&wii* r, a m  %q,i' r" -xa-v&"e ic*ah*ah*xi*~Rh~~~\w-- a" 
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Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: That's fine. I think 
your objection is on the record. You can go ahead 
and answer it. 
A. I would think that a circnmstar~ce such 
as the one that I executed my rights. 
Q. What was it about your circumstalice that 
makes that just or equitable? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objections. I'm also 
going to advise the witness not to answer that 
question based upon the protective order. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Well, I don't think this 
goes -- and I'll just state it for the record. You- * ' 
can instruct him not to answer. FOP the record I 
don't think this goes to business affairs or the 
fina~lces or any personal detailed infomati011 of 
anything. I'm just asking for his opinion under 
what's fair and what's not, what's just and what's 
not. 
So I guess if you're still going to 
instruct him not to answer, that's fine. I just want 
to go ahead. I'll state my response to that because 
I don't think it's covered by the protective order. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCO1,L: Bag the hypothetical 
now. We're going to go back to real life. When you 
were called up-for service you were called to active 
----- - p e p - - -  
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duty, did this impose any sort of burden on you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In what way? 
A. Financially, personally, and 
emotionally. 
Q. Financially, you were bringing in 
Dr. Wos. Was he not able to generate the revenue 
that you were? 
A. Able to? I suppose he would be able to. 
Q. Were you concenled that he would not be 
able to? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you think, on the other hand, he 
might be able to keep the boat afloat while you were 
away? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you feel like you needed any 
additional help, other doctors? Do you think maybe 
it would be better if you brought in somebody else in 
addition to Dr. Wos? 
A. At the time, no. 
Q. You felt like he could probably do the 
job? 
A. Yes. 
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I I know ultimately you only ended up serving for a Q. Looking back now you know how things 
2 little over three months? 2 played out. Was there any financial burden on you? 
-1 IIE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: There was a financial 
7 could be there for a year? 
Q. -- on you leaving? Were you unable to 
9 pay any of your bills while you were gone? 
MR. WILLIAMS: I would instiuct him not to 
Q. So when you got the orders, the January 
MR. WILLIAMS: I don't have an objection to 
1 5  that question in a geileral sense. I would instruct 
A. No. I recru~ted sornebody to be my 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: How would you descnb 
Q. Okay. Yes, that's fair enough. So you 2 0 your finallcia1 burden? 
A. My income and business cash flow was 
2 2 severely compromised. 
Q. Rut as far as someone to cover, you were Q. Did you expect that that would probably 
Q. W~th that understandi~lg that you would 
A. That's h y  -- that's Army policy that 
6 they try to keep reserve physicians' mobilizations to 
7 approximately three months. 
Q. So based on that pol~cy, you had an 
9 expectation that it would probably only be about Q. Financ~ally, then, you would have had 
10 three months? 
MR. WLLLIAMS: Object to the form. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: -- with Climax? 
1 4  or not you think it's fair for you to cancel your MR. WILLIAMS: Object to the form. It calls 
15 lease with Climax because you're gone for a few 1 5  for speculation. 
Q. BY MR. DRTSCOLL: Go ahead and answer. 
A. Ultimately, I don't believe so. 
Q. Maybe long term, right, things would 
2 0 It's argumentative. 2 0 term was it financially cheaper to stay in the Climax 
TEE WITNESS: I do. 2 1 lease rather than buy the Mulvey building? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection. 
TI33 WITNESS: Short ten11 being? 
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Q. A year. Maybe after 20 years maybe 1 a financial burden associated with your call lo 
2 we're in a different situation'? 2 service. During that time period were you able to 
A. No, 1'111 talking within six months it 3 continue to ~tleet all of your obligations, your 
4 cei-tatnly wctuld have been cheaper. 1 4 financ~al obligations, though that time period? 
Q. Within a year would it have been cheaper I 5 A. I was able to. 
6 for you to stay under the Mulvey lease? 1 6  Q. So is the financial burden you're 
A. I don't know. 
A. Not for the practice at large. 
Q. W z t  does at least mean? I don't know 
13 if I understand what you mean. There may have been 
1 4  other things, is that what you're saying? 
A. Meaning taking into account not only the 
Q. So it may have cut your profits; it may 
1 7  have done other things as well? 
Q. Do you know today whether or not there 
3 not to answer. Q. You do know if there were other things. 
5 you want to describe to rile about -- not do you want 2 5 
-" L----------------- --- 
I 
Page 111 1 
$ 
1 to, because I'm sure you don't want to talk about a ; 1 object~on IC we're talking about in a general sense. 
2 lot of th~s.  As terms of financial burde~l from your 1 2 Q. BY MR. DRISCOL,L,: I'm not talking 
3 call to service, was there anything affected other i 3 numbers. I'm saying it sounds like there were some 
4 than your cash flow that was a financial burden? 4 lost profits. You're saying that there were other 
A. I think cash flow pretty much 5 financial burdens, not that you couldn't pay your 
6 employees or make your payment on the building, but 
7 there were some other financial burdens. That's what 
9 to the business. you were still probably able to pay j 9 A. Yes, there are. 
Q. What are those? 
A. I had to take out an operating loan to 
Q. Were you still able to make your 12 keep my practice going. 
1 3  mortgage payment while you were gone? Q. So are you saying that the cash flow was 
1 4  not sufficient to continue operating the business 
Q. What was it then that -- was it just 15 while you were gone? You had to take out an 
1 6  that your profits were not as big while you were 1 6 operating loan? 
1 7  gone? You said there was a financial burden. I'm A. I did have to take out an operating 
1 8  trying to understand if it just cut from your net, 1 8  loan. Yes. 
19 from your black, or if it actually put you a little Q. Was it because of the reduction or 
2 0 bit into the red and actually caused you to get 2 0 anticipated reduction in your cash flow'? 
2 1 behind a little bit. Can you answer that for me? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Object to that question. I MR. WILLIAMS: That's somewhat of a compoun 
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1 the two, and so I think it's compound. I'm not sure 
2 we got a correct answer. 
3 Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL,: 'That's fair errough. 
4 Maybe we can clarify that by just asking, when did 
5 you take out: the operating loan? 
6 A. I don't remenlber the date. 
7 Q. Was it before you left for Fort: Irwin? 
8 A. No. It was after I returned. 
9 Q. So you got back and realized we need 
1 0  some additional funds to do something with the 
1 1 business? 
12  A. Yes. 
1 3  Q. Now else tiid your call to service in 
14  February, how eke did that burden you? Not just 
1 5  financially, I'm just talking in general terms. 1 
1 6 think you mentioned elnotionally, maybe something 
17  else. I'd like you just to talk to me about how that 
1 8 was a burden on you? 
1 9  A. I had to be separated from my family. 
2 0 My grandmother passed away in my absence, Difficult 
2 1 being alone for three months. 
2 2 Q. Anything else nonfinancial? Any other 
2 3 burdens? 
2 4 A. My patients were somewhat distressed at 
2 5 my d e e u r e .  I'm sure there are other examples, but 
--- - -------- 
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1 noth~ng colnlng to 1111nd. 
2 Q. Come back just a l~ttle bit in tenns of 
3 the burden fi~iancially that this imposed upon you. 
4 You said it reduced profits was one item, you had to 
5 take out an operating loan? 
6 A. Uh-huh. 
7 Q. Let me just ask you generally about 
8 that. Did you take out the operating loan to cover 
9 past expenses, or did you take out the operating loan 
1 0  in order to expand your business? 
11 A. I took out an operating loan to cover 
12  current expenses. 
1 3  Q. Were these expenses anticipated based on 
1 4  your purchase of the Mulvey building and equipment, 
1 5 or was this some kind of an unexpected expense? 
1 6  A. They were the ongoing expenses of 
17  running my practice. 
1 8  Q. I guess what I'm getting at is were you 
1 9  planning on this, or was there sonle kind of an event 
2 0 that happened and you realized I've got to have some 
2 1 additional money to keep this thing going? Was it 
2 2 something you had already committed to, or was it 
2 3 something that just kind of popped up while you were 
24 gone? 
2 5 A. No. This is the day-to-day o p e r -  
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budget of the practice. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Let's take a break for a 
second. 
(A recess was taken froin 2: 19 p.m. to 
1227 p.m.) 
(The record was read.) 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: We're back on the 
record. Dr. Shull, aside from the loss in profits 
and the operating loan, is there any other financial 
burden that your service imposed upon your business? 
A. T think that the fitlancial burden would 
be encompassed by the detriment in profits. 
Q. You mentioned profit, and then you 
mentioned the separate item of the operating loan. 
Anything else, like a concrete example, besides just 
put some strain on your business? Any other specific 
example of the financial burden? 
A. No, I don't have a specific example for 
you. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Robert, you objected several 
times today based on the protective order. We're 
going to, of course, ask the judge to revisit that. 
I'm going to continue the deposition anyway. What I 
would talk to you about, still on the record, is if 
you're going to stipulate to continue the deposition 
---- --- -- -- 
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1 to d~scuss those items that are covered by the 
2 protective order that we weren't allowed to talk 
3 about today. 
4 MR. WILLIAMS: And as we talked previously, 
5 I'm not going to stipulate. I object to continuing 
6 the deposition. The protective order has been in 
7 place for at least a couple weeks now, was in place 
8 at least prior to the noticing of this deposition. 
9 So it would be my position that this deposition was 
L 0 taken, we acknowledge that the protective order was 
11 in place, and you proceeded in any event. So just 
12  requesting whatever questions you anticipate to ask 
13  that they be asked today and, if necessary, we can 
1 4  put the objections based upon the protective order on 
1 5  the record in case it needs to be revisited. 
1 6  MR. DRISCOLL: My concern with that, Robert, 
17  I've got a lot of questions about his personal 
1 8  finances, about his tax returns, about his business. 
1 9  about everything else. We can go through all those 
2 0 and you can object to every single one, or we can 
2 1 just stipulate that if the judge decides to change 
22 the protective order or to remove it or vacate it, or 
2 3 whatever, that we can come back and talk about these 
2 4 things. 
2 5 So if we want we c a n ~ e n d  the next half 
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an hour going &rough all of my other questions about 
his personal finances and the business finances and 
everythi~tg else or just stipulate to not waste 
evergibody's time today. And ~f the judge changes his 
mind or if it's changed on appeal, the11 we can come 
back and talk about it, that we'll agree to do that. 
MR. WILLIAMS: I'm not going to stipulate to 
continue the deposition. 
MR. DmSCOLL: All right. 'Then we'll just 
go ahead, and I'll ask the rest of my questions. 
Q. BY MR. DEUSCOLL: Dr. Shull, in 2006 
what was your income? 
I ~ R .  WaLIAMS: Objection. Instruction nut 
to answer. 
Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL: Dr. Shull, in 2007 
what is your income to date? 
h4R. WILLIAMS: Same objection. Same 
instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Dr. Shull, do you have 
any other source of income aside from your oncology 
practice? 
MR. WI1,LIAMS: Same objection and 
instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRTSCOLI,: Dr. Shull, does your 
w ~ f e  work? 
-- - - - 
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A. No. 
Q. Dr. Shull, how much do you pay in taxes 
each year? 
MR. WILI,IAMS: Same objection. Same 
instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: tnco~ne taxes? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Dr. Shull, your 
business, what was your business's profits in 2001i1? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection and 
mstruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: What are your 
business's profits in 2007 to date? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection and 
instruction. 
MR. DRISCOLL: Robert, I'm just going to ask 
you again, do you want to stipulate, or am I going to 
have to keep going? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Keep going. We're making --  
MR. DRISCOLL: We're going through a lot of 
questions fast, but we're not really getting 
anywhere. So I just wonder how much longer you wan 
to stay. I mean, all these kinds of questions, 
they're almost limitless, and I'm just going to keep 
asking cluestions until either my brain freezes or 
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until we get a stipulation. 
MR. WILLIAMS: Keep going. 
Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL: What is the interest 
rate on your loan from Wells Fargo to buy the Mulvey 
building'? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection and 
instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: I-fow much interest do 
you anticipate paying on that? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLI : Are you making extra 
payments on that loran, the Wells l'argo loan? 
MR. W I L L W S :  It's vague, and I object on 
the previous basis. Same instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DKISCOLL: Is your operating loan 
with Wells Fargo as well? 
MR. WILLIAMS: You can answer that. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: What is the amount of 
your operating loan? 
MR. WILLIAMS: Same objection and 
instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: What's the interest 
rate on your operating loan? 
MR. WILLLAICIS: You can answer that ifxou 
--- ----- 
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know. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. 
Q. BY MR. DRISGOLL: What's your inonthly 
payment on your operating loan? 
MR. WLLLLAMS: Same objection and 
instruction. 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: What's your monthly 
payment on your mortgage for the building, on the 
Wells Fargo loan to buy the building and the 
equipment? What's your payment every month? 
MR. WILLIAMS: You can answer that if you 
know. 
TI33 WITNESS: The payment that my practice 
makes to Wells Fargo? 
Q. BY MR. DRISCO1,L: I don't know if the 
payment is coming from you or from your company. I 
don't know where it's coming fiom. You're the one 
that signed the agreement, the contract with 
Dr. Mulvey, if I remember right. Christian Shull, 
M.D., not Snake River Oncology, PLLC. 
So I don't know whether the payments are 
coming from you or your company. But the anlount of 
the payment required under your loan with Wells Fargc 
to buy the land, the building, the equipment, the 
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what's your p a p e n t  on that? 
A. I don't know the exact number. 
Q. What's the approximate number? 
A. I think it's about $1 8,000 a month. 
Q. Do you ktiow what the interest rate is on 
that? 
MR. DHSCOLL: I think you may have 
instrncted him not to answer that before, I can't 
remember, but I'm going to ask it again. 
Q. BY MR. DEULSCCILL: What's the interest 
rate on your loan through Wells Fargo to purchase the 
building and the equipment and eveq~~ring? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do you know what the tern of the loan 
is? Do you need to pay it back in five years, 10 
years, 15 years, 30 years? 
A. I do. 
Q. How many years is it for? 
A. 20. 
Q. So you've got to have it paid back in 20 
years. What was the total amount of the loan? 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. Would Jolene Caspary h o w  this? 
A. She would either know it or have access 
to that inforlnation. 
-------------- - - -  
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1 Q. The documents, you shll keep the 
2 docuinents in your file? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Financially, how much did your business 
5 lose while you were gone? 
6 MR. WILLIAMS: Object and instruct not to 
7 answer. 
8 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: How much did you spell 
3 paying Dr. Wos to come and woik for the approxiinately 
10 three months that he was liere? 
11 MR. WILLIAMS: You can answer that if you 
1 2  can. 
1 3  THE WITNESS: I paid him his salary, 
1 4  medical, dental, life insurance, malpractice 
15  insurance. I paid a portion of his rent while he was 
1 6  here. I'm not sure what that total came to. 
17 Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Approximately, do you 
1 8 know? 2,000? 5.000? 
1 9  A. No. No. Tens of thousands, if not over 
2 0 a hundred thousand dollars. 
2 1 Q. In total over the three months? 
2 2 A. No, no. In total. 
2 3 Q. So over three months, you say, hundreds 
2 4 of thousands of dollars? 
2 5 A. Not hundreds. It mi&t have -- it might 
c ril*mi 6 Y -i , * I ( P X \ * ~  11 $*a hs^*ac*e?i ~i QX WLW~-*,W Q M * ~  
have golie over a hundred thousand. I don't know. 
Q. It's approximately about a hundred 
thousaiid then. it sounds like, in that range? 
A. I don't want to be proven to be wrong. 
Q. Just your recollection today. 
A. Certainly between 50- and 150,000. 
Q. You think it's closer to 150- or closer 
to SO-? 
A. Probably somewhere in the middle. 
Q. Probably closer to a hundred? 
A. Probably closer to a hundred. 
Q. Did you coniime to draw yo= salary -- 
well, your emploment, haw were you coixtpensatea by 
the company? 
MR. WILI,IAMS: That's vague. It's a 
different business now, so are you referring to back 
when he was deployed or currently? 
Q. BY MR. DRISCOLL: Are you an employee ( 
Snake River Oncology? 
A. Legally speaking, I don't know the 
answer to that. 
Q. Does the company pay you a wage or a 
salary each month? Do you get a draw? 
A. I take a -- I take a draw, but it's not 
salary per se. 1 mean, kind of the difference 
--"".---- P 
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1 between ptofit and expenses is what I take home. 
2 Q. Is that deterinined each month? 
3 A. Not necessarily. 
4 Q. Approximately how much do you make each 
5 month? 
6 MR. WILLIAMS: Object and instruct not to 
7 answer. 
1 8  MR. DRISCOLI,: Well, what I'm going to do, 
9 and I tltink I've made a sufficient record now to make 
10 iny point if we need to take this up with the judge. 
11 There's obviously a series of questions 
1 2  that we need to ask you that we think are relevant 
1 3  that your counsel has instructed you not to ailswer 
14  today, and that's fine. Based on language of the 
1 5  protective order, that's fine. We think at some 
1 6  point that's going to get changed, and we're going to 
1 7  be talking about all these issues. 
1 8  So noting Robert's objection from 
1 9  earlier, we're going to go ahead and continue the 
2 0  deposition. We'll stop today, but we'll continue his 
2 1 deposition until such time as we can ask him about 
22  the rest of these issues, whether that means the 
2 3 judge changes his mind on the protective order or 
2 4 whether it ineans that a higher court tells him he 
2 5 needs to do things differently. 
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So unless there's anything else you want 
to add to the rccord -- 
MR. WIX,LIAMS: I lust have the same 
objectioli on the bases I stated before. 
MR. DRXSCOLL: Okay. All right. ?'harts 
probably it for today heut. 
MR. WILLIAMS: I have no questions. 
(The deposition concluded at 12:39 p.m.) 
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VERIFICAI ION 
STATF OF i 
) ss 
COUNTY OF 1 
1, CI-IRISTIAN SNULL. M D , say that I am the 
witness referred to in the foregoing depos~tion, taken 
the 5th day of October 2007, consisttng of pages 
~tutnbeied 1 to 128, that I have lead the satd 
dcpos~tton and kiiow the contents theleof, that the 
same ate tiue to i11y knowledge, or wlth coi-tections, i f  
any, as noted 
Page Line Should Read Reason 
CHRISTIAN SHULL, M.D. 
Subsenbed and swonl to hefote rne this 
day of 2007, at , Idaho 
(Seal) Notary Public foi Idaho 
hly Corninlssion Explies 
RkPORTER'S CERTIFICA I E 
S1AlFC)FIDAIIO ) 
C OtJN I k OF BONNFVII LF ) ss 
1 
I Sandra D lernll, CSlt, RPR, and no tar^ Public 
rn and for the State of Idaho, do hereby ~ertrfy 
T hat prlor to berny exanmed Cf.1RIE;TlAN SlIlJI L, 
M D , the wttness named In the foregoing deposrtron, 
was by tne duly cuorn to testtfy to the truth, the 
uhole tiuih, and nothtng but the tnrth, 
That said deposition was taken down by tne rt t  
shorthand at the trrne and place therein named and 
thereafter reduced to typmt ing  under my direction. 
and that the foregoing transcrtpt cttntaltis 1 fuii, 
true and verbatrm record of said deposition 
I further ~ e r t i b  that 1 have no Interest in the 
event of the action 
Wl IKFSS my hand and seal thrp 16tlr day of October 
2007 
Sandra D Temll 
ldaho CSR No 702, 
Notary Publrc In and for 
the State ot ldaho 
My C oinmtssion Exptres 1 1 - 10- 10 
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IN THE DISTRICX' COURT OF THE SEI/ENTW JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF 'THE 
STATE OF IUAlSO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVII,L,E 
CLIMAX, LLC., 1 
1 
PIaisitiff, 1 Case No. CV-2007-2967 
1 
-\is.- 1 B41NIJTE ENTRY 
1 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOL,OGY OF ) 
EASTERN IDAHO, PLLC, and 1 
CHRISTIAN SHULL, M.D., 1 
1 
Defei~dants. 1 
Noven1ber 13, 2007, a Plaintifrs Motion to A~iiend Complaint, Motion to Reaortsitlcr 
Motion to Quash Subpoetla and Defendant's Motion for S~imniary Judg~neiit came oil for 11ealing 
before tile Honorable Jon J. Sllindui ling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Ida110 Falls. 
Idalio. 
Ms. Nancy Marlow, Court Reporter, and Ms. Rhoilda Quiiitana, Deputy Coui t Cleili, 
we1 e present. 
Mr. Biyan D. Smith appeared on behalf of plaintiff. 
MI. Robe1 t D. Williams appeared on behalf of defendants. 
Mr. Sinitll requested to address the Motion to Amend Complaint fiist. 
Mr. Williams had no objection. 
R l l i b l  TE ENTRY - 1 
- * 
Mr. Smith addressed the Court and offered argumeclt ill support thereof and requestecl the 
motion be granted. 
Mr. Willial~is responded in opposition. 
Mr. Smith offered rebuttal argument. 
The Court granted the Motion to Amend Complaint and would file the original pi ovided 
in the file. 
Mr. Smith offered argument in support of the hiloti011 to Q~lash and Motion to 
Reconsider. 
Mr. Williams responded in opposition. 
Mr. Smith offered clarification regarding the discovery I-ecluest and specifically \%hat is 
being requested. 
The Court tooli this matter under advisement would issue its opinion and decision in ~ L I C  
course. The Court would readdress the Motion to Quash Subpoena upon the decisiorl of the 
Instant matters. 
C'o~u1-t was thus adjourned. ! 
/ 
~ i s t F k t  Judge 
c: Bryan Smith 
Robert Williams 
1 1 1307AhlSli1iidr111 #i 
Urjan D. Smith, Esq. -- lSB #4411 
R.  J. Driscoll. Esy. - ISB # 7010 
, 
MCGRATII, MEAC'EI,%RI & SRII'TI-~, PLLC 
4 1 4 Slloup Ave. 
13.0. Box 5073 1 
Idahct Falls, Idaho 83405 
7'elephone: (208) 524-073 1 
Facsimile: (208) 529-41 66 
ittromeys for Plaintiff 
IN T I E  DISTRICrr COURT OF TIiE S1;lVENTH JiJDICIAL DISTRICT 01: 
'THE: S'PATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF RONNEVILT,E 
CLIMAX, [,LC, 
Plaintiff, 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EASTERN IDAflO. I'LLC, a i~d 
CF-IRIS'fIAN SIIIJLL, M.D., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
AMENDED COMPLAlNT AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW the plaintiff. CLIMAX, LLC, aind as and for a cause of action 
against the defendants. states, alleges. and avers as follows: 
1 .  'The plaintiff. Climax, LLC (hereafter. "Uli~max"), is an Idaho lilliiteci 
liability company with its principal place of business in Kollileville County, Idaho. 
2. 'The defendant. Sllalte River Oncology of Eastern Idaho, PL1,C' (hereaftel-. 
"SRO"), is and at all tinles relevalt hereto was a11 Idaho professional limited liability 
company with its principal place of business in EZonneville County, ldallo. 
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3. Thc deferidant, Christia~l Sliull. Pv1.D. (hereafier, "Shull"), is and at all times 
relesalit hereto was an individual residing in Bo~~ieville Ccttintj, Idallo. 
4. On or about November 18,2004. t'lil~lm and SRO entered into a lease 
agreeme~~t ("",ease") whereii> Clinlax agreed to lease to SRO certain real property located in 
I301111eville County, Idaho. 
5. Shull signed a persolla1 guaranty ("Gtiaranty") of SRO's perfo~ma~ice of the 
Lease svitll Climax. 
6. In 2006, Sliull. a member of the Ar11iy reserves. received llotice that he 
.ilrotild likely be called to active duty around October 2006. 
7. The h r m j  delayed calling Shull to active duty until January 2007 because 
Sliull unsuccessf~~lly tried to arrange for another physician to mallage his medical practice 
during the period of time he would be away on active duty. 
8. On or about Jztnuary 25. 2007. Sllull received orders fiom the Army to 
report to active duty at Fort Irwin. Califosi~ia. on February 26, 2007. 
9. Shull expected to be away from Idaho Falls on active duty in California 
for about three months according to ,4rmy policy. 
10. Meanwhile. in the fall of 2006. Shull entered into llegotiatiolis with Dr. 
Kevin Mulvey ("h~lulvey") for Shull's p~uchase of Mulvey-s office building and medical 
ecpi pment. 
11. Mulvey's building was approxinlately double the size of the space Sllull 
was leasing from Climax. 
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12. 0 1 3  or about February 23,2007, just three days before reportilig to actite 
duty in California, Shull and Mulvey signed a Real Estate Pttrcliase and Sale Agree~iient 
wherei~i Sli~ill agreed to purcllase Mulveq's building fitr 9;1.849.407.95, 
13. As part of tlic land sale transaction with Mulvcy, ShuLI also sigiled a 
I'urchase and Sttlc of hilcdical Eyuip~lient and Other f'ersonal I'ropertq agreenient 
whcre i~~  Shull agreed to purchase cestaisl of kju1vey.s illeciical and office equipnlent and 
supplies for $300,000.00. 
14. k2ltngetl1er. Shull agreed to pay hlulvey over $2.1 millioi~ to purchase 
illulvey's building, equipment. and supplies. 
15. At the tirlie of the lease ter~~rtitlation. Shull's rent paymetit to Climax was 
just over $7.000.00 per month. 
16. Shull's payment on his loan for the purel~ase of Mulvey's building and 
equipnlent is approximately $1 8,000.00 per month. 
17. Befbre reporting to active duty, Shull successfully liired doctor Ed Mlos as 
a locum terlums physician to lllallage Shull's nledical practice during Shull's three-rnol~tll 
call to active duty. 
18. Shull reported to actix e duty in California on February 26, 2007. 
19. On or about April 26.2007, SRO notified Climax that SRO would 
terminate the lease effective May 30, 2007, based on 50 U.S.C. App. 535, more 
commonly knonn as the Servicemesiibers Civil Relief Act ("SCRA"). 
20. A few days before the May 30. 2007 effective date of the lease 
termination. Shull was released from active duty, returned to Idaho Falls. and closed on 
the purchase of Mulvey's building. equipment, and supplies. 
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COUNT ONE 
(Petitioi~ For Modificatio~~ 01 Lease Iermiiiation Under The SC'IIA) 
21. Plaintiff realleges all previous allegatio~ls colltained it1 the Cumplaitlt as if' 
set forth in full. 
22. Section 535(g) of the SCRA provides, ""Upon application bq t l~e lessor to a 
court before the termination date provided in the written notice. relief granted bt  this 
section to a serviceiliember niay be modified as justice and equity recltiire." 50 1J.S.C'. 
App. 5 535(g). 
23. The SCRA grants courts full discretion to balance servicemembers' duties 
against creditors' rights so that the S C M  is applied in accorclailce with principles of' 
equity and to ellsure the irnrnuiiities of the SCRA are not put to untvorthy use. 
24. Tlle purpose of the SCRA is to protect servicemembers fiom undue 
liardship caused by their service and fiom their inability to protect their interests and meet 
their obligations while in the service of their country 
25. I'he S C M  is not to be utilized for any needless or unwarra~lted purpose or 
as the means of enabling a servicernember to flout his obligations or to cancel llis just 
liabilities i11 the absence offillancia1 hardship. 
26. The SCRA is to be administered to accomplisl~ substalitial justice. 
27. Sliull invoked the lease termination provisions of the SCRA in  
contravention to the SCRA's purposes. 
25. Shull's military service caused him no undue l~ardsl~ip because Sliull 
successfully hired a locum tenunis physician to cover his practice during his three-month 
absence. 
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39. Shull's lllilitary sen  icc caused l i i~ i>  110 ul~dtre hardship because Stlull nas 
expanding his medical practice at the same time lie entered active duty. 
30. Shull's military service caused him no undue hardship because Shull 
increased l ~ i s  mol~tl~ly debt obligation from approximately S7,000.00 under the 1,ease to 
approximately $1 8.000.00 to purchase the Mulvey building, ecluipsilel~t, and sulyilies at 
the sanle time he entered active duty. 
3 1. Shull's military service caused him 110 undue hardship because Shu11 had 
already returned from h i s  ~iiilitary service and resumed his rliedical practice before the 
lease termination ever became effective. 
32. Shull purchased the Mulvey buildiiig to pr e ~ ~ e n t  other oncologists Golll 
establishing an office in Idaho Falls and competing with Sllull. 
33.  Pursuant to Section 535(g) of the SCRA, Clilnax petitions this court fbr 
modification of Shull's termination of the Lease and seeks a11 award of' all its damages 
resulting fro111 Shull's terniination. 
34. Justice and equity require that the court modify Sliull's terliiiliatioll of the 
Lease with Climax and require Shull and SRO to pay the full allloullts due under the 
Lease. 
COUNT TWO 
(Attorney-s Fees) 
35 .  Plaintiff realleges all previous allegations contailled in the Complaint as if 
set forth in full. 
36. Clilnax has been required to seek the legal services of the firm of 
McGrath. Meacham & Smith, PLLC to prosecute this action and has incurred attoriiey's 
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fees and costs heca~lsc ofthe defendants' wror-rgful colld~rct as alleged Iterein. eiititling 
C'limax to recover an award ofreasollable attorney's fees and costs as llerein alleged 
PLISSLI~I I~  to the Lease and Guara~ltj, as well as Idaho Code $6 12-1 20 and 12- 12 1. a~lci 
Ida110 Rule of Civil 1)rocedure 54. 
%'I-IEREFOKE. the plaintiff prays l i ~ r  judgr~~ent against the defendants. jointly and 
severally. as follows: 
1 .  Fctr juciglllent awarding the plaintiff conlpellsatory damages arising fro111 
the def'etida~~ts' tertliination of the Lease iri an alnoulit to be protJen at trial; 
2. For judgment awardiilg the plaintiff prejudginei~t interest: 
3. For judgllient awarding the plaintiff attort~ey's fees and costs of stlit 
i~~currcd 11ereis1 as provided by colltract and statute; 
4. For interest as allowed by law; and 
5 .  For such other and further relief as appears just and equitable in the 
DATED this day of October, 2007 
McCRATI-I. MEACI-lAh4, & SMITH, PLLC 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW the u~ldersigned and makes dertianct for ajury trial o f  all legal issues 
in the above matter. 
I)ArI.I'19 this /.6;1~. ilf October. 2007.
- 
J Attorneys  for Plaintiif 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this &;ay of October. 2007. I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOIi JURY 
TRIAL to be served, by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the 
United States Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or o\remight 
delivery. addressed to the following: 
Donald F. Carey, Esq. [ 1 U.S.Mai1 
Robert D. Williams, Esq. [ 1 Fax 
QUANE SMITH LLP [ ] Oyef~iight Deliver3 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B [ b ~ 1 a n d  Delivel y 
Idaho Falls. ID 83402-29 13 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SEVENTH JUDICIA+DIEEY$TPf~J'FE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SNAKE IZIVI%. ONCOLOGY 01; 
EASTERN 111AI-IO. PL,I,C, and 
CHRISTIAN SI-iUL,L,, M.D.. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
On November 18, 2004, Defendant Snake River Oncology of Eastern Idaho, PLLC 
("SRO'") entered into a five year lease agreement with Plaintiff for the use of office space ("the 
lease"). which \vas personally guaranteed by Defendant Christian Shull ("Dr. Shull"). Nearly 
two years later. in the fall of 2006, Sl~ull and a Dr. Mulvey began negotiating t l ~ e  purchase of Dr. 
Mulvey's sig~lificantly 1a1-ger office building along with medical equipment. 
Dr. Shull has been a member of the Army Reserve since June 4, 1998 and, around 
January 25. 2007, he received orders to report for active duty on February 26, 2007 for a f~ill  
year. On February 26, 2007, Dr. Shull reported for active duty and, in his absence, he lzired Dr. 
Ed Wos as a locum tenu~ns physician to manage his practice. Before leaving, however, on 
February 23, 2007, Drs. S11ull and Mulvey signed a Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement for 
the purchase and sale of Dr. Mulvey's building for $1,849,497.95. Si~nultaneous with this 
- 
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agreertlent, tlie doctors also signed at1 agreement for the sale of nledical ecjuipme~lt in the at~lount 
uf  $300.000. 
011 April 26. 2007, Dr. Sliull sent notice of his 50 (J.S.C. App. 5 535 election to terrslinate 
the lease, effective May 30, 2007. Dr. Sllull was released Sro~si active duty sliortly before the end 
of May, retur~led to Idaho Falls, and closed or1 the purchase of Dr. Mulvey's building. 
Plaintiff filed its Complaint or1 May 23. 2007. Cln Augrtst 30. 2007. Defendants filed a 
Motion for Protective Order, which was heard and granted on Septen~ber 7, 2007. The protective 
order prohibited Plaintiff from conducting discovery of the business and financial affairs of 
Dekndailts by putting an effective pause on some discovery until tlie legal issues could be 
narroured down. On October 10. 2007, Plaintiff served a Subpoena Duces Tecum on Wells 
Fargo, Defendants' bank. for the productiotl of all docrrlnents relating to its transactions with Dr. 
Shull. Defendants moved to quash the subpoena on October 12, 2007, citing the protective 
order. Plaintiff filed a Motion to Reconsider the protective order on October 15, 2007. 
In addition. on Septenlber 28, 2007, Defendants filed a Motion for Summary Judgment 
wit11 styporting memorandum. Plaintiff responded with a brief in opposition on October 23, 
2007. 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion to Quash, and Plaintiffs Motion 
to Reconsider canie up for hearing on Noveniber 13, 2007 and were taken under advisement at 
that time. After considering the Court's file, pleadings, depositions, admissions, affidavits, and 
the arguineilt of counsel. the Court renders the followi~lg opinion. 
11. LEGAL STANDARD 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B) provides the authority for a district court to 
reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as final judgment has not yet been ordered. 
TelJttrd v. Adart Produce, Inc., 130 Ida110 932, 950 P.2d 1271 (1998). See also Sammis t: 
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.I,fcrgn~/ek, Irflc., 130 Idaho 342, 346,941 P.2d 3 14, 3 18 (1997) and Farr7zc.r~ Nut'l Bunk Slqirey, 
126 ldaho 63. 68. 878 P.2d 762, 767 (1994). "The decision to grant or deny a request for 
reconsideration geilerally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court." JOPCJC-IM 1' Beeks, 135 
Idatlo 586, 592, 2 1 Ir.3d 908, 914 (2001). See also H7utson v. Navistur Inifl Trunsp. Cor-p., 121 
Idaho 643. 827 P.2d 656 (1992); Slc~aihazlg v. Allstale Ins. GO., 132 Idalio 705, 979 P.2d 107 
(1999). On a motion h r  reconsideratiolt pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 I(a)(2)(B), the trial court. should 
take into account any netv facts presented by the rnovi~ig party that bear on the correctness of the 
interlscutory order. Coezlr d>illene ,&firling Co. v. first iVui7 Bunk, 1 18 Idaho 812, 823. 800 P.2d 
1026, 1037 (1990); Jordan, 135 Idaho at 592, 21 P.3d at 914. A party filing a motion to 
reconsider pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) carries the burden of bringing to the trial court's 
attention the netv facts. Id.; See also Devil Creek Rmch, Itic. V .  Cedur hilesa Reservoir & Cunul 
C'o, , 126 Idalio 202, 879 P.2d 1 135 (1 994). 
Rule 56(c), Idalio Rules of Civil Procedure, provides that "sun~mary judgment shall be 
granted forthwith if tlie pleadings, depositions. and adn~issioxls on file. together with the 
affidavits, if any. show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the ~noving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." L)BSI/TRI 171: Bender, 130 Idaho 796. 801, 
945 P.2d 151, 156 (1 997) (citing hfufual ~J'Enumcla~t~ Ins. Co. 1,. Roberts, 128 Idaho 232, 234, 
912 P.2d 119, 121 (1996)). 
Tlie burden of establishi~lg the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests with the 
party moving for summary judgment. S~fzith v. hlericliun Joint School Dist. No. 2. 128 Idaho 7 14, 
71 9. 918 P.2d 583, 588 (1996). The moving party must challenge in its motion and establish 
through evidence the absence of any genuine issue of material fact on an element of the non- 
moving party's case. Id. If the moving party fails to challenge an element or fails to present 
evidence establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact on that element, the burden 
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does not siiift to the non-nioving party, and the 11on-moving party is not required to respond with 
supporting evidence. Id. Where the evidentiary facts arc undisputed, and where only one 
reasonable inkrence can be drawn from those facts. the court may draw tlie inference even 
though it is adverse to the party against whom sutnmary judgnie~it is entered. Chvistenserz v. 
li-I~~ho Lcnrzd Detlelopers. Inc., 1 04 Idaho 458,f 60 P.2d 70 (Ct.App. 1 983). 
111. ANALYSIS 
The Ser\iicemenlbers Civil Relief Act ("SCRA"), contained in 50 U.S.C. App. 5 51 1. et 
seq., provides certain relief to members of the armed services. This Act has undergone a few 
iterations. It was first created as the Soldiers7 and Sailors' Act of 1918, which became the 
substa~ltially identical Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940. 'Then. in 2004. this act 
was refashioned as the SCRA. The 2004 iteration contained some differences, but the purpose 
and essential substance of tlie Act remained the same. Therefore, earlier case law and legislative 
intent remain instructive sources when interpreting this statute. 
The instant case icivolves the attempted termination of a lease. Therefore, 5 535 of the 
SCRA pel-tains to this case. That section reads, in part: 
(a) Termination by lessee 
( I )  En general 
The lessee on a lease described in subsection (b) may, at the lessee's option. 
terminate the lease at any time after-- 
(A) the lessee's entry into military service; or 
( U )  the date of the lessee's military orders described in paragraph (l)(B) or 
(2)(B) of subsection (b), as the case may be. 
(b) Covered leases 
This section applies to tlie following leases: 
(1) Leases of premises 
A lease of premises occupied, or intended to be occupied, by a servicemember 
or a sen~iceniernber's dependents for a residential, professional, business, 
agricultural, or similar purpose if-- 
(A) the lease is executed by or on behalf of a person who thereafier and 
during the term of the lease enters military service; or 
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(c) Martxlcr of terur~ination 
(1 ) In general 
Ternxination o f  a lease under subsection (a) is made-- 
(A) by delivery by the lessee of tvritterr notice of such termination. and a 
copy of tlie servicemember's nlilitary orders, to tlre lessor (or the lessor's 
grantee'), or to the lessor's agent (or the agent's grantee): 
.... 
(g) Relief to lessor 
Upon applicatin~i by the lessor to a court before the termination date provided in 
the written notice, relief granted by this section to a servicemelnber may be 
modified as justice and equity require. 
50 U.S.C. App. $ 535 (Uec 2004) (emphasis added). This code section allows servicemembers 
to unilaterally ternlinate a lease upon entering military service. However, the SCRA and its 
predecessors have ne\.er been intended to be rigidly construed for or against a servicemember; 
but, rather, they have deliberately invested the courts with the power to modify the Act's relief as 
required to achieve a fair and just result. Conroy v. Ani.skaff. 507 U.S. 51 1, , 1 13 S.Ct. 1562. 
1568 (1993) (the heart of the policy of the Act was to provide judicial discretion instead of rigid 
and undiscrinlinating interpretation); Ovrzega I~?dzlstries, It~c. v. XnJffnele, 894 F.Supp. 1425, 1430 
(D. Nevada 1995) (the Act does not l i~nit  a court frolll granting equitable remedies to lessors). 
The SCRA states that "relief granted by this section to a servicemember may be modified 
as justice and equity require," under the heading "Relief to Lessor." 50 U.S.C. App. tj 535 (g). 
This portion of the statute pertains specifically to situations where the Act overreaches and 
causes an imbalance of equities, harming the lessor more than helping the servicernember. It 
appears from the language of the code sectiori (and consistent wit11 the interpretation made in 
Omegu), that it befalls the trial court to apply principles of equity upon application for such 
by a servicemember's lessor. In doing so, however, the court must also re~nember the U.S. 
Supreme Court's holding in Boone v. Liglztner, 3 19 U.S. 561 (1943): "The Soldiers' and Sailors' 
Civil Relief Act is always to be liberally construed to protect those who have been obliged to 
drop their own affairs to take up the burdens of the nation." 
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Plaintiff presents ample a r g ~ ~ ~ n e n t  that the timing and details of Dr. Sl~ull's financial 
dealings bear on the equities of this matter. Of particular itnportance is the ability of Dr. Sl~ull to 
manage his affairs while in the service and to survive financially. For this purpose, his financial 
records fall within the broad reach of discovery. The instant case has moved beyond the initial 
stages where the Court deemed a protecti.tie order to be proper. There are questiolis which 
require fiirther discovery in order lor the just and equitable adjudication of this matter. 
In light of this need, the Court grants Plaintifps Motion for Reconsideration and retracts 
the protective order to the extent necessary for Plaintiff to conduct discovery into Dr. Shull's 
finances at all times pertinent to this case. Defendants' Motion for Surnnlary Judgment is, 
therefore, premature-the parties must be allowed to complete discovery before summary 
judgment would be proper. That motio11 is denied without prejudice. Defendants' Motion to 
Quash is rendered moot by the Court's decision to retract the protective order: the subpoena 
ctuces tecum delivered to Wells Fargo is of full effect. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Consistent with the foregoing opinion, Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration is hereby 
GRANTED. 
Also consisterlt with the foregoing opinion. Defendants' Motion ihr Su~nmary Judgment 
and Motion to Quash are hereby DENIED, without prejudice. 
day of December, 2007. 
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I berebq certify that oli tliis ay of December, 2007.1 served a true and correct copy ofthe 
foregoing MEMOIWNDUM DECISION AND ORDER upon tlie parties listed below by 
lnailing, with the correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be delivered to their 
caul-thouse boxes. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Bryan D. Smith 
B. J.  Driscoll 
h/lcGl;tiZTH, h4EACHAM R: SMITLI, PLLC 
4 14 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 5073 1 
Idaho Falls, ID 53405 
Attorneys for Uefetldants 
Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williarr~s 
QllANE SMITI I. I-LP 
2325 West Broadway, Ste. B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2913 
Ronald Longmore 
Clerk of the District Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TfIE SE\rENrTICT JUUICIAI, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IIIAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, 
C'I,Ih1AX, 1 1,C.. 
1 
Plaint iff, 1 Case No. CV-2007-2967 
1 
-1,s.- 1 bllNUTE ENTRY 
1 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 1 
EASTEItN IDAHO. ITLLC. and 1 
UIIRISTIAN SHULL, M.D., ) 
1 
Defendants. 1 
February 4. 2008. a Defendant's Motion to Reconsider came on for hearing before the 
IIo~lorable -1011 J. Shindurling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls. Idal~o. 
Ms. Nancy T\ilarlo\+. Court Reporter, and Ms. Rhonda Quintana, Deputy Court Clerk. 
u-ere present. 
Mr. B.J. Driscoll appeared on behalf of plaintiff. 
Mr. Robert D. \;l7i1lian~s appeared 011 behalf of defendants. 
Mr. 14iilliarns addressed the Court and indicated that the parties had stipulated to specifics 
regarding the i~lfor~natio~l as it would be used. He further argued regarding relevance to specific 
interrogatories and requested tl~at Court limit discovery responses. 
Mr. Driscoll responded and agreed regarding the protective order but indicated that there 
is other infofonllation that would still be required of the defendant. 
'I'he Ci~ul-t it~yuil-ed I-egarding the taking of deposition of the defendant. 
k11, 1)riscoll responded that an initial deposition has been talcen but several objectioils 
prevented responses and aliother depositio~i \$auld be scheduled. 
hlr. \iVilIialns offered rebuttal argunlent in support. 
7he Court inquired of the plaitltiffregarding request of employee's information. 
hllr. Driscoll responded in clariflcatioil to the Court. 
The Court r~tled tlrcre would be linlitatio~is regarding the iliformatio~l of the employee's 
and the time frarlre would renlain the same. The Court further stated it would limit information 
011 employees to 180 days after terniination. 'Pile Court requested that tax records, financial 
statements, loan applications and profit and loss statenlents be provided. 
hlr. \Viliiatns i t as  asked to prepare an order. 
Mr. Driscoll requested clarification regarding t h a t  information for employees could be 
provided. 
'I lie Court responded in clarification and requested tliat the order be provided to counsel 
for approval prior to subniitting to the Court. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
~ i $ & c t  .i' Judge 
IN TTIE IIISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JIIDICIAI, DISTRIC'T 
7 * , t  
OF T I E  STATE OF IDAIIO, 1N AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF BOWEVIL,LE 
CLIMAX, LLC, 
I'laintifr. / Case No. CV-07-2967 
SNAKE liIVER ONCOLOGY Oh; 
EASTERN IIIAI-TO, E'LLLC. and 
CI IRISTIAN ST-lTJLL. M.II., 
ORDER 
RE: I'ROrl'EC-TION 01IUER 
Dekndants. 
71'l~e Court, having heard Defendants' Motion to Reconsider the Corii-t's Order 
Retracting I'rotective Order and Motion to Quash on Monday. February 4, 2008. having 
revial-ed the fllle and pleadings in this case. and the written material submitted by the parties. 
and having been Sully apprised, IIOES 1-IEREBY ORDER AS FOLLOWS. The Motion for 
tile Protective Order is PARTIALLY GRANTEII. Iliscovery in this case is linlited as 
ti>llotvs: 
1 With regards to information on employees, Plaintiff is entitled to inquire and 
discover the identity.-job title. and the reason why the employee left the ernployn~ent of Snake 
River O~icology :
2. With regards to discovery of financial docunlcnts and business records of 
Defendants. the time period for inquiry is from January 1. 2004, through 180 days after 
tcr~nination of'thc lease, that being November 26,2007; 
3 With regards to h e  soope oT inquiry inlo financial documenh and business 
records of Defendants, that discovery is limited to the rollowing: 
a, Tax records; 
b, Prof3 and loss statemenb; 
d. Loan applicatium. 
IT IS  FUR^^ ORDERED B a t  to the extent o f  ?he parties enter into a stipulation 
regmding limited use of tho disclosed material, raid stipulation is incorporated into this order. 
TI' IS SO O R D m D  
DATED this /?day of Prbruary, 2008. 
APPROVED AS TO F O M  
~tt'0mt.e~ for Plaintiff 
2 - Order Re: Pmkctioa O r d ~ r  
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CLERKS CERTIFICATE OF MAILlNG 
I LIEREBY CERTIFY that I am a duly certified Clerk of this Court. and on this 
f\ 
A;ly o l  February, 2008, I served a true and correct copy of the hregoing on: 
13ryan U. Smith, Esq. .S. Mail, postage prepaid 
B. J .  Driscc~ll, Esq. /I ] Hand-Ilelivered 
MCCiUT1-J. MEAGIiAM & SMITH, PLLC [ ] Overnight Mail 
4 14 Shoup Avenue [ ] Facsimile @529-4166 
P.0. Box 5073 1 
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83405 
524-073 1 
Robert D. Williams, Esq. 
QUANE SMITIi LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 53402-29 13 
(208) 529-0000 
4ttori7e1, /OF Defc~17ri~znljt;) 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
] I-land-Delivered P
Overnight Mail 
] Facsimile @ (205) 529-0005 
Clerk -&strict Court 
Ileputy i~ 
0~ I : I I  liS\OI'Eh' - (.'ASI; FlI,ES\23.684 -(-liinax. LLC v Snake River Oiicology o i E  ID\Order Re Protection Order ~ u p d  
P 9 r\ 
4 rJ 
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STATE 01. IDAIIO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNli\TIIJ& 
CLIMAX. LLC, 
1' I aiilti ff. 
---, 
Case No. GI!-2007-2967 ' r 
'l -- ai  
1 
1 MINUTE EN'I'RY ON r-:; d ' 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOL,OGY of 1 PRE'I KIAI, CONI'ERENCF, 
1.~ASrrERN IDAIIO, X3LLC, et al, 1 
l>efendants. 1 
On hila! 13, 2009, at 2:00 P.M.. this pre-trial conference came on for hearing before the 
I Ionorable Jon J. Shilidutling, District Judge, sitting in open coriit at ldaho Falls, Idaho. 
Ms. Nancy hilarlow. Court Reporter, and Ms. Grace Walters, Deputy Court Clerk. lvere 
present. 
Mr. R.J. Driscoll appeared on behalf of the plaintiff. Mr. Do11 Carey appeared on behalf 
of the defendant. 
Mr. Caley stated there is a11 older. but no judgment, but all issues are decided. 
Mr. Driscoll agreed with the statement from Mr. Carey. 
After a brief disc~~ssion with tlie parties, the Coult stated it mias tlie i~ite~itiori of tlie order 
to imply judgment to the defendant. MI. Carey will prepare an otdg;r ofjudgliie~it fol signature. 
Court was thus ad jo~~rned  
District h d g e  
c: B.J. Driscoll 
Ilon Carey 
* 
L 
PIlE IRlAL CON1 FRENCE hllNll1 f EN TRY - 1 :3 <3 
0 1 3  1111: STA 1-12 01- 1I)AI 10. IN IZND 1:Olt 1'1 II: COliN7'Y 01; 13ONNEVII.I.1~ 
SNAKE I<l'\iER ONCOL,OGU 01; 
IiAS'TIJRN IDA1 10. I'LLC. and 
CI-IRIS IIAN ST-lULL, M.D.. 
Casc No. CV-07-2967 
1:INAI. JlJl>C;MEN1' 
It is tllc Coul't's contention that its Orcle~ I l e~~y ing  I-'laintit'J"c Rtlotion fi>r Summar\ 
.Iudgment dated .Januar.y 30. 2009. addressed all legal issues. and clete1.111incd that the1 e I\ ere 
no tjctual issues in dispute, and it was the Court's intent to dispose of'the entirety of'tliis case 
at that time. At hearing on May 13. 2009. the parties stipulated, by t l ie i~ respecti\-e counsel. 
their agreement to the procedu~al state ot'this matter. ancS stipulated for tlic c ~ ~ t r j  of final 
.judgment in favor ol' the Defendants. 
*I 
I 1 IS I II:1<1 :I3V ORI21il<t:Il that 1:inal Juctgr~?ct~t be enicred in fntpclr of' I Icfkntiants 
;IS to all legal ancl hctual issucs. 
l'l' IS SO ORIIERED 
'%ay 01' Ma! . 2009. 1 )A I 1 this - 
I I I I X E B Y  (LII'R'I'II-Y that I an1 a d~ilq' certified Clerk of' this Court. and on tllic 
\ (& daj  of Ma?. 2009. I ser\red a true a~ id  corrcct cop) ol.tlic forcoin. on: 
I3ryan 1). Smith. Escl. 1 ,xJ l1.S. Mail. postagc prepaid 
13. J .  I>r.iscoll. Esq. [ ] I Iand-Deli\ cred 
MCGllA'rII. MF'ACIlAM & SMITH. 1'1,L.C I 1 O\~ernight Mail 
4 14 S l ~ o ~ t p  Ave~rue 1 1 Facsimile (I? 529-4 166 
1' .0.  1 3 0 ~  5073 1 
Idaho 14ails. Iclallo 83305 
524-073 1 
I_)onald 1;. Carey. IEsq. 
.leremy I). Brown, IJscl. 
(JtTRNE SMI'TI I I .LP 
2325 West Broad\\-aj. Suite £3 
lclallo Falls. Iclalio 83402-29 13 
(208) 529-0000 
/toJ.tlel jot. /jefe!7(/(?!7f(5 
[x  U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
I I tand-Deli\ie~.ed 
] Ot1erniglit Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile ii2 (208) 529-0005 
Clerk of tlie District Court 
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13ryan I). Smith, liscl. - ISB i-?-il.ibl 1 
13.1. D~iscoll. Esy. - IS13 # 7(1110 
Nt-<;RAT rr,  Sititrrr & Assocqi~rr,s, PLLC 
4 14 Shoup Ave. 
i3.0. Box 5073 1 
idalzo I;alls. Iddm 83405 
'Sclepl~ot~e: (208) 524-073 1 
1;acsimile: (208) 529-41 66 
- r , -  g ,  * * - 3  
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IN 'TI IT- IIISTRIC'I' COlJR7' O F  T11E S'LiVENTII JUUICIAl, DIS'SRIC I' OF 
TILL< STATE OF IDAtfO. IN AND I;OR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILI_E 
SNAICE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EIIISTEIXN IDAHO. I'LLC, and 
CIIRIS'IIAN SHUI,L, M.D.. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
h3OTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
ORDER 
Defendants. 
COivfES NOW the plaintiff, Cli~~lax,  LLC ("Climax"), b3- and through its coullsel 
of record. B. J. Driscoll, Esq., of the firm McCratli, Snzith & Associates. l31,I,C, and 
pi~rsuant Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) and 30(b) Inoves the court for a protective 
order that the defendants may not inquire into Climax' finallcia1 il~forlllatioll except as it 
relates to Climax' efforts to mitigate its dan~ages resulting from the defendants' tvronglill 
ter~ninatio~i of their lease agree~nent with Climax. 
'This motion is made on the grounds and the reasons Illat good cause exists for the 
court to enter a protective order preventing tlze defendants fro111 inquiring illto Clinlax' 
financial infomlation. Tlle protectite order is necessary to protect Climax fioln 
MOTION FOR PZPOTECTIVE ORDER - Page 1 
r ',CLIENTS\BDS\7XOWleadings\O22 Mot.Prdtect~ve 0rder.doc 
ani1oq'ance. embarrassment. oppressior~, and undue burden a11c.l expense. Clir-tiax 
financial ilifhr~iiatit>s~ is irr~lc\~atlt to tlie dcter~iiiriatict~i oS the maill issue in this case, 
tlamely wfhether the de renilants' suffered any urrduc liardship from Ght i stian S l~~ t l l ,  
h4.D. '~ tlircc-li-rontli absencc for military service. If t l~e  cfefendants suffered no undue 
Ilardsliip, then th is  court sl-totrld grant Climax relief fiolil the lease termination as lustice 
and equity require. 
I his motiot~ 1s based on this Motiol~. tlie Briel'ili S ~ q ~ ~ t o r t  of h4otion ibr Protective 
Older, tlie Affida-t it of B. I. Driscoll. arid tlie Notice of EIearilig filed cor~curl.ently 
heremi th. anit the cow t's records aiid files heiein. 
E31aintiffreq~~ests oral argument. 
LIATbll this 2 3 d a )  of June, 2008. 
By: 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CEIaTIFIC'ATE OF SERVICE 
I IIERERY CERTIFY that on this gday of June. 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of tlie foregoing MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER to be served. by 
placing the same in a sealed envclope and depositing in the United States Mail. postage 
prepaid, or hand deilvery, facsimile tla~lsiii~ssion or overnigllt delivery. addressed to the 
following: 
Donald F. Calsy. Esq. [ ]a. S. Mail 
Jeresny D. Bro\v~i. Esq. [dl Fau 
@JANE S ~ I I I  tt LLP [ 1 Oveniiglit Delivery 
2325 West Broadway, Suite I3 ] I-Imd Delivery 
Idaho Falls. ID 83402-291' 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - Page 2 C 
F :CLIENTS\BDS\7801 \Pleadings\O22 klot Protective 0l.der.doc 
Ilonald F. C'arey. ISB $4393 
Jcrem) TI. Hroiz n. I SB #66 10 
()tic'l,Nl: SMl'f1 i l_I.li) 
2325 West Broad~va:. Suitc I3 
Idaho 1:alls. Idaho 83302-29 1 3 
' I  clephcrne: (208) 529-0000 
t:acsimile: (208) 529-0005 
1-mail : dfcarc~~~ziz:yuanesmitl~.i~et 
Attorncq s for Ilerenclants 
IN 1'14k 1I)IS'I'RIC'T COUR'I' 01; 'l'klE SEVEN1 H .IULIXCIAL DISTIKIC 1 
01; 1'1 It" ST'A-TU OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TIC-IE COIJNrI'Y OF BONNEV11,I-E 
SNAKIJ RIVER ONCC11,OGY 01; 
EAS'I'ERN 11)Af-TO. P1,LC. and 
C tlRIS7'lAN S1-1U1.1,. M.11.. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
RESPONSE TO PLAINvTIFI:'S 
MOTION FOR PROTl?C'l.IVE 
ORDER 
COMES NORT. Defendants by and through their counsel of record. and hereby 
respond to Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Order. 
Plaintift"~ Motion for Protective Order must be denied as it relies on an interpretation 
o f  the Servicernembers Civil Relief Act of 2003 (SCRA) rgected by the LJnited States 
Supreme Court in Cofzruv v. Aniskqfc 507 1J.S. 51 1 (1993). 
A service member's right to terminate a lease upon receipt of military orders is set 
s. * I  
6 
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-zi-, 
lhrth in 50 App. I1.S.C'. 5 535. A lessor's right to seek a modification of'the reliefgrar~ted 
is protided in $ 535(g). Plaintift'contends the sole issue ti) be determilled bt the Court is 
--\t bether the defirndatlts suffkred ant undue llardship li-otn Sh~~l l ' s  (service member) three 
month absence for militap sen ice." (Brf Sup. Mtn. f3rot. Ord., at 2 . )  Althougll, a showing 
of hardsl~ip is required under some provisions of the SCRA. no such requirelnent is found 
in the larlguage c t f  535. 111 essence, Plaintiff asks the Court to look be!ct~-rd the plain 
latiguage of 5 533 and read into it a rcyuire~nerit that the service member shot\ undue 
tiardship prior to invoking the protectio~l prolided to hirn under 5 535 of the SCIW. 
Plaintiff-s rcliance on Boor7e ll. Li<q/zfner. 3 19 l1.S. 56 1 (1 943) is inapposite. Brlone 
interpreted a separate section of the then Soldier and Sailor Civil Relief Act of 1940 
(SSCRA) tvhich allowed for the stat of civil proceedings. 'Phe language interpreted the b] 
the Boot-te Court I ead as Sollot\ s: 
At anj  stage thereof an] action or proceeding in any court in which a person 
in ~nilitasy service is in\ olved. either as plaintiff or defendant. during the period of 
such service or within sixty daq s thereatiier may. in the discretion ofthe court in \it hich 
i t  is pending. on its own motion. and shall. on application to it by such person 01- some 
person on his behalf, be stayed as provided in this Act. unless. in the opinion oi'the 
court, the ability of plaintiff to prosecute the action or the defendant to conduct 
his defense is riot materially affected by reason of his military service. 
Id.  at 564-65 (emphasis added). 'The Boone Court interpreted the above section. in light of 
selected portions of the legislative history, to rule that a court may deny a stay of proceedings 
i f '  it determines that the service member's abilit? to defend is not materially affected by 
military service. Id. at 57 1 . Iflaintiffrequests this Court import the Boone Court's reasoning 
regarding 5 522 of the SSCRA to interpret the statutosy meaning of 5 535 of the SCRA. 
," 
-? -- 
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Wl~ilc trq ing to avoid silnplilicatiot~ of Plais-ttiI‘i-s arguments, it appears that the! can 
be placed nitliin ( n o  gcneral categories: ( I )  that the history ofthe Act reveals at1 intent to 
provide protection onl? to those tvliose lives have been tssnporarily disrupted by inilitarg 
ser\-ice: and (2) that other pro\,isions of'the Act. such as $522 of'the SSCKA outlined abo\ e, 
are expressly conditioned on a sho\ving ofpre-judice. 1-hesc points do not justib a departure 
iro111 thc U I I ~ I I I ~ ~ ~ U O L I S  statutorq text. See. Coi?i*oy. 507 I1.S. at 5 14 
I'Iaintil1"s argu~nel~ts for ir~terpretation of the SCRA \%ere cxplicitlq rejected by the 
United States Supreme Court in Cbrzroj,. In Cbnroy. the service meinber, \\hose real 
propert? had been i r k i t e d  for the non-payment of state taxes, claimed a right to have the 
rede~nptiort period tolled during his military service under 5 525 of the SSGKA. Id.  at 5 12- 
13. Section 525 did not contairl larlguagc requiring that the service member show prejudice 
caused by liis ~ililitasj service.' Id. at 5 13. 
'1-he respondent in Cbrzr.tg. argued that n hen 9 525 was read in the context of the entire 
statute, it i~nplicitlj- conditioned its protectio~~s on a dernonstratio~~ of hardship or pre-judice 
resulting from military sen-ice. Id at 514. The respondent in Conroy argued this 
interpretation based upon: ( I )  the legislative history of the Act: (2) that other provisions of 
the Act \%ere expressly conditioned on a showing of prejudice: and (3) that a literal 
Ihe full text of $ 525 read as follows: "Ihe period of militan service shall not be included in 
computing any period no% or hereafter to be limited by any law. regulation. or order for the bringing of an\- action or 
proceeding In an> court. board bureau, conlmission, department. or other agency or government by or against an) person 
in mtlitasy service or bq or against his heirs. executols. administrators. or. assigns, whether such cause of action or the 
right or privilege to inqtitute such action or proceeding shall have accrued prior to or during the period of such service. 
nor shall any pal? of such period which occurs af-ier October 6 .  1942 be included in computing an\- period now or 
hereafter pro\ ided b\ any law for the redernpt~or? of real propert) sold or forfeited to enforce an> obligation, tax, or 
assrsstneilt " 50 ll S C App F 525. 
- V / 
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intcrprctation of the act produced an illogical or abs~ird result. Id. 
'I'ltc Supreme Court rejected a reading of the act that irtterjectcd the prejudice 
rey niremcnt into all ot'the SSC'RA's provisiorts. 161'. at 5 1 5- 1 6. 1 he Court noted tl-lat as earl1 
as 1925, it? Ehert 1%. Poston. 266 L1.S. 548 (1925). the Supren~e Court had intevreted and 
applied each provision ctfthe Act separately. Conroj., 507 l1.S. at 5 16 (citing Ehert, 266 l1.S. 
at 554.) l'he C'onr~f?? Court went on to recognize that the statutory frame\\ork ot'the SSCRA. 
\-\hicl-1 contair~cd a prejudice requirement it1 solne sections and not i n  others. de~~lonstrated 
that Congress meant 1% hat it said in the individual sectio~~s. Id. at 5 15- 16. 
[Tllle context of this statute actuallj- supports the conclusion that 
Congress rneant what 3 525 saj s. Several provisions ofthe statute condition 
the protection they o f i r  on a sho~4 ing that military sen-ice adxjersely affected 
the abilit?; to assert or protect a legal right. To choose one ofmanj examples. 
$ 532(2) authorizes a stay of enforcement of secured obligations u~-lless 'the 
ability of' the defendant to comply with the terms of the obligation is not 
tnaterially affected by reasons of his inilitarqi service.' The comprehensive 
character of the entire statute indicates that Congress included a 
prejudice requirement whenever it considered it. appropriate to do so, and 
that its ommission of any such requirement in 5 525 was deliberate. 
Id. (emphasis added). I'hus. Congress has clearly indicated. in the individual sections of the 
SCRA. whether the service merllber must demonstrate that 11e bas been materially at'f'ected 
by his service prior to invoking the protections of the relel-ant section. 
Section 535 provides that. "the lessee on a lease ... may. at the lessee's option, 
terininate the lease at any tilne after. ( I )  the lessee's entry into military service: or (2) the date 
ul'lhe lessee's militaq- orders ..." 50 App. U.S.C. $ 535(a). There is no language mithin 
3 535 limiting the right to termination upon a shoxving that the senlice member's abilitj to 
fnl fi 11 the lease had been materially effected by his military service. Ter~l-lination of' a lease 
\r 8 '  r,.:.:*T 
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is an al-rsolute right o S  the sen ice mi~crnher 1% hose reasotis [or invocation are onl) linlited b> 
tlae dates of his entry into serrlice or his military orders. 
Altl~ough Congress chose not to limit the service ~nember's abilitj to in\-oke the Act. 
it did pro\ ide a mechanism by .~1. hich lessors ha\ e some relief'. Plaintit'f'confuses the serl ice 
mer-nber's right to tennir~ate the lease. which is ahsolute. uith the riglat ot'a lessor to seek 
relief fro.rn a harsh effect pursuant to 5 535(g). Section 535 does not grant tlae Coust the 
abilit) to deli: the serc ice ii-ternber's right to temlination. Instead. 5 535(g) allows on1.c- that 
-*relief granted b> this section to a service ineniber may be modified as justice and equity 
require." 5 0  App. LJ.S.C. 535(g) (emphasis added). The abiii9 to modify is not the abilit3 
to den: . 
Assuming this matter prc~ceeds to trial, the Court will have to deternaine what relief. 
if any, ':justice and equilj- require."' The evidence material to that detenliination will surely 
be at issrie in motions to come. What is n o s  before tlie Court is Plaintiffs motion to restrict 
all e t  idetice to that showing whether the semice member was pre-judiced by his serlrice. That 
determination is beyond the equitable powers of this Court. ho\%ie\rer, as Congress did not 
condition relief under 5 535 upon a shokving of prejudice caused bq sen-ice. 
SUMMARY 
Plaintiffs h.lotiotl Ihr Protective Order asks the Court to adopt an interpretation of the 
SCKA explicitly re-jected by the United States Supre~l~e Court. If this Court is to make a 
deterniination in the future based on what *'justice and equity require." then the Court should 
allo\\- discovery into Plaintiffs economic condition so that a corliplete view of the equities 
ma? be presented at trial. 88' 
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IJAI*tI) this 5 0 day o f  June. 2008. 
Q1 !ANT_; SMI fk1 I,] .P 
Attarneq s far Defendants 
1 I-IEl<EEZU CEII'I'IFY that on this day of June. 2008. 1 scncd  a true and 
ccjnect copy of'the foregoing Response fo PIai~zt i fs  Motion jbr Pi-ofective Order by: 
Bsyan D. Smith. Fsy. [ 4 . s .  Mail. postage prepaid 
13. I .  Driscoll, Esq. Eland-Llelivered 
MCGRA'ff I. MEAGI'IAM & Sh4I'T'H. PLI-C [ Overnight Mail 
4 14 Shoup A\ enue [ . / r~acsi~nile (d529-4166 - 
IYO.  Box 5073 1 
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83405 
524-073 1 
i) 'TI1 I'S'OPf:\ - i' \SF Fll i S  23-684 -i'l:rnar. I 1 (' i Snake Rlier Onmlngi o f E  ID.Rcspciise tc- Plsiiltifl'q Voiion for Protrrti\e Oider irpd 
k" i 
6 --- Response to I'laintiff's Motion for Protective Order. 
13rqan I). Slnilll, J:sq. - ISB h-441 1 
13. J. Dsiscoll. Gsq. - ISB # 7010 
Mc"~;ni~-rtr, SMITH 6t; ASSOC'IATES, YLLC 
414 Shoul? Ave. 
P.0.  13ox 5073 1 
Iclailo Falls. ldallo 83405 
'l~elepllctne: (208) 524-073 1 
Facsimile: (208) 529-41 66 
Attor~ieq-s for I'lni~~tiff 
IN 'I'ltfE IJIS IltlC'I COEIZT 01: THE SEVEN'I'IH JIJDICIAL DlSTRlC r 01: 
TIIE STATE OF IDAIIO. IN AND FOR I'HE COUNTY OF BONNE\I'lI,LE 
CLIMAX, LLC. 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
Er.iS7'ERN IDAHO. PLLC. and 
CHRISTIAN SHUI,L. M.D.. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
OIIDEII 
1. IjNDEIX-SECTION 535 OF SCRA, COURrS CONSIDER UNDUE 
EIARDSHIP TO THE SERVICEMEMBER IN DETERMINING IVI-IETI-IEIi-To 
MODlFY THE SERVICEMER/fBER'S RIGI-I?' TO TERMINATE A LEASE. 
7'he plaintiff; Climax, 1,LC ("Climax"), previously provided the court with all 
extensive esplanation of the history. p~~rposes. and interpretations of the Sell-icemembers 
Civil Relief Act ("SSCIZA"), i~lcludi~lg the requirement that courts consider the hardship 
on the servicemember under the lease termination provisio~ls of Sectiorl 535 of the SCRA 
at issue in this case.' Without repeating the entire argument. Clinlax emphasizes tlle 
authority 121 ovided in the cases of 017zego Indzrst~ies, Ii~c. v. Xnfjaele. . . 894 F.Supp 1425 
' See PI) 1-6 of Cl~rnax' Reply Br~ef  III Support ofMot~on for Recons~derat~on dated November 9. 2007. 
all-ead) on file with the court 
REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPOIIT OF NllOTEnN ar?R PROTECTIVE ORDER 
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130th of tlzese cases interpreted the lease ter~ni~~ation provisions of the SCRA's 
predecessors a~rct co~isidered hardship on the servicc~~lember. 
'L'he Onlegu corrst exp1icitPy stated that "tlfte coctrt mn~', if equity artd justice 
require, grnn f rtlr erfttifcible remecQ tlzcrt frrlly cuct~pertsntes n lessor for [/ clnrticzges" 
fiom a sen-icemembefs lease tenlliirtation. I d  at 14-70 (empl-rasis added). Interpreting 
the saizle lease t e r ~ ~ i i n a t i o ~ ~  section of' the SCRA. the Pcrtr.i/ce,r court explained, "'The 
ol3-ject /of Section 535 of the SCRA] is to relieve the soldier froill the consecluences ofhis  
Frnndicnj~ irz rtteetirzgJieznlrcinE mid otlrer obli,onti/lt?s i~tcurrerl prior to his call to cluc~, 
so that his c~lergies may be devoted to his ~l-rilitary duties, unl~ampered bq- mental distress 
occasioned by the consequences to lli111 or to his depe~ldents flowing from his innbilitly to 
~neet  Itis (~Bligntions." Tlle Pu/rike.s court specifically 11eld that the lease ter~l-riilatio~l 
pro\~ision of the SCRA "may tiof be ilrvokedfor nrty '~zeeclless or utiwnrmrttcdpecrpose'. 
but rt-rust be admilzistered to acco~l~plisli scrBsti~rztin1 justice." Id at 164-1 6 5  (citations 
otziitted) (e~~lpllasis added). 111 short. all reposted cases applying the lease termin a t' 1011 
provisions of the SCRA consider the hardsl~ip 011 the servicemember in determining 
N-hether to modify the servicemember's right to termi~~ate the Lease. 
The defendants provide no authority to the contrary. Instead, the defenda~lts 
rehash the sa~l-ie argu~wents they raised before. This tinle. they rely 11eavil)- on the case of 
('o11i.o.y I' ,-lniskofj, 507 U.S. 51 1 (1993). a case interpreting Sectiorz 525 of tlie SC'RA, 
rzot Sectiori 535 at issue in this case. Climax concedes that some portions of the SCIiit 
do not consider hardsllip on the servicemernber. lilts Section 525 in the ('oni~oy case. 
I-io\%e\res. Section 535 at issue in this case does consider l~ardship on the servicemember. 
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*S'i.e ( I I ? I L ~ ~ U C I  atid Pc~ i~ i ke .~ ,  , \ ? ~ I ~ . L I .  In~r)ortailtl>~. the llrr~eg~l opinion canle out t~z-ct !ears 
;tiler the c ' o r r r . o j 7  opinion tliat tlie defe~idatlts rely 011. so t l ~ e j  carinot claim that C'o11r.o~' 
overruled Onzeg~r. 
I I .  Iltu'DER S E C T I O N I $  TI-LEO NOT CONSLI)ER 1'1-IF 
I1lilRDS1fII"TO TIIE LGSSOIi 1N DETERh%lNING WI-IETWER TO MODlFY 
TIIE SERVICEMEMBER'S RIGHI' 'TO T E M I N A  PE iZ  LEAS&,. 
The purpose of tlle present motion for a protectil-e order is to prexent the 
clefendants fi-otn inquiring illto Climax" fina~~cial infortnation. Conspicuously absent 
fro111 the defendalits' briefing is ally authority to justify their discover> requests in this 
regard. Nothing in the lease eermination pl.ovisions of the SCRA or ivr any of the 
resulting case la%- discusses. let alone provides thr. inquiry into the lessor's fi~la~lcial 
condition. 
Tlie issue this comt must decide is wl~ether the deferlda~lts suffered ~u ld~ le  
hardship from Shu1l"s three-month military absence. If defe~endmts su-t'fered an undue 
hardship fro111 Shull's absence, t l~en justice and equity ]nay not require an>- modificatio~i 
of the lease termination. 50 LJ.S.C. App. 535(g). Iiowever. if tlie defefendants suffered 
no undue hardship frorn Shull's abse~lce, then justice and equity will not co~ido~le the 
a\oidance of the defendants' obligations under the lease just so that Sh~lll could expand 
his medical practice and leave Cli~ilax with the unpaict debt. 
11%. CONCLUSION. 
The defe~idatlts" attempt to d~scover Climax' fir-rancial information sen-es no 
purpose other than "a~lnoyance. embarrassment. oppression, or  undue burden or expense" 
to Climax. I.R.C.P. 26(c). Based on the foregoing. the court should grant Climax' 
I[IEPLV BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
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1nutio11 and enter a protecti-r e order prohibiting the defendants from discovering C'lil-rrax" 
day of July, 2008. 
By: - 
h t t o r n e y s  for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I IIERI'BY CERTIFY that on this 2 day of July. 2008.1 caused a true and 
correct copy of the fitregoing REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
1)ROTECTIVE ORDER to be served. bq placing tile saliie in a sealed ei~telope and 
depositing in the United States Mail. postage prepaid, or hand delit-ery, Sacsi~l~ile 
trausmission ur over~iiglit delivery, addressed to the following: 
Ilonald F. Carey. Esq. [ 1,JUr. S. Mail 
Jeremy D. Brotvn. Esq. [ VJ Fax 
QUANE Sniltr~ LLP [ ] Oven~ight Deliverj- 
2325 West Broadtvay. Suite B 1 ] Hand De1i~el.y 
Idaho Falls. ID 83402-29 13 
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IN T1IE DISTRICT COIJRT OF 'THE SEVENTfri JUIIIGIAL DISTRIC'I' OF THE 
STAT 13 OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR 'THE CO'CJNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
CLllclr?lX, I,I,C, ? 
Plaintiff. Case No. CV-2007-2967 
\ s. 1 MINUTE EN TRY ON 
) f_lEARING FOR MOTION 
SNAKE IiIVEI2 ONCOLOGY. 1 FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
? 
Def'er~dant. 1 
On July 7, 2008. at 11 :00 A.M.. the plainiifrs motion for protective order came on for 
hearing before the TIonorable Jon J. Sliindurling, District Judge. sitting in ope11 court at Idaho 
Falls. Idaho. 
Mr. Daniel Williams. Court Reporter, and Ms. Grace Walters. Deputy Court Clerk. were 
present. 
Mr. F). J. Driscoll appcared on behalf of the plaintiff. Mr. Jeromy B r o u ~ ~  appeared 011 
behalf of the defendant. 
Mr. Driscoll presented arguinent on the plai~iiiff's rtlotion for protective order. 
Mr. Brown presented argument in aggravation. 
Mr. Driscoll presented rebuttal argument. 
'I'he Court will need to look at the issues regarding equity further. The motion for 
protective order is granted. 4 
Court was thus adj ourned. 
c: Bryan Smith 
Donald Carey 
~ ib i r i c t  Judge 
w 1 
IN 'TI-iE DISTRICT COUR'T OF THE SEVEN TH JUDICIAL DIS'PRICT OF THE 
CLIMAX, LLC, 
I'laintif'f. ) Case No. CV-2007-2967 
1 
1 S. 1 ORDER 
1 
SNAKE RlVER ONCOLOGY. 1 
1 
Defendant. ,) 
This matter having come before the Court for a hearing on plaintiff's Motion for Protective 
Order, and the Court having heard the argument of the parties and having reviewed and considered 
the same: 
1'1' IS I-IEREBU ORDERED that the plaintiffs Motion for Protective Order is hereby 
GRANTED, 
SO ORDERED this - /b day of July, 2008. i / 
D~T&CT JUDGE 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 
& 
1 hereby certif) tliat 1 mailed a true copy of the above-entitled Ordcr on this da) of July, 
2008, to the following: 
130nald Carey 
Q~iane Srnith 
2325 W. Broadmay. Sriite B 
Ida110 Falls. ID 83402-2948 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Glerlc of the District Court 
BY 
D ~ ~ L I ~  Clerk 
i3r)ari ID. Stnith, Esq. - ISB #441 I 
13. J .  Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 701 0 
ItilcGlzn~w, SR.~I.X'II & ASSOC-IA-~ ES, I'LL(' 
4 14 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Rox 5073 1 
Ida110 Falls. Idaho 83405 
I'elepl-rctl~e: (208) 524-073 1 
17acsirnile: (208) 529-4 1 66 
IN 7'1 IE DIS'rRICT OOlJltT 01.' T I E  SEVENTH J'CJDICIAL DIS'I RIC 1- 01, 
-1.1 IE STATE OF IDAI-10. IN ANI> FOR THE: COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
CLIMAX. LLC. 
Plail~tiff, 
1. 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
12ASl'EIIN IDAHO, PI,I,C. and 
C[-LRISTI/'\N SHULL, R4.D , 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Defendants. I 
'TI-IIS MATTER having coiile on regularly for hearing before the I Lo~lorable Jon 
J. Sl~indurling, District Judge on July 7, 2008. with plaintiff. Climax, LLC. appearing b; 
alld thro~~gli  R.  J .  Drlscoll Esq.. of the fir111 McGrath. Snlit11 & Associates, PI,I,C. and 
dekndants. Sllalte River O~~cology of'Easterll Idaho. PLLC, and Cllristiall Sliull, M.D., 
appearing by and through Jeremy D. Browu, Esq.. of the flrln Quaile Smitli, LLP: and the 
Court haviilg revie~t-ed its files. considered oral argumel?ts fi-om counsel. and otherwise 
being fully advised on the premises; 
Climax, LLC9s 11ioti011 h r  protective order is hereby GRAKTED and the 
defe~ldants may tlot illquire illto Climax' fillallcia1 illformatioll except as it relates to 
9 ,?- - ** 
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Climax' damages from tllc lease tcnnination arid Climax' efforts to lititigate i t s  da~riages 
resulting tiotii the defendatlts' tenliirtation of tlicir lease agreeliie1it with Climax. 
MADE AND EIiiTl<Rlx;U this clay o f  July .  2008. 
Apl~soved as to fbnn this & day of July. 2008. 
MCGRA~IH, Shill tK & A s s o c r ~  T'ES. I'LLC' 
By: 
Approved as to form this day of July. 2008. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
By: 
Jere~liy D. Bro\v~l, Esq. 
Attorneys for Defe~lda~ils 
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O ! / L O / Z O O X  THU 15: 10 FAX 208 !Y&! 
0 0 0 5  OUANE SKTTM LLP 
07,zr)9f20(18 10: $9 FAX htcCratb Bleachan 31nl th 
x&&/s 
Cljmrlx" damages lltom the lease t e l ~ n t i o n  and Climax' c;Eorts to mitigate its dmages 
resultw from the defendmts9errnh1ation of their lease agreement wit11 Climax. 
day o f  July, 2008. 
By: 
Elon, Jon J. SExldur1ixrg 
District Judge 
Approved as to f.01-11-1 Chis day of July, 2008. 
McG~x~rr-r, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, PLLc 
By: 
B. J. Driscall, Esq. 
Attonseys for Plaintiff 
Approved as 10 form this 1 u - da~r of July, 2008. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
Al?arncyg for ~efenddnts 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CLRII17Y tlial oil this & day of' July. 2008. I caused a iruc aild 
correct copy of tho rosegoing ORDER GRANTING MOTlON FOR PKOTECrI'IVE 
OIZDEIZ to be se r~~ed ,  by placing tlle satvle in a sealed envelope and deposiiillg in the 
Uiiitecl States Mail, postage prepaid. or hand delivery, facsimile transniission or overnigl~t 
deli\ferj, adciressed to the fc)llowit~g: 
Dctnald F. Carey, Esq. U. S. Mail 
.)eremy 1). Bro'rm~. Esq. [ 1 Fax 
Q I ? A ~ F  S~I ITI - I  LLP [ ] Ovenlight Dcli'rierj 
2325 West Broadwaj. Suite B [ 1 Hand Delivery 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-29 13 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
R.  J. Driscoll. Esq. 
h4c GRATH, Slc11-r~ 
& Assocl~r~s ,  t)L,I,C 
P.O. Box 5073 1 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
[ 51 LJ. S. Mail 
[ ]Fax 
[ ] Ovel-night Delivery 
[ 1 I land Delixrery 
Clerk of the Court 
4 - -  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 'CHE SEVENTH JUDlGlAI, I)ISPTI<1CT OF THE 
- 
r - 
STATE OF IIIAWO, IN AND FOlZ THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
CLIMAX, LI,C, 
Plaintiff. 
1 t 
1 Case No. CV-2007-2967 1 
) 
-vs.- 1 OliDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL 
1 CONFERENCE AN11 ,JURY TRIAL 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY of 1 
EASTERN IDAHO, PLLC. et al. 1 
Defendant. 1 
13ursuant to Rule 16 of the Idalio Rules of Civil Procedure, the follouing pre-trial 
schedule shall govern all proceedings in this case: 
1. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
I .  Formal pre-trial conference pursuant to Rule 16, I.R.G.P., will be held otl Maj 1 1. 
2009. at 10:30 a.m., at which time witness lists, exhibit lists and any proposed jurj 
instructions must be filed. 
2. Trial shall coml~lence at 1.30 p.m., on June 1. 2009. 
No later than ninety (90) days before the date set for trial. couilsel shall disclose 
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of expert witnesses that nta>i be 
called to testify at trial. 
4. All discovery shall be completed seventy (70) days prior to trial.' 
5 .  All Motions for Summary Judglne~lt must be filed sixty (60) da? s prior to trial i11 
cotlforlna~lce with Rule 56(a). I.R.C.P. 
6. All Motions for Sumlnary Judgment must be heard at least t\+e~ity-eight (28) days 
prior to trial. 
1 Discovery reytiests inust be served so that timely responses will be due prior to tlie discoverj cutoff date 
IL15 
0RI)EK SEX TING PRFTRI.\I. C'ONFEKENCF AND J l l R l  TRIAL I 
11. IT IS FtJRTHEIl: ORDERED that each attort~cy shall, no later tllan fourteen ( 14) 
days before trial: 
1 .  Submit a list of names lo tile court of persons who may be called to testify. 
2. Submit a descriptive list of all eshibits proposed to be offered into evidence to the 
court indicating which exhibits counsel have agreed will be recei-\.ed in evidence 
without objection and those to which objectioils \vill be made, inclr~di~ig the basis 
upon which each objection will be made. 
3. Submit a brief to the courtciting legal authorities upon -\x;hicl~ the party relies as to 
each issire of law to be litigated. 
4. If this is a jury trial. coul~sel shall submit proposedjury i~lstructions to all pal-ties 
to the action and the court. All reqrrested illstructiolls subinitted to the court shall 
be in duplicate form as set out in Idaho Iiule of Civil Procedure 5 I (aj(1). 
5. Submit that counsel have in good faith tried to settle this action. 
6. State whether liability is disputed. 
III. IT IS FURTHER ORDEIiED that each attorney shall no later than sever1 (7) days 
before trial: 
1. Submit any objections to the jury itlstructions requested by an opponellt specifi-ing 
the instructiol~ and tlie grour-rds for the objection. 
2. Deposit with the clerk of the cou1-t all exhibits to be introduced. except those for 
impeachment. The clerk shall mark plaintiffs eshibits in nulnerical sequence as 
requested by plaintiff and shall mark all defendant's exhibits in alphabetical 
sequence as requested by defendant. 
3. A duplicate set of all exhibits to be introduced. except those for impeach~nent. 
shall be placed in binders, indexed, and deposited with the clerk of the court. 
IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
1. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last required disclosure shall 
immediately be disclosed to the court and opposing counsel by filing and service 
stating the date upon which the sarne was discovered. 
2. No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence at trial other than those disclosed. 
4 ' . 2  
. .... 
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listed and submitted to the clerk of the court in accordance with this order. except 
wllen offered for impeacbmen~purposes or ulrless they bere discovered after tlie 
last required disclosure. 
3. This orcter shall co~~t ro l  tfre course of this action unless modified for good cause 
shown to prevent manifest injustice. 
4. The court may it~rpose appropriate sanctioils for violation ofthis order. 
DA'TED this day of October. 2008. P 
@&t~-&t Judge 
O1II)ER SETTING PNE TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JL'RI' TR1.4L - 3 
I l~ereby certify that on this 2~; day ofOctober. 2008.1 did send a true and correct cop) 
of the aforenle~ltioned Order upoli the parties listed belot$ by n~ailing. with the correct postage 
thereon. or by causing the same to be hand delivered. 
Bryan Smitl~ 
Smith Oriscoll & Assoc. 
Courthouse Box 
Don Carey 
Quane Smith 
2335 W. Broadway. Suite B 
Ida110 Falls, ID 83402 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Q 
By : dk&L>,,, [ J2jL&lL> 
Deputy Clerli 
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IN T I E  DISTRICT COURT OF TEE SEVENTH JliUlCIAL DIS-L'RIC'P 01 TX-IF 
S1'KI'E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOIC THE COUNTY OF BONNEVIL1,E 
CLIMAX, LLC. 1 C I 
t 
I3lai1ltiff. 1 Case No. GV-2007-3967 ( 
1 --. 1 
VS. 1 MINU'I'E ENTRY ON 
1 MOTION HEARING anti 
SNAKE RlhTER ONGO1,OGY of 1 STATUS CONFERERNCE 
EASTTERN IDAl-lO, 13L1,C. et a1 1 
Dekndants. 1 
\ 
On October 27, 2008, at 9:45 A.M., a Motioli to Conlpel calne 011 for heari~lg before the 
Ifonorable Jon J. Shindurli~lg, District Judge. sitting i11 chambers at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Ms. Grace Walters, Deputy Court Clerk, was present. 
Mr. B. J. Driscoll was present on behalf of the plaintiff. Mr. Jereniy Brov.11 was present 
on bellalf of the defendant. 
The Motion to Compel is withdrawn. 
The Court scheduled a court trial for 1 :30 p.m., June 1 ,  2009. A pretrial co~lferei~ce was 
sclleduled for 1 0:30 a.m., May 1 I ,  2009, 
The Court ordered mediati011 with a mediator to be selected before December 15.2008, and 
mediation to begin 42 days thereafter. / 
Court was thus adjourned. 
~ $ s f r i &  Judge 
c: B. J. Driscoll 
Jeremy Brown 
IN TI-IE DISrI'KIGT COURT OF THE SEIIENTI-1 JUDICIAL UlSTRlCT 01; THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 7'I-lli: COUNTY OF BOMNEVILLE 
CI,IMAX, LLC. 
Plaintiff, 
X'S. 
1 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY of 1 
EASTERN IDAHO, PLL,C. et al. 1 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-2967 
ORDEII. REFERRING CASE l'' 
MElIlATION 
The Court, being duly advised, concludes that this case is appropriate for referral to 
mediation under I.R.C.P. 16(k). 
Therefore. this case is hereby referred to mediation pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(k). 'The 
parties are hereby ordered to confer and select a mediator on or before December 15, 2008. If a 
niediator is not selected on or before December 15, 2008, the parties are to notifj the Court 
within tell (1 0) days and the Court will appoint the mediator. 
The initial inediation session must be scheduled by the inediator witl~in forty-tuo (42) 
days after the mediator has been selected or appointed, unless this time period is extended by 
court order 
All named parties or their agents wit11 full authority to settle, together with the attorneys 
responsible for handling the trial in this cause. are directed to be present during the entire 
nlediation process pursuant to I.R.C.P. lG(k)(lO), unless other\vise excused by the mediator upon 
a showing of good cause or by order of this Co~11-t. 
The costs of mediation are to be divided and borile equally by the parties. 
4 r" 
.#, 
4 , '-* 
ORDER REFERRING C iSE T O  ISIEI)I4TIOR- 1 
.A b d~ 
Within seven (7) da>s f o l l o t ~ i ~ ~ g  tlie last mediatior1 sessiat~. the mediator is directed to 
advise Court & 1% hetber the case has. in \+hole or in part, been settled 
Counsel and parties are directed to proceed in a good ki th effort to attempt to resolve this 
case 
i l l 1  discovery and other proceedings are not stayed pendirig rnediatiotl as provided lierein. 
I?' 1S SO ORDEIiED this day of October 27, 808, 
I /Z 
~ i s b d c t  Judge 
ORDER REFERRING CASE I 0  1.IEDI4TIOh- 2 
- - 
I hereby certifj that oil this & day of October, 2008. I did send a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below mjr mailirtg. ~ ~ ' i t h  the correct postage 
thereon; by causing the sanie to be placed in the respective courthouse i~lailbox; or by causing the 
same to be hand-delivered. 
Ur) an Sinith 
Sinith Driscoll & Assoc 
Courthouse Box 
Don Carey 
Quane Smi ti1 
2325 JV. Broad~vay. Suite B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
IiONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Coui-t 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER REFERRING C'ASE TO i\lEDIAI'IOY- 3 
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IN THE IIISTRIGT COUICI' OF THE SEVEN1 H JUDICIAL DIS'TKIGT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
CLIMAX, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF 
EASTERN IDAHO, PLLC, and 
CHRISTIAN SI-ZULL. M.U., 
Defendants. 
Cace No. CV-07-2967 
- 
-4 
I = 
'The Court, havingreviebved the stipulation oftlie parties to seal certain documents, arid 
good causc appearing thereftorn, DOES HEREBY ORDER that Plaintifrs I\/lotion for 
S~lminary Judgement and supporting documer~ts filed therewith as well as ally responsive 
pleadings filed by Uefendarit in opposition to the Motion for S u ~ m q r  Judgment shall bc 
scaled and not part of the public record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
1 - Order Sealing Documents. 
1 
Kt ,  i'-./ _- I 
'"k c4 /-I- -- -.. ---IC.Al_- _I_____--m" ' 
-1 
2 ,  .- 
1 0 / 5 ~ / 2 0 0 8  F R I  1 5 : ' i S  FAX 2 0 8  $ W % 0 0 0 5  DUANE SMITH LLP 
<g:$& 
- r k ~ J  $$*/ 
CLE1UC13 CEKIIFICATE OF' S\IIIULiNG 
I I1EEBY CERTIFY that I 1 a duly certified Clerk of this Court; a i~d on this 
C1: day of 
-- 
. 2008, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing 011. 
L3ryan D. Smith, Esy. 1" U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
1-3. J. DPISGOXI, Esq. ] X-Iand-Delivered 
MCCiRATE-f, MEACMM Sc SMITH, PLI,C [ 3 Overnight Mail 
4 1 4 S houp Avenue J Facsimile @ 
P.O. Box 5073 1 
Idaho l:alls, Idaho 83405 
524-073 1 
Atlorn@y(s) for' Plaznfrfl 
Jeremy 11. Bro'~'v11, Esq. 
QUANE SMITH Ll,P 
2325 W. Broadway. Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
(208) 529-0000 
Atfotney for Defendt?nt(.~) 
[A] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
f ] Hand-Delivered 
1 J Overnight &fail 
[ 1 Facsimile @ (208) 529-0005 
Clerk of the District  our? 
Deputy 
O VILFS O P M  . CASE Fn.tSQ3 68a Climax. U C  v Srskc River Oncology of E ID\Order Sealing Docii~nciitr wyd 
2 - Older Sealing Documents. 
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IN THE IIISTRICT GOKJIIT OI? TIIE SEVENTI4 ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF II)AllO, IN AN11 FOR THE GOUN'TY OF BONNEVILLE 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY 01. 
EASTERN IDAHO, PL1,C. and 
CHRISTIAN SI-IULL,, M.D. , 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2007-2967 
OI'INION, DECISION, AND ORDEII 
ON I'LAlN'TIF17'S MOTION FQR 
SUMMAliY JUDGMENT 
FACTUAL AND PIIOCEDUML BACKGROUND 
On November 18, 2004, Snalte River Oncology and Climax signed a five year lease 
agreeinent to ruil througli November 2009. The agreement required Snake River Oilcology to pay 
a base almual rent of $5 1,474 for property oil Suil~lyside road in Idaho Falls. The lease agreement 
required Defendant Christian Shull to nlalte a persolla1 guarailtee on behalf of the corporation. 
Shull is a nle~nber of the United States AI-iny Iieserves and in 2006 was notified that he 
would probably be called up for active duty. 111 January 2007 Shull received written orders to 
report to active duty at Fort Irwin, California in February 2007. 
On February 23. 2007 Shull signed a contract to purchase office space approxiinately 
ttvice as large the building he was leasing fiom Climax. Shull purchased the office, equipment, 
and supplies from Dr. Kevin Mulvey. an Idaho Falls oncologist who was planning on retiring. 
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The day after agreeiilg to purckase h/lulvey's office, Sl~ull reported b r  active duty in 
Calihrrria. Sl-tull's d~eloyment lasted froin I~ebritary 24, 2007 to May 27. 2007. IJuri~ig his 
deployr.tlcnt, Sbt~ll infornled Cliniax that he was teril~inating his lease pursuatlt to 50 1J.S C. App. 
9 515, the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCk4). Snake Rker Oncology left the office 
leased from Cliniax arouiid May 30, 2005 to move into Mulve)'s l'oriraer office. 
On May 23,2097, Plaintiff filed a complaint in Bonneville County, claiming that 
Uefendanls breacl-ted the lease agreemelit. 
On November 11. 2008, Plaintil'f filed this motion for summary j~idgrnent. 
On December 4, 2008, this nlotion came up for hearing before the court. After hearing 
argument fro111 tlle parties tlie court took this inatter under advisement. 
After considering the Court's file, pleadings, depositions. admissiolis. affidavits. and the 
argunieilt of counsel. the Court renders the followi~lg opinion. 
11. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 56(c). Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, provides that '3uinniary judgment shall be 
granted forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits. if any, show that there is no geiii~iile issue as to any inaterial fact and that the moving 
pasty is entitled to a judg~neilt as a matter of law." DBSI/TZ<I V v. Bender, 130 Idaho 796. 801. 
948 P.2d 15 1,  156 (1 997) (ci ting hiiilfual of'E~~zmzclaw Ins. Co. I} Roberts, 128 Idaho 232. 234, 
912 P.2d 119, 121 (1996)). 
When assessing the [notion for ~ u r n r n a r ~ ~  jucigment, all controverted facts are to be 
liberally construed in favor of the nonrnovi~lg party. Furtherinore, the trial court must draw all 
reasonable inkrences in favor of the party resisting the niotioii. Litz v. robin so^, 13 1 Idaho 282. 
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283, 955 P.2d 113, 1 14 (Gt.App.19cS8) citing G B Ad Ft1r.r7z.s I* I ; ~ . I M ~  I~ . r iga t i~~~z  C'u . 119 Idaho 
5 14. 5 17, 808 P.2d 851, 854 (1991) and Sc.1tzr1er.s 1) k"ufrc.r ,f(>ir?f LYcl~ooi Dist.. 125 Idaho 872, 874. 
876 P.2d 154. 156 fCt.Apg. 1994). ItIotvever, w1ler.e the evide~itiary facts are not disputed and tlie 
trial court rather than a jury will be tlic liilder of fact. summary judgment is appropriate. despite 
the possibilitj. of conflictiiig iiiferenccs because the court alone %ill be respotisible for resolving 
tlie coiillict between those inl'crenccs. Riverside I)e~~elopntejri Go v. ltitchie, 103 Idaho 5 15, 5 19 
(Idaho 1982). 1-1: reasonable people could reach different conclusions based on the evidence, the 
n~otiori must be denied. F ~ ~ r n z  C'redit B n ~ k  of Sl3ctkune 1' Szeven.sot~, 125 Idaho 270. 272, 869 
P.2d 1365, 1367 (1994): Olsen v J A  I+.eei~znrz Co , 1 17 Idaho 706. 720, 791 P.2d 1285, 1299 
(1 990). 
The noiinioving party ""nay not rest upon the inere allegations or denials of that party's 
pleadings, b ~ ~ t  the party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided.. .. must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." 1.II.C.P. 56(e). I11 atteinpting to 
establislr such facts, "a mere sciiitilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts" is 
insufficient to create a genuine issue of inaterial fact. Scrnzltel v. Ne~~r~~c_t~.th, h'tirzgester. & 
Leznnliz Inc., 134 Idaho 84. 57, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2000). In other words, "the party opposii~g 
the motion must present more than a conclusory assertioil that an isst~e of fact exists." Cogllian 
I~ Betu Theta Pi Fl"ffderrzidj3, 133 Idaho 388, 401, 987 P.2d 300. 313 (1999). 
111. 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiff seeks suinlnary judgment on its claim for breach of contract, arguing that the 
SCRA does not allow Defendants to terminate the lease without a showing of hardship or some 
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i~~tetlcled rclief related to Shtlll's deploytslent. Uefe~ldants argue tl~at he SCRA allot%s 
llefendants to terrilinate the lease. 
A. SCliA tj 535 13OES NOT CONTAIN ii 11ARSUI'IIP REQUIREMENT 
The SCRA strspends or termitiates certain civil liabilities of service me111bers. SC'R4 5 
535(b)( 1)(B) covers professional leases ifhthe serviceniet11ber. while in inilitary serx~ice, 
executes the lease arid thereafter receives nlilitary orders for a perrrranent change of station or to 
deploy tvith a military ui~it. or as an iiidividual ill suppoi-t of a inilitary operation, for a period of 
not less than 90 days " 
Shull was deployed to California for over 90 days and the parties do not dispute that 
S C b I  tj 535 applies to the lease agreement. 
S C M  tj 535(g) provides that "[u]pon application by the lessor to a court before the 
teriilinatioll date provided in the written notice, relief granted by this section to a servicemember 
may be modified as justice and equity require." Plaintiff argues that equity requires the court to 
order Defendants to pay $74.3 16 in lost revenue fro111 the lease. 
Plaintiff argues that allowiiig Defendants to avoid all responsibility for the lease 
agreement would lead to an unjust or uixeasonable result not anticipated by the SCRA. To 
s~ipport his position. Plaintiff points to a number of cases that have considered the SCRA and its 
predecessor, the Soldier and Sailor Civil Iielief Act (SSCRA). 
In the case of Oitnega Indu.stt.ies, hzc. v. Xc!fjruele, 894 F .  Supp. 1425 (D.Nev. 1995). a 
lessor sued a lessee physician who joined the United States Public Health Service and terminated 
his lease under the S S C M .  The Omega noted that "courts have broad latitude and discretion in 
granting equitable remedies to lessors." Id. at 143 1 . The plaiiltiff in Omegu argued that the 
defendant joined the Public Healtl~ Service solely to avoid his obligations under the lease, and 
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asked for ecluitable relief. Id at 1434. ?I he court denied tlze plaintiffs request. Liildilzg that there 
\\as no evidence to support the plaintiff-s accusations. Id at 1435. 
In fitrnklin i Y ~ x  I 'iw J7f0nle-BziilcJii11: and ,Sirt~i~g::s Y I?Iix~.in, 265 A.D. 720 ~ . Y . A p p , D i v .  
1943), an appellate court upheld a sumr-uary j~tdglnent against a clefendarit tvho had defaulted 011 
a illortpage before entering the armed forces. 'fhe court said the SSC'RA "inay not be employed 
as a means of ei~abling one t\ho has flot~tcd liis obligations in civilian life to obtain indefinite 
delay or to cancel his just liabilities.'' Id at 721. The court also quoted a previous case to support 
the tl-reory that the "tl~rcatened injury is due to their service arrd consequent inability to protect 
their interests." Id. (quctting Dielz I .  'li.eupel 184 A.D. 448.450 (N.Y.hpp.Div. 1918). 
Sirnilarly. the New York case of Pcrtr.ikes I. J C' H Service S%crlions 41 N.EF.S. 158 
(N.Y.City Ct. 1943) said that the object of the SSCIU was: 
[Tlo relieve the soldier froin the consequences of his handicap in meeting 
financial and other obligatioils iilc~~rred prior to his call to duty, so that his 
erzergies inay be de~o ted  to his nlifitary duties. unlianipered by mental distress 
occasioned by the consequences to him or to his depeildellts flostring from his 
illability to meet his obligations. 
Id. at 165. 
Plaintiff urges the court to use its "broad latitude" to craft an equitable remedy in this 
case. Plaintiff argues that Defendants did iiot suffer ally undue hardship under the lease as a 
result of Shull's deployment and that ter~~~inating the lease did not offer any relief to Defendant 
related to Shull's deployment. 
Plai~ltiffpresents evidence that Sl~ull's deployinent did not tlveaten to put him in a 
precarious financial situation. Rather, Defendants inc~~rred a much larger financial obligation by 
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buying Muluey's practice and office short13 bekitre Sliuil reported to active duty, I'llantiiTargues 
tliat because Shull did not suffer financial I~ardsl-rip as a result of his deploylnet-rt he sl-rould not 
receive tile full bellefit oILSCRA 5 535(b). 
Ilefendarrts argue that the earlier cases cited by Plailitiff are not relevant to this discussion 
because the3 ccrncern the 191 8 version of'the S S C M .  In 1942 Congress aniended portions of the 
SSCM.  DeSendants argue that among tlie changes to tlie Act Lvas enacting the lease termination 
provision x?jitho~it a "'material affect" requirement, and that Defendants are not required to show 
l-tardship. 
To support their argument. Defendants rely on C'onrov v A ~ z i ~ k q f l  507 U.S. 5 11 (1 993). 
In C7oi.?rql~, the United States Supreme Court considered the case of a service Inember whose 
propert]~ was sold at a tax sale after he failed to pay taxes on the property. The service member 
relied oil what is nolz S C M  5 526. which he claimed tolled the redemption period \vhile he was 
in nlilitary service. Id at 5 13. Tile district court had found against the service member-relying 
on the same reasoning as the cases cited by Plaintiff-holding tliat a service member must 
denlollstrate hardship as a result of their service to enjoy the benefits of the SSCRR. Id. at 5 13- 
14. The ('omcy co~lrt reversed the district court's decision, holding "The comprehensive 
character of the entire statute indicates that Congress included a prejudice requirement whenever 
it considered it appropriate to do so. and that its omission of any such requirement in $ 525 was 
deliberate." lu'. at 5 16. The court also looked to the legislative llistory of the act to determine that 
Congress "presumably required a showing of prejudice only when it seemed necessary to confer 
on the service member a genuine benefit. By distinguishitig sharply between the two types of 
protections, Congress unquestionably conten~plated the ways that either type of protection would 
affect both military debtors and their civilian creditors." Icj. at 5 17. 
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Defendants argue that, like SCRA $526, SCRA 5 535 also intelltionally ot~lits a
requiremerit fbr service members to show prejudice resulting from their service commitment. 111 
tnakilig its determi~iatiot~, the C'onroj~ court follo'i'vred tlie premise that I1a statute is to be read as a 
whole. see 2tf~rsrsnt~hzcretf.s v. hfurusl~. 490 U. S. 107, 1 15 (1989). since the mcaning of statutory 
language, plain or not, depends 011 context." King v. Sf Vilzcent's I fos~~ital ,  502 U. S. 21 5. 321 
(1991). 
Examinil~g other sections of the SCRA shows that Congress often included language 
reqrriring a showing of hardship. For example, 5 527(c). entitled "Creditor Protection". allows a 
court to grant relief to a creditor if in "the opinion of the court. the ability of the ser~icemernber 
to pay interest upoil tlie obligation or liability at a rate in excess of 6 percent per year is not 
lnaterially affected by rcason of the servicemember's military ser\~ice.'" 
In the relevant statute. # 535(g) seri7es a similar purpose, i.e., it protects the lessor's 
interests. It  allows the c o ~ ~ r t  to modify relief to the ser'v~icemember "as justice and equity" 
require. There is not. however, ally mention of a hardship requirement in 9 535. As the Supreme 
Court said in Conroy. "the context of this statute actually supports tlie conclusion that Congress 
lneant what" 9 535 says. Conroy, 507 U.S. at 5 15. 
SCRA 5 535 does 1101 contain a requirement for serxricemembers to show hardship or 
prejudice. As a result. Plainti-fl's argument that Defendants must show hardship to enjoy the 
benefit of tj 535 must fail. 
B. NO GROUNDS FOR EQUITABLE RELIEF 
SCRA fj 535 does allow the court to modify any relief granted under the section as equity 
and justice require. 
Similar qualifications appear in 5 522(b); $ 523(b); 5 524(a) (providing for stays of legal proceedings, attachments, 
and garnishments); Ej 53 1(b) (covering eviction and distress proceedings); $ 532(c) (involving the tennination of 
installment contracts): and 9 536(c) (involving the assignment of insurance coverage). 
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Plaintiff argues that Defendants itsecf SIrtiII's Cfepl~)y11rel1t and SCRA $ 235 as a11 excuse 
to slrecl the lease in order to facilitate nlovislg into a larger oflice and practice. Defendalzts admit 
that Sl~illl incurred a n~ucll greater fi~zancial obligation by p~trcllasing hlulvey's practice. 
Additiotzally, the lease terrrliilatioli was not effective until after Shull had retumed to Idaho Falls 
from active di~ty. AS a result, Plaintiff argues, Defendants beliefitted from. tlie lease tertniiiatioli 
at 1Yaintiff"s expense. 
rlie On.regu court noted that "Because this public policy is to be iiberaliy construed. a 
court of equity must exercise extreme caution in witliholding the protectioll [of the Act]." 
Oineg-61, 894 F.Supp. at 1434 (citing l'irgir~ion IZaihc~u~~ Co v S':s'lenz fideration 1%. 40. 300 
U.S. 515, 552 (1927)). 
Of course, equitable remedies are not clependent on colitractual or statutory schemes. but 
exist because no remedy is available at law "'and because sufficient grounds to invoke equitj. 
such as mutual mistake, fraud, or impossibility. are present." ttolschei I). James, 214 ldaho 443. 
447 (Idaho 1993). 
Iiere. Uefi3lrdants ber~efitted fiom SCRA 5 535 at 131aintiffs expense. However, 
whenever a servicemember takes advantage of the statute, it will be at a lessor or creditor's 
expense. This reality reflects the very nature and purpose of the Act. As the Onzegu and Pntrikes 
courts noted. the purpose of this legislatio~l was to relieve servicemembers of the mental strain of 
financial frustration so that their "energies may be devoted to [their] military duties, unhampered 
by mental distress." Id (quoting Putrike,~, 4 1 N.Y .S. at 165). 
SCRA 5 535 anticipates business arrangements and specifically includes deployments of 
90 days. There are no allegations before the cou1-t of fraud, or that Sl~ull entered the military in 
order to shirlc his obligations. 
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Though the court niay s>lmpathize tvitlr fflaiuttiff: i t  would not be an exercise in ""extreme 
caurion'2to deny Shull the prilrileges oftlie Act tllat serves to allow him to focus his attention on 
treating ill servicemembers in a time ofttar.  
131aintil'l' has not presented. a con~pelling argument for this court to exercise its equitable 
discretioil and tvithhctld the protection of the Act. 
IV. 
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1'laintifl"s Motio11 fbr Summary J~~dgnlellt  is U13NIEIl. 
IT IS SO OIIDEIIIEII. 
Dated this day of January. 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE C)F SGIlVICE 
1 hereby certify that on this day of Ja-nuary, 2009, I served a true and correct cop? of the 
foregoillg 01'INIC)N, DI<CISION, AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JIIIIGhllEN'l' upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct postage 
thereon. or by causing the same to be delivered to their courtliouse boxes. 
~ilttorneys for Piairitiff 
Bryan Slllitfn 
13.J. Driscoll 
SMITI-I. DRISCOI.I,, & ASSOCIAI'ES 
4 14 Sl-toup Ave. 
P,C>. Box 5073 1 
Idaho Fails, ID 83405 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Donald I:, Carey 
Jeremy D. Brown 
Brian I<. Eggleston 
QUANE SFLllTH 
2325 West Broadway. Suite I3 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Rotiald Lo~lg~llore 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bolineville County, Idaho 
by 
Deputy Clerk 
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Casc No. CV-07-2967 
-- 
COhillS NC)Vv7 tlic plaintiff. Climax, LI,C. and I-rerehy objects lo tlie 17i~ial 
.lucigr~lcnt entered May 15, 2009 in this matter. 7'hc specific gsou~~cis for the ol-tjection are 
sut Ihrth in the lettcr from the plaintiff-s counsel to the court dated May 15. 2009, a true 
and correct cop) of \vhich is attached hereto as Exhibit 'I'he plaintiff stip~llated to 
thc procedural posture of this case, but did not s t ip~~late  to entry of final j~idgment. 
IIA i 1.11 this 9 - day of June, 2009. 
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lt l l lc i \% I&. 
i' 
i 
Ilctnalcl 1 .  (';trczj, l:sc1. I v'l lJ. S. Mail 
Jcl cmy 1) I3r.ct\t n. J:scl. 1 1 1;ax 
Qr 1 zhr SZII  1'1 I I,I,L' ] C h  ernight Ilcli\ el.! 
2325 U cst 13roacl\\ay. Siiitc I3 1 I laid llcli\.erj 
idztito 1;alls. 11) 83402-29 13 
013,JE:C'I'ION '1.0 FINAL ,JUI)C:MEN'T - Page 2 
1 C1 1I.N I SS\L3DS 780 I \I'leadn11gs\035 Obje~tl011 to 1:lrral Judgment doc 
EXHIBIT "A " 
I Ionorahle Jot1 J .  Sliindurling 
Ilistrict Judge 
Bo~~neville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Alren~lc 
Idallo Falls. Idaho 83402 
lie: Cli~)znx, LLC vs. Sftake River Oncolo,v~i qf Enstenz Idulto, et a?. 
IJorzl)eville Co~clztji Cnse No. CV-0 7-296 7 
Dear Judge Sliilidurling: 
111 response to the proposed "Final ludgmerit" submitted by Mr. Carey. the plaintiff coniirrns its 
stipulation to the procedural state of this matter. I-lowever, mrhile the plaintiff appreciates the 
pmced~lral posture of this case and tlipe practical need for a ijnal judgment. tile plaintiff does not 
stipulate to entrj of final judgment in tile defendants' bel~alf. 131aintiffreservcs its sight to appeal or 
othenniise contest the judgt~lent. 
Yours very trul?, 
ShlI TFf. DRISCOLI, 6% ASSOCIA I'ES. PLLC 
cc: Donald F. Care). Esq. 
Cl illlax, L,LC 
I 'CLII N IS,13t)S\7&OI Jetters'l01 
('1 IMAS. L,I-C. 
Plaintiff. 
\ .  
SNAKI. III\/'I:K ONCOI-OGY (31: 
):AS I 1;liN II>AlJO. 1'LI.C. and 
C ' l  IItIS I'lAN Slll!I,L,. R3.13.. 
Case No. CV-07-2967 
NOTIC'IC OF API'lCilL, 
' 0  SNAKII: IilVER ONCO1,OGY OF EAS'TERN 11)L411C), PI,I,C, allti 
CII1IISrI'I~tN SIIULL, M.D., I)efendants/Kespondents, and DONrl1,l) F. 
CAKICY, II;SQ., and ,JEREMY 1). BIIOM'N, ESC)., 'I'IIEIR I ~ ~ " I ' O I ~ N I ~ : Y S  OF 
REC:OIIl>; and TO 'l'IIE CLERK OF 1'1112 ABOVE-k;N'TI'l'IiE1> COllli'l'; 
NO'l'lCF: IS liIi,REl3Y GIVEN 'TIlA'l': 
1 .  I'he above-named plailltifS/appellant, Climax. I L C  ("Climax"). appeals to 
tllc Iclahn Supreme Cout t from thc Se\,enth Judicial Ilistl ict C'ourt's Final Judgment 
cntcrcii Mat 15. 2009ii1 the abose-entitled action against C'limax and in fat o r  of'tl~c 
abo\ c-nanicci dcfendants/respol1de11ts, the I'lo~iorablc Jon J. Sl~indurling. District J-~idge. 
NOrTICli: OF AI'PI<iZI, - Page I ri 
1. Ci I f  N I.S'\BDS ,780 i\Pleiid111gs\034 Nottcc o t ~ & & l  doc 
3 
- Cflima.t has tiic right to appeal to tlie ldiilio Sirprclire ('ortr t, and thc 
ji~ctgme~it described 111 paraglap11 one abot c is subject to apl-'cal pursua~il to Icfalio 
2ppcll;trc Iiulc 1 1 ( ; I ) .  
7 
3 1 he issrics \chic11 C'limax intcr~cis to ;~ssel-t oil appeal arc the fblloi~ir-lg: 
a. Ilict  the district court cttmmit re\ ctsible el-ror in Ikililig to cotlsldel- 
the lack of' all! 11aidship to defendants i t1  dcnyilig C71ima\ relief undcl- Scctioli 
5;5(g) of the Servicc~-licliibcrs C 7 i \ r i I  ICclicfiZctl? 
h. I>id tlic district court corn~iiit ~ e \ e ~ s i b l e  error in req~~isitig Climax 
ro prove the ciefel~dants committed fraud or that Shull entered the rnilitarq to sl-li~l\ 
his obligations before the ctt~trt \;ooulcS grant ccluitahle relief to C'limax rrnclcr 
Section 5 ? 5 ( g )  of the Scl\,iccmembers Civil I.tclief'itct'! 
4 1 IIG district court entered an older on No\elilbc~ 5. 2008 sealing a 1301 tion 
of'tllc record 01 trallscript telating to tile defendants'lrespc~~~de~~ts~ financial infbrmation. 
i - . ('limau docs nc?t recluest a traliscrjpt. 
6. Climak requests tlie following documet~ts be illcludcct ill the clcrl<'s recotd 
In addition to those acrtoinaticall~~ incluctcd ulider Rule 28. Idaho i2ppcllatc i2ules: 
a. Ivlotion for Summaly Judgment and Motion for 13ench I'rial dated 
October 3 1. 2008: 
b. f3riefLin Support of klotioli for S ~ r ~ n m a r ~  .Judgnzent and R4otion lor 
13cnch Tlial dated October 3 1.  2008: 
C. Affida\ it of B. .I. 111 iscoll dated October 7 1. 2005: 
d. ilffidavit of Sue 1,andotl dated October 3 1. 2008: 
a: if 7 9 ..I NOrI'IC'I< 0 1 ;  ilPl'Ii:itl, - Page 2 -*. 
1 ('1.11 N I S\f31>S'\:SO I 'Plcadings\O34 No t~ce  of Appcal doc 
c lieply 131 icf irz Support o f  hlotiorr for Suml~lar> .I~~dgrrrci~t and 
hlotiol~ fot 13cnch 7 rial dated N o \  cmbcr 2 1 ,  20(18: 
f. Opinion, Ilecision, and Orcter ct11 I'laintil-fs hilotiolz fhr Stimmar!: 
.I~tdgmcl~t d;itcd .Jatluary 30, 2008; ancl 
t2 013jcctio1l to 1:inal Jridg~ncr~l datccl June 9. 2009. 
7 I CCI l if l .  
(a) I'hat a copy of this liotice of appeal has been sel\lcci on cach 
reportcr of ivhorn a transcript has bee11 rccluested; 
(h)  ?hat the reportcr tvho leported the trial before the district court and 
fi-0111 \ \ l~onl a transcript lias bcen rciluested lias bcen paid tllc estimated Sce Sol 
preparation of the reporter's transcripls: 
(c) l'hat the estimated fee for preparation of the clcrb's ~ecord  has 
beell paid: 
( d j  I hat the appellate filillg fee has been pic ! :  and 
(e) 'l'liat service 11as been made upon all parties recluil ed to be s c r ~  ed 
pi~rslrallt o Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
1lA I.i(i1 this -9- day of June, 2009. 
Snil I f r .  I~IZISCULL & ASSOCIA TI-S. P I L C  
* I t /  
s L ~  
NO-1 ICI!: OF AI'lPII:AL, - Page 3 
I II'N I S'~13DS\780I~Plead1ngs\034 Nottce of Appeal doc 
I1lI~JC1~131~('lllt1'1lk'rliatont~1is - 9 da) of..lttl~c, 2009. 1 caused a truc ancl 
C O S I C L ~  cup? 01' ~ I I C  Iiiregoi~lg NO'l'ICII: 01 ill'l'E:IIIII to be sel\~cd. b? placii--ig t l~c  sariic 
111 ;t ,sealc~t ctr\ elope and deposiling i r i  llte IJnitcd Slatcs Mail, postage prepalcl. o t  hclnd 
11el1.i cr; . lacsilnilc transmission or otrcll~ight delivery . addressed to tile li)llo\x~ing 
#/ 
I)o~i;lid 1:. Caret. Iisil. 14 1). S. hlail 
.Icr c111y 1) Rr-o~r 11. 1:sq. I X'LLY 
(Ji 'iiz'i. S\II  1 1 1  L 1-1' 1 Overniglit IJcli\er) 
2325 IVest Broadway. S~tite 13 1 1 1 I~i t ic l  I)eli\ el-; 
Idaho 1:alts. 11) 83402 2W13 
Rc-ctiald 1 ,otlgl:tmorc I .J 11. S. Mail 
('lcl-I\ of'thc llistrict C:ou~t 
r.' 
1 1 1:au 
60.5 N C'api tal i'\\~ennc ] O\renlight I)cli\7er;, 
Idal~o 1-alls, Idaho. 81402 I I I Iar~d I>eli\ cry 
- 4 i z g  
NO'I'ICII: O F  APPEAL, - Page 4 
1, C'1 11 N I C\BL)S 7801 f'lcacllngs~033 Not~ce  of 4ppeal doc 
IN THE DISTRIG'T COURT OF TIIF: SEh7ENTW JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'THE 
S'E'A'll'E OF IIIAWCI, IN ANL) FCIlP THE @OI!NTY OF BC)NNE%fILLE 
C'L,IhIAX. 1>1,C,. i 
j CLEIUC'S CERTIFICA'I'E 
I ' l a~~ l t~ f f  b~ ~311ella111. 1 OF API'EAL 
i 
\ s 1 Case No CV-2007-1967 
1 
SNAKE 1<1\'1:K O h C  Ol,C)G'r' OF. 1 Doclcef. N o  
T,4SFTI;RN IDAI10. IqL1,C. and 1 
CHRIS F ~ A N  S I I ~ I L ~ L .  i\/t r).. 1 
1 
l)efcndant/Iiespondents. 1 
- - - -- -) 
Appeal f ~ o m .  Se~entl l  J~~dic ia l  District. Bonneville County 
i iono~able Jon J Shindurling. D~s tnc t  Judge. presid~ng. 
Cace number f io~n Court CV-2007-2967 
01clc1 or .ltlclgrneni appealed from: Final Judgment. entered 5-15-09 
Attollie> fnr Appellant Brvan D. S~liitli 
Attome) for Respondent. Donald F. Carey 
Appealed by. Plaintiff 
Appealed against. Defendant 
No t~ce  of Appeal Filed. 6-9-09 
Appella~e Fee Pa~d.  yes 
Was Drstr~ct Court Reportel's 2 ranscl ipt requested? No 
If so. name of reporter. 
Dateci June 17. 2009 
IN THE DISTRICT COtJKT OF THE SEVENTH JLIDICIAL DISTRIC'K' OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AN11 FOR TIiE COlJNTU OF BONR'EVILLF, -J F3 2 
tfl 
1 
i e. 
1 
E; Case No. CV-3,007-2967 
? r-; 'LJ 
-vs.- ? MINCJrI'E ENTRY ON -3 
1 MOTION HEARING i 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY of I ."; 1 2 
EASTERN IDAHO, PLLC, et al, 1 
Defendants. 1 
On June 23. 2009, at 11:00 i\iZil. an Objection to the Motion for Costs came on for 
hearing before the IIonorable Jon J. Shindurling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. 
Ms. Nancy Marlow. Court Reporter. and Pvls. Grace Walters, Deputy Court Clerk. were 
present. 
Mr. B. J. Driscoll appeared on behalf of plaintiff, Mr. Jere~my Brown appeared on behalf 
of defendant. 
Mr. Brown presented argument on attorney's fees and costs. 
Mr Driscoll presented argued In opposition on the attorney fees and costs. 
After a discussion with the parties, the Court determined that the case was not frivolous 
or without foundation, and tvas over a cornuneicial transaction. The Coui-t \+il l  grant fees in 
atllount of $23.412.";. costs in alnount of $779.72, and mediation costs in alnoullt of $229.20. 
Mr. Brown will prepare and submit the order for signature. A 
Court was thus adj ourned. 
c: B.J. Driscoll 
Jerorny Brown 
I lonalct I:. (';1rc>. 1 SI3 #4392 
Jcre111j I) .  t 3~o\ \n ,  IS13 k6610 
( J t  JAN!, SMI 1 1  1 l2I21' 
2325 LVcst 131-oact\{ a3. Suitc 13 
Idal~c~ I'alls. Icialio 83402-70 13 
I elepi~ol~c: (208) 529-0000 
I;;icslrnilc (208) 529-0005 
1.-mail: dfcarcy~~~c~t1icii t11.11ct 
IN 1-1 113 I)lSrfRICrI' COI JRT 01.' 11111 SlJVEN'l'I 1 JLJUIC'IAI> 1)I S 1 I-illC' 1 
0 1 7  '1-1 i l l  S fAI'I1 OF IDA1 1 0 .  IN AN11 I:OR TliE COIJN fY 01. BONNI,VII.Ll~ 
CI,IMAX. I LC. 
I'lainti fLSiAppellant. 
1 s. 
SNAKll KIVI)lI ONCOLOGY 01; 
l:AS7'1JIIN IUAI30. PI,I,C. and 
C:IIR1SrfIAN S£-li_1ldl,. M.D.. 
De tel1dantsiRespo11dents. 
Case No. C'V-07-2967 
I>LFENUANTS/Rl':SPON IIEN'I'S ' 
IIEQUES'I' 1:01< A1>D17'IONLA1 
TRANSCRIPTS OF REiCORD 
-1 0: 7'1 1E ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT AND 'TIIE PARTY'S A I-TORNl;V. AN13 'I 111' 
RI3I'OR'l'I~lt OF 7'1-IE ABOVE ENTITLED COIJRI': 
N('>TICI: IS IIEREBY GIVEN. t l~at  the Defendants in the above-entitled pl-oceecling 11ereb.l 
~-ccl~~est .  pursuallt to Rule 19.1.A R., the inclusion of the follo~ving lnaterial in the reporter's 
trt~i~script 01- the clerk's record In addition to that required to be inclilded 1?\- the 1.A.li. and 
thc Notice ol' Appcal: 
1 - i)elencinntslRespondents' Reqrlest for Atlditional 1'1 anscripts of liecord 
5 r \  - 
A <3 L 
li I7laitltift's Motion fir I~rotcctiue Orcler. dated June 23. 2008: 
I<csl-tonse t o  h4otion [ijr 1)rotcctit.c Order. datcd June 30, 2008: 
. Itcpl! 13ricf'iti S L I ~ ~ O I - t  of M o t i o ~ ~  f i ~ r  I 'rotccti~.~ 01-dcr. ciatecl Ju l j  2. 2008; 
. 01-iict- (;ranti113 nilotict~i fix I-"roiccti\~c Order. datecl .I ill! I 8. 3008: 
. ()ppc.rsition to I'lailltiff~s Motion lor S L I I I I ~ ~ I > ~  ,luclgment. ciatccl Net\ c r ~ ~ b c r  1'7.
2008: ancl 
.I Af'liclavit of C'ounsel in S11ppo1-t of Opposition to ['laintit-f-s Motion ii)s 
Silmmar~ Ji~cigliienl. ciatcd Nocember 17. 2008. 
3. 1 certify that 21 cop11 of this request fbr additional tl-anscripts has l3eel1 served 011 each 
coult reporter of l'vliom a transcript is rcq~~estcd as 11amcc1 belo~z. at the addscss set out bclo\i 
arlit that the esti~iiatecl number of'additional pages being recji~estcd is to be clcterminccl. 
Nainc ancl Address- Nancy Maslotv. 605 N. C:;~~?ital Ave.. Idalio 1:alls. 11) 83402. 
1 I urthes certif: that this request Ihl- aciditiolial recorcis h~+s been scr\,cd t1j3011 t l ~ c  lerk 
ol' the district court or administrative agei.lcy and upon all parties reyuil-cd to be scr\,ed 
l)A 1I:U this 23"' da3 of.lunc. 2009. 
Attorneys for Il)eSendants~Respondents 
2 -- l)eSendants, Respondents' Iieqrlest tor Adclit~nnnl Transcripts of Record 
I I II'KIif3Y CI:l-i_'I'IF'V that on this 23'" clay uf .liine. 2009. I serl eil a true arlici correct 
cop> o f  the li>regftirrg lleferrldcir~i,~' Regtrc.rl for A~fdliro/?UI T ~ Q / ~ S C ~ I ~ ~ ; I ,  of Ii't'co~d hq.: 
l31!;111 11. S111itl1. I*,,5q. I pj"II.S. Mail. jtosti~gc prepaid 
j3. J. l~ r i s co~ i .  Esq. 1 I I land-IIclit,el-t.d 
k4CxGl<A I 1  1. MlAL'I 1Abl & Sh41rJ I I. P I d I  C' [ 1 (11 c r ~ ~ i g l ~ t  klail
4 I4 SI1c.tup Atcnuc 1 1 1~'acsimilc ~ t r :  429-4 166 
i " 0 .  I3ox 5073 1 
lclallct 1:alls. Idaho 83405 
524-073 J 
Nrtrlc? Marlo\\ . Court lieposter 
I lonne~illc C'ottnt~ C ' O L I ~ ~ ~ I O L I S C  
005 North C'altital A\lcnne 
Idal-io 1,alls. lclallio 83402 
[ d1 i .s .  Mail. post;igc prcpnid 
[ t.11 land-l>elivereci 
I JO\ernightMail 
/ ] 1-ncsimile ( t i  
('1 IMAX. I I C .  
SNAIO: ICIVI3Z ONCOI,OC;V OF 
T'AS I'llJiN IDA1 10, PLLC. and 
Cl 11<IS'I'IAN SI11JlL12. h/l.I).. 
C'ase No. C'V-07-29(17 
I'llis matter came before the Caul-t 011 June 23. 2009. on Defendant's Motion for 
Attomc>'s Fees and Costs. Uelel~dant mo~<etl  he t'ourt fhr Altolney',s 1-ees ant1 C'osls 
lx~rst~ant to IcSaho Code Section 12- 120 (3). 12- 12 1 ;rnci Idaho It. Cix . 1'. 5 4 e )  and  54{cI I .  
N i e r  the presentation of argument 13) counsel the Coi~rt dc te r l t l i~ l~~i  that: 
1 .  rltc case n a s  11ot brougl~t fi-ivolouslv or witl-rout foundation and denied attornet 
lkes pursiiant to Idaho Code 12- 12 1 . 
7 
-. 1'11e matter i11volvcd a commel-cia1 transaction al~cl that IJcfelldants are elititled 
to a t tolne~ fees 13ursuant to ldaho Code 12- 120(3) and Idaho R. Cii . 1'. 541~) i l l  tile ;LIIIOLIII~ 
3. Ilel'endants arc entitlcd to costs as a matter of'right p~~rsuallt to ic-laho R. Ci i .  
1'. M(d)( 1 )(C) i11 tlie amount of'$779.72. 
4 Mccli;ttiol~ costs in tl-ris mnttcr \I cre 13ct;cssary L I ~ I C I  ~ ~ ~ ~ p t i ( t 1 1 i l l  ~ o s l s .  ~.~i~,irt)tl;tbl\ 
iticurrecl itncl prirsuarlt to Iclaho I<. C'iv. 1" 54(d)( 1 )(D) l lcfc~~dants arc cntltlecl to rccol cr 
ciiscrctiilnary costs in the amortut of'$299.20. 
1.1' IS '114 t'RLIFORI< OltIIl-:Rf~l~ that 131aintiSf"s motion for Attorr~eq 's I:ees and 
C'ost is 1icseby gr;iiitcd in the aiilctunt ol'$24,49 1.42. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
I", 
A131"ROVI:D AS 1 0  1:ORM 
R;IC(;liAT'FI. Mf5i'iCI'IAM RL Sbl1'rI-l. PLLC 
13) : 
I f  .J. 1)riscoll. Fsq.. of tile firm 
Attol-ncq fix 1~l;iiiitiff 
4 fv.9 d d u  
2 - Osdrl- Granting Attonie~ Fees and Costs to Defendants 
I I I l~1<l l l lY CI,I<1'11-'t' Illat I all1 n d i r l ~  cei-tilicd C'lerli o l ' t l ~ ~ s  C'orirt. and 011 tl11s 
* 
at of .1~1-l;ls;--OOC), h:/Lh I scrt cd a trilc and correct copj7 of thc li~regct~ng 011: ZL- -J - 
13r5arl 11. Sniitl~, I:sq. I li.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
13. J .  ISriscoll. llscl. [ I I lanct-Delivered 
b$CC;I<AF171 I. klEAC1 ILIM & SMl'I'lI. Ij1-1,C" I 1 0 s  ertiig111 Mail 
4 14 Silorrp i Z i  cnuc I ) 1:acsil~ile [a 529-4 166 
I " 0 .  130s 5073 1 
IclaI~ct I4ails. Iclai~o 83405 
i2.1-073 1 
,-l tfoiwt"~* for. P/~rri?t[j^f 
,lercmy I). F3rottrn. I 3 q .  
(JlJANlr' SMI'JII 1,I P 
3325 U7esl I31-ond.v\iay. Suite I3 
IcJi~h~l 1;alls. Idaho 83402-29 13 
(208) 529-0000 
,il /for-r?cl. fiw Ileiei.rcicrr?/(s) 
I1.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
( 1 I Ia1icl-I3cli\.ered 
1 O\icri~ight Mail 
I j 14acsit1iile 'a ,  (208) 529-0005 
Clcsl\ of tlie District Court 
(J I 11 E~~(II>I-'K . ( '  r11 r:s,x.<>q.t .('I,,,,~X I I ( , S , , ~ A C  I, c, ~,,c,,I~,~v c,! I: III,OI~IC, I<:, ~ I ~ ~ I  I : v *~ ,+~cc: a ~  1 LU>:I 
''4";;" 
fL t i  
3 - Order C;ranting A t t o r ~ ~ e y  Fees and Costs to Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTMCT OF TIiE 
STATE; OF IDAI-10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE: 
@l,IMAX, LL,C,, 1 
) 
131aintiSf/Appella~lt, CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 
VS. 1 Case No. CV-2007-2967 
1 
SNAKE RIVER ONCOLOGY OF. 1 Docket No. 366 13 
EASTERN IDAtfO, PLLG, a11d ) 
CHRIST IAN SHULL, M.D., 1 
Defe~~danL'Responde~~ts. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4 day of September. 2009, I served a copy of tile Reporter's 
Transcript (if requested) and t l ~ e  Clerk's Record in the Appeal to the Supreme Court in the above entitled 
cause upon tile followi~~g attorneys: 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. Donald F. Carey, Esq. 
SMIT1-1, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES. PLLC QUANE SMITH 
P.O. Box 5073 1 2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Atiornej* for. Appellant Attorney for Respondent 
by depositing a copy of each thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid, in an eilvelope addressed 
to said attorneys at tile foregoing address, wl~ich is the last address of said attorneys ~ I I O W I I  to me. 
CERTIFICATE OF SER\'ICE . 1 
